
WELCOME TO DRACO GALAXY 
 

Quadrant 1, Sector 2 of Draco is the first colonised area of this galaxy. It is a recent settlement by Alliance standards and this 

space atlas depicts 16 sub-sectors as 4 areas, each containing 4 sub-sectors. The 601, The Black Patch, The Cold Lands and 

The Cauldron are the 4 areas. Each area, and thus its contained sub-sectors have a number of large astrographical features that 

must be noted and taken into account by every interstellar traveller. Their descriptions are expanded below. 

ASTROGRAPHICAL FEATURES 

 

Kentle Ion Cloud & The Blots: Kentle Ultmarischi, a Mutzachan Brown Robe explorer, while on a survey mission with 

Teledyne discovered The Kentle Ion Cloud in 2198. It was surveyed and later analysed to display two breakaway clouds, small 

by ion cloud standards only a parsec or so in diameter. These were dubbed the blots. This whole structure forms a trade route 

barrier between Blaxpah, Andairn and Ko-tet that keeps those worlds in isolation between the rest of The 601 and The Cold 

Lands. 

 

Resher Pulsar: An Eridani scientist, Korvan Resher, of the Vax class, performed some critical research on the behaviour of 

this pulsar. Resher had the pulsar named in his honour after publishing his findings amongst the academic literature along with 

prediction software that saved many ships from the seemingly random pressure ridge activity. Resher‟s prediction software has 

prevented the loss of many ships that were exploring the region. 

 

Crosham Asteroid Belt: Many mining teams work on the edges of the belt hauling iron and nickel out in huge quantities for 

export all over The Alliance territories. The Crosham Belt was used in a successful evasion by Commander Elric Crosham in a 

battle with a large fleet of Rebels intent on attacking Ala. Crosham lured the Rebels into the belt and detonated a nuclear mine 

behind them. The blast generating shrapnel in the form of asteroids being hurled into the ships. The Maxilla-Crunch, 

Crosham‟s ship, was severely damaged but eliminated almost the entire Rebel fleet save for a handful of fighters that were 

later destroyed by their pilots in a suicide to avoid capture. Crosham was awarded a silver star for his actions and leadership. 

 

Cansar Ion Cloud: More a nebula that is prone to Ion Cloud-like bursts of energy once every few days. The Cansar Ion Cloud 

is easily avoided but still lures some travellers to their doom by its apparent passivity. Unsubstantiated reports from those who 

were foolish enough to warp directly through the ion cloud state that they observed alien ships of unknown configuration 

moving at high warp speed within the cloud. These ships ignored hails and vanished at the first attempt at an active scan by the 

observers.  

 

The Great Darksea: a huge expanse of space that has no stars and frequent clusters of dark matter. This „big empty‟ is like a 

bite out of the edge of Draco that joins to deep intergalactic space. Most ships avoid this desolate area although some pirates 

are said to float in the Great Darksea because of its isolation and complete lack of patrols. Should generally be avoided. 

 

The Oil Drum: another vast expanse of empty space that has been the bane of many long distance ships without auxiliary 

engines. The Oil Drum has claimed 18 freighters during the history of The Black Patch‟s settlement. Rescuers are unlikely to 

venture into this void for fear of the „random malfunction‟ that seems to be the cause for so many ships breaking down in this 

area. Suspicions are of Motaran-Rift energy that is responsible for engine failures and this has been blown into a superstition 

that the Oil Drum is cursed.  

 

Mitox Ion Cloud: A huge Ion cloud and nebula that extends right up the middle of Quadrant 1 in a diagonal slash through 

sector 2 and sector 3. The Mitox Ion cloud is one of the largest in Draco and has many „baby‟ stars within its mass. Measuring 

over 200 parsecs in length it has not been traversed by any Alliance personnel. Even fleeing pirates will not head into the 

Mitox Ion Cloud itself, preferring to run through an arm off its main structure. The whole cloud appears to be in the process of 

consumption by the black hole producing the spectacular astronomical phenomenon known as The Cauldron. 

 

The Cauldron: A black hole is drawing the Mitox Ion Cloud into its all-consuming maw throwing off great shards of nebula 

gas and devouring a number of protostars. The light from the slowly flayed stars is refracted through the gas and dust creating 

a deep red glow that can be seen, as it was many years ago, on any planet within a hundred parsecs. The Ion Cloud‟s material 

is being drawn into the black hole creating a huge whirlpool-like appearance, the glow from the falling protostars illuminating 

the event and giving it the appearance of a huge cauldron sitting atop a fire of dying stars. A traveller‟s advisory warning 

recommends a safe distance of 2 parsecs from any edge of the Cauldron phenomena. 

 



The Spill: Some of the Mitox Ion Cloud has been flung past the black hole by the immense gravitation and created a topology 

named The Spill. Powerful gravimetric waves and dangerous eddies swirl in the space around the Spill posing a grave danger 

to all but the most powerful ships. A traveller‟s advisory warning recommends a safe distance of 3 parsecs. 

 

The Embers: From the one side of the black hole, which is roughly on the same plane as the map, an asteroid field has been 

flung out in a similar way to The Spill. This field of dust and accreted mass has spread many parsecs and is now home to a 

great many mining operations, stone towns, hidden bases and listening posts. The Embers are one of the most productive 

mining regions in this quadrant of Draco exporting all manner of minerals, alloys, metals, ores, jump fuel in the from of di-

tritium or ti-tritium many parsecs in to the Galactic Alliance territories. The Embers have still not been fully charted. 

 

Ash Pass: A small pass between the spill and the embers that is navigable and reasonably safe from pressure ridge activity. 

Automated sensor stations line Ash Pass to report the state of gravimetric waves and eddies which are communicated back to 

the planet Ash and from there throughout the sub-sector. This information is used to predict safe times to make warp through 

Ash Pass and so far has been very effective. 

 

 

 

 



RACES NATIVE TO DRACO 
 
The area of space known as the Cold Lands is home to the two most advanced races in this sector of Draco. The Gromeks and 

the Reepaxi have been warring for centuries, each unable to achieve an advantage of great enough significance over the other 

to attain victory. In the wake of some Arachnid encounters the losses from the war of attrition with their enemy and raids by 

the spiders has slowed the destruction. As such the current military actions between the Gromeks and the Reepaxi consist of hit 

and run missions and other guerrilla type strikes.  

 

The Gromeks and the Reepaxi are considered to be Tech Level 5-6 with a rare few items considered Tech Level 7. The 

Alliance attitude towards these races is “get your acts together and then we‟ll talk about alliances”. The front that sees the most 

action is the area between Co-Tseenta, Brax Naylar, Den-Paath, Gromar Battle Station 18 and Reepaxi Battle Station 33. Here 

both sides are trying to outflank the current fortified lines by jumping to Blaxpah under the pretence of trading with the 

GalCorp Astrotech Station. From there they are jumping simultaneously with another departing ship, for ECCM reasons, to 

Brax Naylar, Den-Paath or Co-Tseenta to continue on, dropping mines, launching probes and harassing merchant ships of the 

enemy. So far it has cost both sides an incredible amount of resources and the only clear advantage is to the Blaxpah GalCorp 

station. 

 

GROMEK (Grow-mek) 
 

VITAL STATISTICS 

+22 Strength +15 Constitution 

+03 Manual Dexterity +15 Aggression 

+15 Agility -05 Intuition 

-12 Charisma 

SECONDARY STATISTICS 

+10 Military 

Leadership 

-15 Persuasion 

-10 Bargaining 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Body Points: 10+d6 Movement: 12/12/84 

Height: 78+d20 inches Weight: 200+4d6 x 10 

pounds 

No. of Attacks: 2 punches Damage per Attack: 1-2 pts. 

Real 

Vision Modifier: +15 Hearing Modifier: +15 

Smell Modifier: +20 

Home Planet: Gromar 

Starting Money: 9d6 x 100 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

2 point threshold skin +04 to all attacks 

+08 to all rifle attacks 

LIABILITIES 

Susceptible to cold Cannot use cyberspace 

45 skill points 

SURVIVAL MATRIX ROLLS 

Chemical: 40 Sonic: 50 

Radiation: 35 Electricity: 42 

Biological: 55 Fire: 90 

Mental: 38 Acid: 12 

Poison: 68 Cold: 09 

PRIMARY OCCUPATION 

Warriors 

 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
The Gromeks are a race of large reptilian humanoids who originate from the world of Gromar in the sub-sector of Draco 

known as “The Cold Lands”. Tall and muscular the average Gromek looks like a champion body-builder. They are very strong 

but not as strong as the Python races nor as dumb. In appearance the head of a Gromek can be likened to a dragon with sharp 



teeth and multiple horns. The males have six horns of roughly ten centimetres in length while the females have four around 

thirty centimetres long. The Gromeks are renowned for their arrogance and aloofness towards all other races whom they 

consider inferior although they respect Eridani combat techniques. It is also known that the Gromeks hate the Reepaxi with a 

passion that exceed the legendary rivalry between the Eridani and the Phenatri. Their Holy War for the Stars has become such 

a consuming practice that they are blinded by racism and propaganda towards the Reepaxi.  

  

GOVERNMENT 
The Gromeks are ruled by their royal families and the ultimate authority is with the Emperor and his family. The final say on 

any issue in any Gromek‟s life is with the Emperor. The power and rights of an individual are accorded by their birth rank. The 

more closely one is related to the royal families the more privileges and social rights one receives. The concept of family is 

dear to the Gromeks and revenge for loss of face in the family is a powerful motivation that primes many to undertake actions 

that would normally be illegal on any Alliance world. The rights of the upper classes extend into the butchery of peasants for 

sport and the murder of workers who do not perform adequately. The higher the Gromeks social station the heavier and more 

advanced the weapons he is allowed to carry. This results in people from the royal families sometimes travelling the slums of 

the cities in search of “sport”. Hunting down street urchins and other wayward souls with no rich blood. It is unknown how the 

Imperium has remained for so many centuries but the focus on the war with the Reepaxi must be partially responsible for the 

maintenance of the royal families positions. 

 
CULTURE 
Gromeks enjoy blood sports and watch a myriad of different games of injury and carnage. The favourite is Kantor, a ball game 

involving two teams of forty armed with cleavers and adrenal boosters. They wear little armour. All royally sponsored games 

of Kantor, of which there are at least three a day in the capital alone, give out free food to all who attend. Drinks are reduced in 

price 90% and this ensures full attendance at all matches. Often when arch-rival teams play the combat spills into the crowd 

and the automated defense systems come into play to control the rampaging mobs. 

 

PHYSIOLOGICAL MAKEUP 
Gromeks have a lean but muscular physiognomy that processes all nutritional products except fats with alarming efficiency. 

Excess minerals are stored in the skin giving it the hardness of any Python pelt. The skin hardens with age as well as diet. This 

is the reason the armed forces put all members on specially designed diets that increase the hardness of the skin by up to 150%. 

Results vary from individual. [Any Gromek character who has served with the armed forces should roll (2d8-1) x 10 as a 

percentage increase to the normal threshold of two].The Gromek body does not produce fat cells for warmth or food reserves 

and thus they are easily starved. This is countered by the phenomenal breeding ability of each female. The females average 

nine children with each pregnancy and are born in thin membranous sacs that resemble some of the live born snake species on 

Earth. Gromek children must be fed often and there is a high infant mortality rate on Gromar. Records that have been made 

available to Alliance diplomats indicate that in the last century the death rate of infants has fallen thirty percent to a more 

acceptable figure of thirteen percent.  

 
QUIRKS 
Gromeks love rifles. They prefer any rifle to a pistol but are not so blinded by this as to deny training with handguns. As such 

they are renowned for their accuracy with such weapons and the practice in ballistic combat is so great that they receive a +04 

bonus to all such attacks. With rifles the bonus is doubled. All Gromeks can aim in half the usual time. Another thing is that 

Gromeks love to insult their enemies from behind cover, often distracting their foes or aggravating them into a frenzy. When 

Gromeks win a battle they get off on standing over the fallen and praising themselves for a minute or two before taking happy 

snaps of the corpse. 

 
HISTORY 
For close to 150,000 years the Gromeks maintained what the Alliance qualify as a civilisation. The history of which is rather 

long and boring. Apart form the odd usurper and civil insurrection they maintained an industrious yet unimaginative society. 

The Gromek Imperium established interstellar flight approximately 1750 AD and began a program to claim the Holy Stars, a 

group of stars that are considered to be the given territory by their Gods. Little did they know that in a system on the other side 

of their holy constellation a race was planning exactly the same thing. The Reepaxi also began a program to claim the Holy 

Stars that they considered to be their God given right to own. From here we can see the beginnings of the strife between the 

races.  

 
FAVORITE ITEM 
Is usually a rifle of some kind, GAUSS rifles are popular as are particle beams and impact lasers. Another popular Gromek 

item is a picture of the rifle they want to own. 

 



DRESS 
Gromeks wear little clothing, usually a loincloth type apparel and a cape. They wear jewellery that is constructed out of bone 

and silver. Reepaxi bone is very popular and a great status symbol. 
 
HANGOUT 
When at home amongst the high ceilings and polished stone floors, Gromeks are usually somewhere near the kitchen. This is 

the central feature of all Gromek homes and the larger and more elaborate the kitchen the more prestige associated with that 

household. Furniture is exquisitely and seductively carved from dark hardwoods and stone native to Gromar. Gromek furniture 

fetches excellent prices in the Alliance with average (by Gromek standards) pieces fetching over 5,000cr on the open market. If 

a Gromek away from home chooses to furnish her abode with another races work their taste will often not be satiated until they 

own a Chippendale original or equivalent. 

 
COMBAT TACTICS 
Take cover and blow it away with superior accuracy. Gromeks are notoriously good shots. 

 
GENERAL OCCUPATION 
Rifleman. 

 
THE GROMEK VIEW 
ON LIFE: Live it in glory. 

ON WAR: A means to our deserved end. Prove them inferior in the wake of our might. 

ON THE ALLIANCE: When outnumbered play stupid. Adapt and conquer. 

ON THE UNIVERSE: Who cares where it came from, it will be ours one day. 

FAMILY: The family is the sculptor of future generations. As such it is an incredible responsibility to produce the perfect 

work. 

THE SELF: I am, or will be, the ultimate being. 

 
NOTABLE STATEMENTS 

“You are useless. I laugh at your pathetic attempts to kill me.” 

“Pythons should be kept in zoos like back home you stupid #&@*!” 

“What‟s for afternoon second lunch?” 

 



REEPAXI (Ree-packs-ee) 
 

VITAL STATISTICS 

+15 Strength +22 Constitution 

-05 Manual Dexterity +10 Intuition 

+12 Aggression -10 Charisma 

SECONDARY STATISTICS 

+05 Military Leadership +05 Persuasion 

-5 Bargaining 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Body Points: 14+d10 Movement: 11/11/110 

Height: 84+d20 inches Weight: 280+2d100 

Number of Attacks: 3 Damage per Attack: 1-6/1-

6/1-2 real. 

Vision Modifier: +0 Hearing Modifier: +22 

Smell Modifier: +26 

Home Planet: Reepax 

Starting Money: 9d6 x 100 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

Paralytic poison bite. Resist Cold. 

2 levels in Armour 

Repair. 

2 levels in Welding. 

LIABILITIES 

48 Skill points. Susceptible to sonic attacks. 

SURVIVAL MATRIX ROLLS 

Chemical: 35 Sonic: 25 

Radiation: 28 Electricity: 42 

Biological: 79 Fire: 18 

Mental: 38 Acid: 12 

Poison: 96 Cold: 88 

PRIMARY OCCUPATION 

 Armourer 

 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

The Reepaxi can best be described as large bipedal reptilian looking goats. Around the head they have a thick mane of long 

shaggy hair that pales with age. When born a Reepax has a dark brown or black mane, by late adolescent it usually fades to 

dark blonde and middle age is betrayed by a rough grey colouring. In some individuals the mane will turn silver. This is very 

rare and those that live long enough for this are given the greatest respect. It is by the colour of someone‟s hair that the Reepaxi 

measure respect to an unknown individual as age to them is the best measure of wisdom. It is also commonly known that the 

Reepaxi saliva is venomous to most creatures and if bitten by a Reepaxi one must make a biological SMR or be paralysed for 

2-12 minute in the limb or area of the bite. A failure of more than 20 indicates heart problems from the toxins and the victim 

will fall into a coma after the initial 2-12 minutes. The Reepaxi race love armour. Their armour is renowned throughout Draco 

as the some of the best available and for game purposes should be considered to have a 15% increase on threshold, absorption 

and integrity while having a 10% reduction in encumbrance. Reepaxi armourers will happily make custom suits as this is seen 

as a test to their skill and cannot be refused for honour‟s sake. 

 

GOVERNMENT 
Ruled from Reepax, the home-world of all Reepaxi, the peoples of the Reepaxi Imperium are accorded rights similar to the 

Alliance citizenry. The benevolent rule of the Imperial Council through the Reepaxi Central Administration is far reaching and 

affective to all walks of life. The Imperium has no Emperor, like the Gromeks, but is instead ruled by an oligarchy of respected 

elders. Although this differs on some Reepaxi worlds it is their most common form of government. The Imperial council make 

legislation and Imperial budget decisions as well as defense doctrines and moral standard laws. The Reepaxi are very puritan 

and by Alliance standards may be considered stuffy and prudish. 

 

CULTURE 
Cold steppes are the birth lands of the Reepaxi. Here they evolved from nomadic hunters, through a dark age similar to Earth, 

and from there developed civilisation. The Reepaxi culture is harsh, stoic, equal between genders and reserved of emotion. Art 

is rare and the craft of main appreciation is that of the armourer. Reepaxi consider armour to be an expression of an 

individual‟s inner-self and thus it must portray strength, taste and dedication to the society. Since the beginning of the War for 



the Holy Stars the Reepaxi culture has undergone similar changes to the Gromeks. Centuries of warring with a single foe has 

changed most of the populace from hopeful and expectant of a bright future to cynical, laconic and emotionally distant people 

that have almost lost hope. The Reepaxi motto in life used to be a credo of potential and peace, now it is of death or victory. 

Small movements are beginning to organise meetings of war veterans and the discussions that are taking place are seen by the 

Central Administration as a threat to the war effort. Alliance diplomats have never been to the home-world as the Reepaxi 

cannot bring themselves to trust those who have dealt with Gromeks. On other Reepaxi worlds which the diplomats were 

allowed to visit they were constantly asked by Reepaxi civilians and veterans alike, „Can we leave this war behind and live in 

the Alliance?‟ The growing distaste for the war has so far fallen on deaf old ears and the respect the Reepaxi place on age has 

been betrayed by the fixation of those removed from the actual fighting. 

 

PHYSIOLOGICAL MAKEUP  
Coming from a cold plains environment, the Reepaxi naturally have a resistance to extreme lows of temperature and good 

distance vision. It seems that they have retained a poisonous saliva gland from the days before hand implements and although 

the strength of the toxin has diminished somewhat over time it is still functional in paralysing large game (ie. It will still work 

on most creatures of size class 8 or smaller).  The scales on a Reepaxi nose and face are of copper to bronze coloration and 

retain moisture and heat from the effects of strong cold winds. In a general way, the goats are mammalian with some similar 

reptilian systems that enhance survival. The digestive system can metabolise most food forms and has three stomachs, the 

enzymes contained therein have the ability to break down most organic compounds including wood and bio-plastic. 

 

QUIRKS 
With all the beneficial teachings of the Great One, the Reepaxi are still incredibly hypocritical. They fight for peace but will 

not enter the discussion tables because of the past actions of the Gromeks. They talk of the coming of Celestial Harmony but 

will not aid its arrival and they talk of the family being an embodiment of the Great One but will exile a member for not 

maintaining their armour. This lack of emotion is the greatest alienating factor of a Reepaxi personality. 

 

HISTORY  
The Reepaxi have been rapidly developing since 700 AD. They developed steam engines in 755 AD and then electric 

generators 20 years later. From there the industrial revolution took place and by the late 1300‟s the world of Reepax was in its 

silicone age. 1455 AD and the development of fully linked cybernetics revolutionised the armed forces of the five nations. 

Unification on a planetary scale followed shortly after the nation of Hurmenack conquered its neighbour Thurdack with cyborg 

troops that were the injured veterans of a war two years previous. This was the beginning of the Guardians of the Holy Fire. 

Three hundred years ago they discovered how to break the light barrier and the race fully pushed the space program. Religious 

leaders inspired the Imperial Council to colonise worlds around the Holy Stars. This led to an exploration and colonisation 

program that first travelled to Antac-Ban and Ganhal. Settling these systems proved easier than the Reepaxi imagined and they 

expanded with less caution. Shortly after settling the Durask system, they moved onwards to Ko-Lar where they encountered a 

Gromek exploration frigate. The reasons the battle that ensued begun are unclear but it is a solid chance that both sides opened 

fire on sight of the other ship. Ignorance and fear are thus the cause of the war that began after this engagement. It has been 

constantly fought for three centuries and only in the last decade has it reduced to raids and hit-and-run strikes.  

 

FAVOURITE ITEM 
Undoubtedly the Reepaxi favourite item is their Narl. The suit of armour given by their family after the completion of the Rites 

of Passage. The Narl is constantly upgraded with gifts and through the Reepaxi‟s own efforts. It is a reflection of status and 

character and the Reepaxi who does not maintain or even possess a Narl is the object of ridicule and derision. Some are even 

exiled for the betrayal of the family; a crime that is considered paramount to murder by the Reepaxi. 

 

DRESS 
The Reepaxi dress in rough leather trousers and jackets made of refined cotton like material similar to damask. Their clothes 

are warm and functional as well as the formal attire being elaborate and regal. There is no distinction in dress by gender and 

there never has been. 

 

HANGOUT 
Reepaxi hangout at their home lodges. Similar to a longhouse from the Norse regions of medieval Earth except made from 

modern materials such as concrete, steel and plexiglass. The longhouse is known as a Deargh in the Reepaxi tongue and is the 

centre of family activity and thus life. 

 



COMBAT TACTICS 
The Reepaxi rely heavily upon their armour. Knowing an enemy cannot injure you greatly influences one‟s combat doctrines. 

It is for this reason that the Reepaxi use the „close and conquer‟ method similar to the Cizerion War Effort combat technique. It 

is true that they are capable of brilliant tactics and even greater strategies but the general doctrine is „close and conquer‟. 

 

GENERAL OCCUPATION 
It is true, as with humans, that there is no general occupation for a race but the bulk of Reepaxi could be considered armourers 

even though they are officially soldiers. 

 

THE REEPAXI VIEW 
ON LIFE: A precious gift from the Great One. It must be lived with reverence and honour. 

ON WAR: War can only be waged by the will of the Great One or when there is no other choice. 

ON THE ALLIANCE: The Alliance has given us terms of friendship. It would be unwise to trust them fully. 

ON THE UNIVERSE: Majesty of the Great One embodied in a single work. Grand is it not? 

ON FAMILY: The family is the earthly domain of the Great One‟s plan for the chosen people. It is holy. 

ON SELF: I live in hope of Celestial Harmony but for now we must defend against the unholy marauders called Gromek. 

 

NOTABLE STATEMENTS 
“By the Great One!” 

“I think we should consider this for a while longer.” 

“Look what you did to my Narl!!! DIE!” 

 

 



CORESZIANS (Cor-ease-ee-ans) 
 

VITAL STATISTICS 

-18 Strength -10 Constitution 

+22 I.Q.  +25 Intuition 

-15 Aggression +20 Charisma 

SECONDARY STATISTICS 

-20 Military Leadership -10 Terrestrial Knowledge 

+5 Persuasion +5 Bargaining 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Body Points: 2+1d4 Movement: 6/6/60 

Height: 35+1d20 inches Weight: 50+4d10 pounds 

Number of Attacks: 1 

punch 

Damage per Attack: 1 point 

temporary 

Vision Modifier: +5 UV Hearing Modifier: +0 

Smell Modifier: +10 

Home Planet: Xapariat, Kraish 

Starting Money: 6d6x100 credits 

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

Matrix Control [tele-

empathy] 

Ultra-Violet vision 

Read minds within 2m  

LIABILITIES 

40 Skill Points Low SMR 

SURVIVAL MATRIX ROLLS 

Chemical: 20 Sonic: 15 

Radiation: 13 Electricity: 8 

Biological: 13 Fire: 9 

Mental: 70 Acid: 11 

Poison: 10 Cold: 18 

PRIMARY OCCUPATION 

Matrix Controller  

 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
The Coreszian race appear to be human children in all external aspects. They are short, slim of frame, and have a smooth 

complexion. Invariably blonde and blue eyed, the Coreszian race has few variation in general appearance. 

 

GOVERNMENT  
All the encountered Coreszian worlds are run in the fashion of a commune. The world is split into small regions only a few 

square kilometres in area. Here the commune maintains food and energy production as well as all the other aspects of a small 

town. Generally the town is run by the older adults and the only Coreszians whose word carries more weight is one who has 

proven in the past that their ideas are viable in practice. Basically whoever has the best idea to the consensus of the commune. 

 

CULTURE 
Culture is maintained in storytelling and arts. The Coreszians have inherited tremendous technology from the High Masters 

that allows them a lot of spare time for philosophising, posturing and philandering. Few Coreszians have combat interests and 

of those that do, it is usually for the „art‟ side of it.  

 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MAKEUP 
Strange as it may seem, Coreszians have no external signs of adulthood save for the increase in size. Their large purple or blue 

eyes can see into the ultra violet spectrum of light radiation. 

 

QUIRKS 
Sensitive and melancholy. The Coreszians have since their contact with the races of the Alliance become a much sadder race in 

the whole. This is no doubt due to the troubles the outsiders brought with them; in their minds. 

 



HISTORY 
It seems they know little of their true origin and never needed to. The High Masters left behind great machines to facilitate the 

survival of a growing population, almost to the extent to support those Alliance citizens who have come to live with the 

Coreszians as well. Apart form this the Coreszians have had few conflicts within their own society. The greatest on record is 

the murder of a family by an insane poet about two hundred years ago. 

 

FAVOURITE ITEM 
Having little materialistic tendencies they usually do not have a favourite item apart from a worn comfortable set of clothing or 

a dear memory. 

 

DRESS 
Both genders wear loose fitting pants and shirts. The only difference is in styling. Females tend to wear dark colours while the 

males opt towards flashy patterns. 

 

HANGOUT 
Anywhere someone is having an exceptionally good time a Coreszian is bound to show up. So follow the laughs and cheers 

and a Coreszian buddy will most likely be there, soaking in the good vibes. 

 

COMBAT TACTICS 
Those that do fight do so with the air and zest of a perfectionist. Every move must waste as little as possible energy. Every step 

should be to gain an advantage. Coreszian martial artists are some of the most phenomenal hand to hand combatants in the 

galaxies, their skill rivalling the Buddon Priests, although their stature diminishes its effect. 

 

GENERAL OCCUPATION 
When on a home-world there is no need to work as almost every requirement is provided for. Thus there is an inordinate 

number of poets, philosophers and artists. When travelling abroad however Coreszians are fantastic public relations and sales 

personnel. 

 

THE CORESZIAN VIEW 
ON LIFE: Life you say? Ah yes, life… is! 

ON WAR: What‟s that mean again? Oh. Not good, not good at all. 

ON THE ALLIANCE: So very interesting. I will one day see it all. 

ON THE UNIVERSE: How truly great our high masters are, to create this wondrous place for so many amazing peoples. 

What‟s that melon head? They didn‟t create it… are you sure? 

ON FAMILY: I have a family larger than any other. My entire race is my family. 

ON SELF: Me? Hmmm….  

 
 

 

 



COMPANIES IN DRACO 

 
Quadrant 1, sector 2 of the Draco galaxy is home to many small mega-corporations, many of which are more in the league of 

the top thousand than the top ten. Few of these companies rival any of the big names such as Teledyne or SSDC but in this 

galaxy their influence is strong enough to cause political and legal re-instatements and resignations. The main thing to 

remember about these corps is that their power seldom extends to the next quadrant. Listed below are some of the most 

pervasive mega-corps in Quadrant 1, Sector 2 of Draco. 

 
Applied Systematics. 

Producing electrical and computer goods for all over Draco, Applied Systematics is quite a large mega-corp that has outlets on 

most civilised worlds and offices on the larger ones. A.S. is renowned for its middle market approach and produces goods of 

the quality you would expect for the price. While often plain looking, A.S. goods are very functional and have been known to 

receive the odd award from consumer groups for things like „simplest VCR‟ and „most boom for your buck‟. 

Lately Applied Systematics has been branching out, developing interests in food production (farming), spacecraft systems, 

cybernetic control systems and targeting devices for lasers, etc. A.S. have also begun to hire mercenaries publicly. Mission 

briefs usually include things from geological survey on a frontier planet to investigation of rival company espionage 

techniques. 

A.S. uniforms are either a dark grey business suit with a small embroidered logo or red and white coveralls with a small logo 

on the breast pocket and a large back-patch style logo on the rear. Tech-staff and mercenaries are usually supplied with the 

cover-alls. Mercenaries wishing to sign on with A.S. will be trained in basic electronics to level 3 and 15 proficiency points in 

the categories of espionage, military or journeyman skills. This requires a 6 month stint at A.S. boot camp on Daross in „The 

601‟. Minimum tour, not including training, is one year. 

Charisma bonus in uniform +5. 

 

Baz Armaments. 

Formed in the Milky Way in early 2190 the competition from the well connected Human Archaic Systems forced the company 

to downsize and relocate to the frontier. Here they found clientele willing to pay top credit or trade high quality goods and 

other useful commodities for their innovative weapons designs. Baz Armaments is currently employing mercs for the testing of 

new weapons systems. Recruitment selection is a harsh course of simulated combat and a competition among the applicants in 

what amounts to a tourney. Baz Armaments has been verbally harangued over these recruitment tourneys by other companies 

in the press. Baz Armaments just sits back and reaps the free publicity. So far of the thirty eight tourneys held only thirteen 

fatalities have occurred in the processing. Many mercs show up not for the job but to test their mettle against the rest. 

 

Minimum signing tour is only one year. Attrition rate is 15%. Pay is 125% of normal and a hostile environment allowance of 

6,000cr per month is available to those assigned to worlds with toxic atmospheres, worlds with hostile alien life forms, active 

combat or other such dangerous environmental possibilities. A second tour can be signed on to by those surviving the first and 

includes comprehensive training in weapons use and repair, armour repair and emergency medical procedure. The training is 

cost free but salary is halved for the duration (of the training). Accommodation and food is on base but those wishing to live 

off-base must do so on the halved salary. The end result of the training is 30 skill points to be spent on the mentioned skills and 

fields. Baz Armaments have recently purchased 20 of the new Oberon class dropships manufactured by Hades Shipyards.  

 

GalCorp. 

This is the common name for the massive construction and trading group known as Galaxy Traders Corporation. This is the 

fastest growing frontier mega-corp in all the galaxies. In the last decade GalCorp has trebled its stock value and the amount of 

shares sold and issued has also increased an estimated 450%. The success of the company is worrying analysts of the Top Ten 

mega-corps who believe at this rate GalCorp will be the number one company in the universe within eight years.  

The successful tender to supply police cruisers to Draco, Leo, Ursa Minor and the Larger Magellanic Clouds is GalCorps 

largest success to date. This contract is being filled at record rate and the ships are all of highest quality. Being of modular 

design, similar to Phentari vessels, the ships are easily converted in any refit centre without specialist equipment. This allows 

the GalPol to easily change ships for specialist missions such as surveillance or heavy bombardment.  

GalCorp completes the construction of all vessels through its wholly owned subsidiary; General Stardrive Incorporated. GSI 

produce the Tomahawk class police cruisers at the many orbital construction facilities throughout the galaxies. GSI is also 

under contract with the massive MagLH company to build its fleet of Drayman freighters in the special tanker configuration 

for transport of the magnetic liquid hydrogen that is the company‟s lifeblood. GalCorp gains large income from other 

subsidiary companies such as Trigon Arms, Avtek [starship weaponry], Anserke Space Systems and Granitek [computers]. 

Mercenaries hired by GalCorp often come in direct conflict with mercenaries from other corporations because of the orders 

given by management to hamper the operations of any troops of their competitors on or in the field. It is not GalCorp‟s size 

that threatens the mega-corps but its potential to expand. Mercenary missions involve ARSAP, Security, Strike Teams, 

Infantry Support to planets in need of extra troops, Survey and great deal of Espionage. The GalCorp espionage division rivals 



Galactic X in notoriety and efficiency. By the few reports that circulate from this field, GalCorp espionage agents have secured 

classified information from Balshrom, Teledyne and GalPol. This knowledge has made itself apparent through the company‟s 

stock manoeuvres and frontier development projects. It is rumoured that Teledyne lost the claim on a ti-tritium deposit in the 

Draco frontier by only fifteen minutes to a GalCorp armoured survey team. This had ramifications throughout Teledyne‟s 

administration that cost jobs and even a life.  

 

 
 

GalCorp offers hired merc‟s three different payment plans. The most popular being the productivity based plan in which the 

merc‟s of the team or squad are given a percentage commission which increases with the level of experience and time served 

with the corporation. This percentage is taken from the gross profits the company makes from that squad‟s activities in the 

field. Of course the kind of book-keeping involved to implement such a system is painstakingly meticulous and the accountant 

must be trustworthy. For this reason Haemareans are aggressively hired to fill these positions and are paid extremely well for 

their work to discourage corporate staff poaching. The second most popular payment scheme is the Varied Bonus Scheme 

which involves a list of set percentage bonuses to the standard wage that are applicable only under certain conditions. For 

instance; Combat situation +30%, Arachnids +90%, Motaran Rift occurrences +200%, etc. The third method of payment is the 

least popular and involves the basic wage with a 15% reduction but all medical, food, training, transport and legal costs are 

free and supplied by GalCorp with very few conditions. It should be pointed out here that the other schemes do include some 

covering of transport costs and medical costs although the amount covered is a low percentage. 

GalCorp staff are expected to wear their crisp black uniforms at all times while on duty and a neat appearance is stressed 

repeatedly. In the field; staff are supplied varying amounts of equipment based on which payment plan they are on and can 

expect to receive high quality gear that the company manufactures itself whenever possible. Charisma Bonus in uniform: +10. 

 

Ghanifrede Mining Consortium. 

Closed in 2243 after a series of court actions for corruption bankrupted this formerly prosperous company, Ghanifrede Mining 

has left behind many puzzles as to its true nature. Investigative teams have been pursuing the feint trail that the officials left 

behind and uncovered what seems to have been a large corporation that was a front for a Governmental branch of Galactic X 

known only as Project Taurus. This project is apparently still in operation under a new title and its goal seems to be the 

research of Coreszian High Masters‟ ruins and technological systems such as those meant to be on Xapariat. Further 

information about Project Taurus indicates that there may be some Mutzachan involvement in the program but these 

indications are based on conjecture not fact. 

 

Hades Shipyards. 

If it weren‟t for the huge governmental contracts that Teledyne and Averon Motors seem to always secure, Hades Shipyards 

would be, by rights, the number one producer of spacecraft in the galaxies. Although they are based in the Milky Way, Hades, 

have a very large construction facility in Q1 S1, of Draco. It is for this reason that many local governmental contracts are filled 

by the mega-corp for planetary defense and system patrol. Even with these contracts Hades cannot compete with General 

Stardrive Incorporated for the main market share and is seemingly being slowly contracted out of the spacecraft production 

market. Hades hasn‟t hired mercs in over a year but it is rumoured they are secretly looking for top espionage agents familiar 

with Galaxy Traders Corporation operational procedure. More ex-GalCorp staff are hired by Hades than any other mega-corp. 

 

Khaine’s Enterprises. 

Khaine‟s Enterprises are a shipping based company that mainly deals in the fast efficient transport of needed goods around 

Draco. The bulk of operations take place in quadrant 1, with limited operations in the bordering sectors of quadrant 2 and 3. 

Khaine‟s Enterprises does not operate in any other quadrants due to a deal signed with shipping companies not to carry goods 

past pre-defined border areas and in regard to Quadrant 4, not at all. 

Staff working for Khaine tend to be trained in deep space operations and vehicle fields. Most personnel work on board 

starships and thus see a great deal of the quadrant. Khaine has a waiting list several months long of personnel applications and 

because of this only the best applicants are hired. Upon signing with Khaine‟s Enterprises, one receives a 10,000cr signing 

bonus and immediately begins training at a Starbase. At the end of four months the character receives 3 levels in EVM, EDC 

and Computer Operation. Contracts last a minimum of 4 years and renewal of a contract receives a 20,000cr bonus. Personnel 

receive health benefits (50% off hospital fees and cybernetics), a 15,000cr a year combat bonus and 20% discount on any 

goods carried by the corporation. Khaine is not a believer in uniform and only asks that his personnel wear colour schemes 

involving blue, green and grey. ID cards are issued and must be worn at all times while on duty. Rumour has it that Khaine‟s 



veteran ARSAP teams are regularly sent on missions involving shade worlds and Motaran Rift activity. Charisma bonus in 

uniform +0. 

 

LMX Conglomerates. 

This is the name for a group of companies that have joined forces to become one of the most powerful mega-corps in Draco. 

LMX Conglomerates is renown throughout the alliance for its production of cost-effective space-craft. LMX is often in the Tri-

V news involved in stories like, LMX mercenaries save children from terrorist attack, LMX accused of negligence, LMX 

opens starport hospital facility: Local contractor furious, etc. LMX has earned a reputation as unpredictable and effective. 

Mercenaries that are on contract with LMX often receive excellent money and minimal support. Company officials tend to 

keep themselves at a distance from the mercenary staff and many a story circulate around the profession‟s rumour channels 

about another group being left in a bad situation because of LMX keeping safe distance. As if to counter these hazards, LMX 

employees can look forward to a compulsory 6 month interval hyper-training, free emergency surgery (including parts), 

discount on LMX goods and space-craft passage, a 20,000cr signing bonus and a further 20,000cr a year combat support fund. 

Of course non-combat personnel only receive the hyper training and company discount. Minimum contract time is 3 years. 

LMX Conglomerates maintain a typical stance on personnel uniforms. Currently the LMX company uniform is a grey, black 

and red affair and is in different styles to match current employment position. For instance, a technical officer would most 

likely be wearing coveralls and a jacket, a corporate executive would wear a business suit and a merc would have formal 

military dress or armour. The logo of LMX is a stylised symbol comprising the letters LMX. Charisma bonus in uniform +10. 

 
Sackville-Thorpe Mining. 

A mining consortium that has built itself into a small mega-corp. It has a reputation for shadowy activities that is reinforced by 

some of the former Ghanifrede Mining directors being on the executive board. Sackville-Thorpe strip mine out of the way 

planets that are usually of little agricultural use for any ores that are available. Workers for the corporation complain of poor 

equipment and little headquarters assistance. Sackville-Thorpe are notorious for over-extending themselves. A prime example 

of this is the system of Dusan in The 601. Currently the mega-corp are hiring limited amounts of mercenaries for covert 

operations that curiously parallel government interest in The Cauldron. Worlds such as Assen and Whaifitz are the destinations 

of the few missions that mercs are being hired for. If it weren‟t for the sheer volume of mining that Sackville-Thorpe undertake 

they would be just another company. Payment plans are variable and often involve hidden clauses similar to SSDC and 

Erectus. Employees wear grey and dull purple uniforms that have a poor reputation in the community due to past experiences 

with incompetence.  Charisma bonus in uniform -5. 

 

  



LIFE OF A SCAV 

 
Deep in the Gromek-Reepaxi disputed territories, a hardened group of people drift through space dodging patrols and 

minefields in search of the remnants of battle. The „big find‟, as they call it, is often just over at the next system. Crews spend 

their time overhauling damaged engines found drifting in space and smelting hull plating into useable sheets. Life on-board a 

scavenger ship is often a long tedium of maintenance and waiting only punctuated by the recovery of shattered vessels. The 

scavs have a nasty reputation for mercilessness and it is often said that a scav has no reservations about cutting off his own 

hand for a few thousand credits. 

 

Scavs favour the most damaging weapons such as static pistols and disintegrators. They often employ armour packages for cost 

effectiveness and have been known to rig their own configurations of weapons and missile systems. Scavs in battle are 

renowned for their dirty tricks and viciousness. Many spacefarers say scavs would be excellent warriors if they weren‟t so 

greedy. 

No one race dominates the profession of scavenger more than the Human. Humans have the know-how when piloting vessels 

and are good bargainers. Their resourcefulness and ability to adapt are boons to a profession that relies staunchly on these 

traits. The beginning Scav usually signs on to a garbage scow or a tramp freighter and begins life „below decks‟ learning the  

inner workings of the craft and the processing of the salvage. After realising there is no room for advancement on such small 

privately owned ships most would be scavs move on to a sub-contracting salvage team. 

 

Competing for tenders from mega-corps and the military to retrieve crashed exploration vessels and lost robots is, as can be 

imagined, often extremely hazardous work. It is for this reason that a sound combat knowledge is an important factor in the 

success of such missions. Salvage teams such as these, often have an „under the counter‟ operation, such as smuggling, fencing 

or even espionage, to help ends meet. These activities can also be to the benefit of a mega-corp or government department and 

a clever team will often have three or four missions coinciding on the one area. 

 

The choice to become a scav is often not thought of like becoming a doctor or an engineer. Those who end up drifting through 

space in search of the big haul are likely to have come from the space docks or the areas near them where an interest was 

fostered for all space craft. The average scav has a good working knowledge of spaceship repair as well as navigation and 

stellar cartography. Combat, as was said before, is a skill that is picked up through the course of scavenging. The rarest type of 

scavs are those that were once mercenaries. Company trained and seasoned in combat and espionage they have survived their 

tour of duty and saved enough bucks to start a partnership in a salvage vehicle; usually a combat tug or modified armoured 

cargo hauler. The ex-merc and a few buddies have decided that scavenging is the only way they can make decent credits and 

maintain some level of excitement in life. The ex-merc will probably be the captain and the others shore based partners who 

get a return after each sale of the goods. Scav crews of this type tend to be the most successful. It is often in cases such as these 

that other mercenaries, freelance and company, hook up with their former team-mates and begin work in the field. 

Money can be made. Reconditioned fighter engines can sell for over two million credits and hull plating is always in demand. 

Any electronic warfare system is a prize and an intact cruiser engine can bring close to the amount needed to upgrade to a 

better ship. The Reepaxi/Gromek border is the best place to scavenge in Draco. The constant strike actions and insurgencies 

leave shattered vessels drifting around many of the war worlds. It is only a matter of getting there and not being taken for the 

enemy that threatens a scav‟s life.   

 

The modifications that are needed to turn a combat tug or armoured cargo hauler into an effective scavenging vessel are large 

projects that must be done in „dry dock‟. The Refit Centres of starbases and other orbital stations are adequate while a shipyard 

is the best place to have these jobs done. The average cost for a “scavenging module” is around 20 million credits. If fitted to a 

large craft then the price is easily doubled. The scav module contains a magnetic pressure field and tractor beam unit to guide 

the recoveries into the salvage bay. In here are a multitude of cranes and hoists that allow the crew to manipulate the object on 

to a pallet to be moved into the workshop. The workshop is part of the scav module and is usually annexed to the ships own 

workshop via an access tube, or if the ship design allows it, directly onto the workshop as an extension. In the workshop the 

crew make any repairs necessary to put the recovery into working order. A plethora of spare parts litter the shelves and storage 

boxes allowing the scav crew to rig up a stand-by system that will replace the needed component with whatever is on hand.  

 

The technical aspects of a successful scav crew are quite intensive. Competent space mechanics are needed to overhaul 

recovered goods and these crewmembers are usually paid an amount second only to the captain. Pilots that can negotiate fields 

of debris, all moving in different trajectories, are required to get the scav-ship into the right spot for acquiring salvage. EVM 

specialists for leaving the ship and inspecting debris as candidates for salvage also need some space mechanic knowledge to 

allow them to make the assessment of anything being salvageable or just scrap. Specialists are rarely required except in 

bypassing any security systems wired into the salvage. Add to these crew members the general jack-of-all-trades that scav-

crews are usually composed of and you have an idea of the diverse skill-set a scav-crew requires and will have (if they aren‟t 

on the way to going broke). 

 



SCAV EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS 
 

 

Mini Plascutter: A small pistol shaped tool that generates powerful plasmatic flame to cut or braze various grades of metal. It 

can cut through up to 4cm thick lock-grade steel at a rate of 1cm per second. Thinner steels are cut proportionately faster, eg. 

1cm thick at 4cm per second, 2 cm thick at 3cm per second. Less resilient grades of steel can be cut more effectively. With the 

correct skill the mini plascutter can disable/open most mechanical locks in 1-3 seconds. The plascutter can be tuned-down in 

power to braze, weld and solder most metals. This tool is run on mini plas-cutter cartridges that allow up to 30 hours of cutting 

time. Encumbrance: 1 for plascutter, 3 for cartridge. Cost: 250cr, cartridges cost 50cr each. 

 

Plastorch: A more powerful version of the mini plascutter listed above but can be set to use available atmosphere to charge 

into plasma and thus does not need fuel cells. It can still accept fuel cells for use in null-atmosphere environments. The min 

plastorch is larger than the mini-plascutter and more robust. The mini plastorch output can be tuned for welding or soldering 

most metals. When the torch is on maximum power it can cut through up to 10cm of lock-grade steel at 1cm per second. 

Thinner steel is cut proportionately faster; 6cm thick is cut at 5cm per second, 8cm thick is cut at 3cm per second, etc. Less 

resilient steel is cut faster, and thicker, again. The plas-torch tanks fuel this tool and give up to 30 hours of cutting time at 

maximum output. Encumbrance: 5 for Plastorch, 12 for tank. Cost: 1500cr, tanks cost 200cr each. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



SECTOR LAYOUT 

 

Each sub-sector of Draco is actually one quarter of the whole of sector 2, Quadrant 1. The space on the other side of the Mitox 

Ion Cloud is Gharick Sector, quadrant 1, sector 3, and beyond Gharick Sector is the wild space of the uncharted frontier. 

Alliance listening posts have picked up coded transmissions from quadrant 2, sector5, that many suspect are Arachnid 

communications. It should be noted that galaxies are fully surveyed on a stellar level; that is each star is mapped from a 

distance using a powerful computer aided sensor and sub-space radioscope. This technique effectively creates a full three-

dimensional model of the galaxy. This is roughly ninety-five percent effective and combined with planet formation theories 

can determine which star systems have orbiting worlds. 

 

The 601: The subsector of Draco quadrant 1, sector 2, known as „The 601‟, is a hot bed of covert government operations, 

mega-corporation intrigue and thus mercenary opportunity. It is the most industrialised province of this sector and has a high 

GDP. Almost all travellers enter Draco via the 601. 

 

Cold Lands: Neighbouring the 601, the Cold Lands takes adventurers to the home-worlds of the warring alien races of the 

Gromek and the Reepaxi. Both are fierce warrior races with a long bloody history of strife since they both achieved faster than 

light travel and reached their holy stars. They are why the area is known as the Cold Lands; after the cold war that has been 

fought here for the last three centuries. The Cold Lands has substantially more worlds than the 601, but many of these are 

home to the Reepaxi or the Gromek and are thus off limits to Alliance personnel. The Reepaxi and Gromek Empires have been 

fighting a holy war for possession of six star systems they both consider blessed by their deities. This fighting has seen many 

vicious, heinous acts by both sides and the attitude now, with either force, is one of victory or death. The population of the 

Imperiums has been inundated with propaganda and outright lies, that when Alliance intelligence personnel assessed the 

psychology of the races with the idea of diplomatic talks, they were dismissed as impossible while the war continued. 

 

Black Patch: Adjoining the 601 is an area of little law and much danger. The subsector known as the Black Patch is so named 

for the great expanses of void space, that often occur in the irregular shape of Draco, which are like black patches of oil 

amongst the systems. The Black Patch is renowned for its lawless planets such as Anrugairn and Shipshome. In the case of 

Anrugairn the lack of law does not mean a disintegration of society. Far from it. Anrugairn is famous for the quality of the 

spaceships it produces from its orbital shipyards such as the Centurion and the E-Flight light freighter. Anyway enough of that; 

read the description. Another group in the Black Patch are the infamous Brass Coat Gang, a group of cunning and successful 

pirates, who operate from somewhere near Eden-V. The Brass Coat Gang has robbed thirty passenger liners to date and at least 

one weapons freighter has gone missing within the gang‟s suspected operational territory.  

 

The Cauldron:  The sub-sector called “The Cauldron” is named after the spectacular phenomenon that arises from the Mitox 

Ion Cloud being drawn into a black hole near the centre of the area. Giant blue arcs of lightning wreathed plasma are sucked 

into the wide maw of the powerful black hole from which sweep tempestuous storms and pressure ridges that occasionally 

wreak havoc with communications in the area. Ships are warned to stay at least four parsecs from “The Cauldron” for safety 

purposes and it is currently also recommended that ships with low power engines stay at least six parsecs distant. The Cauldron 

has numerous reports of Motaran Rift activity and more than one research station has been destroyed by freak gravity wave 

activity that is expected in the proximity such phenomena. Research stations and mining operations are scattered through The 

Cauldron like sand through a drum of crude oil. The Embers are a large asteroid field that seems to have spilled from under the 

Cauldron. The field is dotted with stone towns, abandoned and occupied, leftover from the mining rush of 2268. A huge sweep 

of prospecting and „roid splitting operations descended over The Embers leaving many settlers rich, broke or insane. Isolation 

Sickness and poor environmental equipment caused many diseases of the mind and the flesh.  

 



DEFENSES 

 

GalCorp Astrodefense Station or GAS 

The prevalence of the GalCorp mega-corporation in Draco is the reason behind this add-on for the defenses listing. GalCorp 

have many defense contracts with various systems around The Cauldron and other sub-sectors ranging from the capital of 

Gharick sector to the frontier of „The 601‟. The standard for these contracts has become the GalCorp Astrodefense Station. 

Nearly all the various GAS structures are built in the standard design of a hemispherical structure joined by a short cylinder to 

another hemispherical structure. It appears as a sphere that is slightly apart through the centre. Ships can be berthed inside the 

station or supported via umbilicals and anchor lines. The interior berthing bays have tractor beam assisted landing facilities as 

well as magnetic pressure doors. The weapons load-out is small compared to any starbase but the weapons chose are effective. 

A fighter compliment is maintained as well as a system security fleet. These ships are almost always of General Stardrive 

Incorporated manufacture. Below is the standard configuration of a GalCorp Astrodefense Station or GAS in the “No Mans‟ 

Land” nomenclature. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

GalCorp Personnel (9) Armour Station (4) 

 Grade A-C Fuel 
 Refit 
 Terrestrial Knowledge Service 

 Weapons Shop (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Fighter Bays Fleets (P-GalCorp) 

Repair Docks Patrols (4/4) 

Comm Array Fighter Base (Small) 

Cargo Depot Space Platform (3,6) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 EW Station (4) 

 Layered Array (3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE 601 

 

 
 



ANDAIRN  I5-N54M-O56 
A flourishing Gromek frontier world, its distance from the Reepaxi border make it an ideal mining and weapons production 

facility. The naval yards in high orbit add a secondary degree of security to this logistically important world. The system has 3 

planets, Andairn is located on the large second world. The first planet is a small barren hell world similar to Mercury, the third 

is a gas giant with a particularly dense halo of asteroids. Astrophysicists agree these are the result of its two moons colliding. 

The Gromeks say it happened when they tested a weapon on one of the moons and it threw the celestial body out of orbit, 

colliding with the other moon a week later. Alliance officials say this is hogwash. The Gromek Imperium has many ships in 

this system at any one time and often a heavy battlecruiser can be seen coasting along the halo of the sun, collecting plasma. 

The Gromek Imperium maximum security military prison is located on the northern polar cap of Andairn. 

 

MGE                SERVICES          
Bounty Hunters (2)  Grade B Ti-Tritium   

Gromek           Grade A-C Di-Tritium  

Mercenaries (5)    Armour Station (3) 

Smugglers (1)     Hyper Training (4) 

 Refit (5) 

 Weapons Shop (3) 

                   

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Prison (3) Base Station (4) 

Shipyards (3,2) Fleets (Gromek) 

 Patrol (4/5) 

 Ground Based Slug Thrower 

(3) 

 Ground Based Particle 

Beams (5,1) 

 Layered Array (4) 

 Bio-sentient Organism (4) 

 Fighter Base (small) 

 Mines (6,8) 

 Space Platform (5,9) 

 
ALA A6-T38X-O53 
Ala is the major trading hub for this entire sector. Ala is populated by mainly Humans (58%), Gen-Humans (20%) and Orions 

(13%). On average, around 4 billion CR worth of trade is done each day in the starports of Ala. Its proximity to GDS-45 and 

the naval station ensure the starport and its associated worlds are well policed. Ala has a stargate in high orbit. The surface of 

Ala is dense urban sprawl, comprised mainly of industrial and storage zones. If an item of technology can be produced by 

humans it is most likely available here. Of course having the right contacts makes it a hell of a lot easier to find. Many people 

believe Ala to be a central Black Market 

location in the sector and occasionally independent traders disappear. Many corporations have a sub-sector, if not quadrant, 

headquarters on Ala in the office district. This area of Ala‟s huge urban sprawl is the site for the quadrant headquarters of the 

Alliance Defense forces. Ala residents live in superscrapers, many of which have over 1000 floors. Most of these towers are 

effectively self-contained cities having whole levels comprised of shopping malls, professional suites and power generators. A 

surprising note about Ala is the distinct lack of pollution. This is due to the strict emission controls imposed by the local 

government. Teledyne is reported to back the Governor extensively, even providing him with bodyguards, research staff and 

personal assistants. 

 

MGE            SERVICES 

Arlington Association (4)  Grade A-B Ti-Tritium   

Aziam (2)      Grade A-C Di-Tritium    

Benjari (3)      Refit (5)        

Black Market (4)    Armour Repair Station (5) 

Intrepids (7)             Clonic Production (3)    

Mentors (all)            ID change (5)         

Mercenaries (6)   Laundering Services (8)    

Pirates (4)            Rent-a-skill (4) 

Yontacha (6)        Weapons Shop (3) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Cyball Starbase 



Matrix School (2) Complex Battle Array (5) 

Prisons (3,4) Fleets, EDS (6) 

Resorts (2-9) Armour Divisions 

Shipyard (2) Automated Defense Systems 

Stargate Bio-Sentient Organism (7) 

Weapons Training (2) Early Warning Stations (7) 

 Ground Based Laser (8) 

 Ground Based Slug Thrower 

(5,8) 

 Orbital Mines (1,2,6,7) 

 
BLAXPAH & GAS-306  A6-F81E-X89 
Blaxpah is a gas giant owned and mined by the MAG-LH corporation. Its refinery and the bulk of operational personnel are 

stationed on the GalCorp Astrodefense Station, which is in high orbit, to avoid the high gravity of the planet. This is a joint 

operation between GalCorp and MAG-LH, with an equitable distribution of costs and profits. Both companies are satisfied 

with the arrangement and trust each other (on this agreement) implicitly. In the last few months MAG-LH has had problems 

with pirates raiding the tankers on their way to the jump point, so now they are stepping up the patrols of their own security 

craft and hiring mercenaries to counter the problem. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Mining Away Teams (7) (See GAS-306 below) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

MAG-LH Extractors GAS-306 

  

 

GAS-306 A6-F51E-Q50 

GAS-306 is a popular trading point for both the Reepaxi and the Gromek as it is well patrolled and neutral to both factions. It 

is here the warring Imperiums come in the hope of contracting smugglers for shipments of Alliance warfare technology. All 

sorts of shifty characters frequent the station in the hope of securing a lucrative shipping contract with one of the alien empires. 

So far Alliance investigations have not been forthcoming and the smugglers have been dealing in other markets to sustain their 

businesses. The station has also become somewhat of a base of operations for the scavs that operate in the Cold Lands and they 

can be encountered here frequently. The docks of the station are nearly always full and a waiting period of sometimes up to six 

hours can be expected. In the last ten years GAS-306 has become something of a hot-spot for traders in The 601 and the scavs 

that frequent its bars have many a grand and perilous tale to recite. 

 

MGE             SERVICES     
Black Market (3) Armour Station (4) 

Gromek (3)     Refit 

Mercenaries (5)   Refuel (Any) 

MATs (7) Terrestrial Knowledge 

Station  

Moig Dua           Weapons shop (4)   

Pirates (1)  

Reepaxi (3)     

Scavs (6)  

Smugglers (3)      

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

MAG-LH Refinery Fleets (MAG-LH, GalCorp) 

 Patrols (4/2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Layered Array (3) 

 EW Station (4) 

 Fighter Base (Small) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 Space Platform (3,6) 

 
BRAX-NAYLAR  G---T 



One of the disputed systems between the Gromek and Reepaxi empires. It is the only such system in this sub-sector. It is of 

seemingly little value, having only two celestial bodies. A gas-giant and a small moon/iceball. 

 

MGE    SERVICES   
none none    
  

STRUCTURES  DEFENSES 

none       Patrols (Reepaxi, Gromek) 

(5/9) 

 
CHOMISA-ANTARES  I6-U24M-O53 
Chomisa-Antares is experiencing an expanding economy under the dictatorship of Field-Marshall Kantame Dentarr. The 

renegade Eridani commander took over an inept government 10 years ago in a bloody coup. He promptly formed an invasion 

force with the goal of capturing Anrugairn‟s shipyards. The idea being that they would buckle under an organised assault and 

the Chomisa forces would capture the multi billion credit installation with minimal damage and casualties. It was a failure that 

nearly cost him his position. Now under his harsh economic reforms the suffering is abating to a seeming golden age of 

prosperity. Unemployment is practically non-existent due to conscription and crime is at an all time low. 

Chomisa-Antares is a temperate world that has small oceans and a rich soil suitable for heavy agrarian production. Resources 

are mined on the southern continent and are refined in the city of Janteel. The northern continent is mainly crops and food 

processing plants. A major beef farm is located in the high plateaus of the continents eastern region, and it exports the best 

meat in this sector often fetching 300% of the normal market cost. The system itself has three orbital bodies circling the yellow 

main-sequence star. Chomisa-Antares is the second world. The first world is a small rock planet that is mined by the 

government sponsored company Nicam. The third world is a small gas giant similar to Neptune. Eridani have petitioned 

Kantame Dentarr for settling rights to this methane world but so far the field Marshall has been unreceptive. The whole system 

is guarded by a sizeable fleet making any Alliance plans very expensive. 

 

MGE   STRUCTURES  
Unknown  Unknown   
                                  

SERVICES  DEFENSES 

Unknown    Base Station (4) 

 Fleet (P) 

 EDS (4) 

 Space Platforms (1,6,8) 

 
DANFORTH ABAIRN  A7-U41E-O67 
This world of pristine jungle and rainforest is owned by Bio-Cyberdyne and used as a research ground for new cybernetics and 

destroig weapon systems. The previous vulcanism of the large rock world has formed long chains of mountains and deep 

island scattered oceans. The polar caps are iced over and the dry area on the southern continent is the closest they have to 

desert on this world. The only inhabitants are the research staff and their support personnel including a few cyber-troops for 

security. The standard personnel population for this world is seldom more than 200,000. Visitors are occasionally let on world 

for things like food or emergency care, but Bio-Cyberdyne will not tolerate unauthorised landing attempts. They will respond 

with deadly force. Danforth Abairn has been colonised for just over 20 years and is Bio-Cyberdyne‟s largest world in this 

sector. It is rumoured that Bio-Cyberdyne recruit mercenaries for „special‟ missions on world. 

 

MGE          SERVICES 

Cyber-Troops (9)   Cybernetics Repair Station 

(5) 

Mercenaries (1)    Robotics Repair Station (5) 

Sheustrons (1)  

  

STRUCTURES    DEFENSES 

Medi-Research Station (6)  Ground Defense Base (9) 

Research Station    Small Fighter Base 

 Ground Particle Beam (6) 

                                    Flux Shield (3) 

 



DAIMARN I7-H-X51 
Little is known about Daimarn. It appears to be a Mutzachan separatist colony that have turned their backs on the scheming 

Alliance politicos and started a new life on this radioactive desert rock. The Mutzachans on this world have the power and 

resources to create their own ships and it is rumoured that a gold robed Mutzachan walks amongst them. Ships entering the 

system with out broadcasting the proper clearance codes are met with a very unfriendly welcome. 

 

MGE    SERVICES  
Mutzachans  Unknown   
  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown    Fleet (M/P) 

 
DAROSS A7-N33E-N30 
Applied Systematics‟ quadrant head-quarters is located here on the third world of Daross. The other two worlds are yet to be 

explored or even claimed due to their constant lightning storms. It is currently thought that they are unusable. Daross is a rock 

planet with no atmosphere. When Applied Systematics first started out this was an extensive mining facility where the 

company extracted and refined various ores. Eventually the big-wigs got their act together and built the manufacturing plant on 

world. Now it has prospered and the stone towns of the miners have been refitted to provide permanent residences for 

employees and a great deal of warehouse space. Daross has its own refit centre and maintains a small echelon of light cruisers 

for defense. Recently GalPol have launched an investigation into Applied Systematics‟ activities on world as accusations of 

black marketing and drug production have reached the ears of galactic court judges. Applied Systematics is hiring mercenaries 

for „special‟ missions. Pay is 250% of normal. 

 

MGE           SERVICES                
Benjari (4)   Armour Station (2)       

Black Market (2)  Assassination Services (1)   

Cyber-Troops (3)  Cybernetic Repair Station 

(3)  

Drug Dealers (1)  Fencing Operations (1) 

Intrepids (4)    Government Networks (7) 

Mentors (any)  Laundering Services (1) 

Silk Lambs (1)    Refit (5) 

Smugglers (6)    Refuel (grade A,B,C) 

                  Resorts (1,2,3,7,9,10) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Matrix School Base Station (2) 

Prison (1,5) Fleet (P) 

Stone Towns Patrol (3/2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Ground Missile Base (4) 

 Ground Based Laser (6) 

 Fighter Base (small) 

 



DUSAN A6-T42E-O56 
Dusan is the name of the third of nine worlds orbiting the yellow main sequence star. The entire system is owned by Sackville-

Thorpe mining who claimed it without protest ten years ago. It is on the third world that the major population centre is based 

around the huge strip mining operation that Sackville-Thorpe are notorious for. Recently a band of eco-terrorists known as 

„The Leafrazors‟ have begun attacking the installations of the mega-corp. Mercenaries are being hired for the express purpose 

of tracking them down and eliminating them. Rumours persist that the head of the Leafrazors is a Gemini druid who can utilise 

Gemini and Zen matrix powers. This can be partially substantiated with tales of fallen members arising from the dead and 

pressing the attack once more. The extent of a nine planet system poses quite a problem for the under-equipped space patrols 

who cannot maintain security in-system. 

 

MGE              SERVICES     
The Leafrazors (6)    Refuel (A-C)  

Mercenaries (3)                             

Smugglers (2)                                

Mining Away Teams (7)                  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines       Fleet (P) 

      Ground Defense Base (4) 

 Ground Based Laser (7) 

       Base Station (3) 

 
FREYLANTE A5-N22E-T64 
An important source of ti-tritium for this area. Khaine‟s Orb imports a great deal of the valuable fuel from AMC. AMC owns 

60% of the only world in this system. The other 40% is up for grabs. The rest of the planet is a lawless anarchy where miners 

scratch out a living and defend their claims against gangs of marauders. It‟s the wild west all over once again. Mercenaries can 

find work here as guards but the pay is usually poor and the work dangerous. Mining is often the way merc‟s support 

themselves after coming here and running out of money. AMC is hiring miners at 140% of the going rate. Conditions are rough 

but tolerable. Rumours of an underground world have filtered back to the starbases and AMC is hiring mercenary exploration 

teams on-world to investigate. 

 

MGE           SERVICES     
Arms Dealers (8)  Armour Station (3)  

Aziam (2)      Refuel (A-C)      

Black Market (3)   Weapons Shop (4)  

Drug Dealers (7)                                   

HAL (1)  

Intrepids (2)  

Mercenaries (7)  

Miners (9)  

  

STRUCTURES   DEFENSES 

Mines  Base Station (4) 

Ruins       Space Platforms (2,6,7) 

            Orbital Mines (5) 

 Fighter Base (L) (P) 

 



G.A.N.S-D-44   A7-U31E-Q50 
Galactic Alliance Naval Station Draco 44 is a huge naval station and stargate complex fifty kilometres long and ten kilometres 

wide. This is the standard design that signifies all stations that are named in this manner. Currently operating from this station 

are some 100 cruiser class or larger vessels and two Leviathan Three dreadnoughts. GANS-D-44 is anchored in space by a 

special warp drive that fixes the station to a single position in the space/time continuum. Mutzachans can explain how it works. 

Any ship approaching within one parsec will be hailed and asked to approach the station on minimal power. Any ship that does 

not comply will be asked a second time and then attacked with intent to vaporise. It is not unheard of a ship with no 

communications to be destroyed because of this doctrine. Nevertheless it must be said that only three stations have been lost in 

Draco‟s Alliance history. As far as naval stations go, this is as unremarkable as the next, sending out patrols to the 

Reepaxi/Gromek border and various worlds in the vicinity. GANS-D-44 is here for purely military reasons and any visitors 

will be painfully aware of that as soon as they clear customs. The weapon tech laws being exclusively for non-military 

personnel. 

 

MGE    SERVICES         
Alliance troops (9)    Refuel (A,B)         

Mercenaries (2)      Refit (4)            

Cyber-troops (1)    Armour station (5)    
 Cybernetics Repair Station 

(5)  
 Robotics Repair Station (5)   
 Weapons Shop (5)           
  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Battle Station (5) 

 Complex Battle Array (8) 

 Bio-Sentient Organism (8) 

 Early Warning Stations (8) 

 EDS (8) 

 Gunboat Squadron 

 Fighter base (Lx3) 

 Lasers (7,8,9) 

 Slug throwers (7,8,9) 

 Missiles (7,8,9) 

 
GDS-45  A6-F51E-Q50 
GalCorp Deepspace Station 45 is of the standard hemispherical design and acts as a communications relay, trading point and 

gas station. It is a great stopover, as are most GDS, and caters to all but the most exotic tastes. GDS-45 is anchored in deep 

space in a similar fashion to the naval stations and supplies a trading point for the sectors below The 601. 

 

MGE                        SERVICES               
Alliance Troops (6)    Refuel (A,B,C)          

Bounty Hunters (4)    Refit (5)                    

Cyber Troops (1)       Armour Station (4) 

Drug Dealers (3)        Cybernetics Repair Station 

(4) 

Mercenaries (6)         Weapons Shop (4) 

Smugglers (5)            

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Base Station (5) 

 Layered array (8) 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (8) 

 Early warning stations (8) 

 Fighter Base (Large x3) 

 Lasers (7,8) 

 Particle Beams (8,9) 

 Missiles (7,8,9) 

 Orbital K-Sats (3,7,9) 

 



HUBRIS-OLAF O2-24D-O56-M 
Hubris-Olaf is the name given to this shade world by the monitoring stations of the Alliance. It is the name its inhabitants, a 

tech level 2 society of humanoid goats, give the planet in their transmissions. They have apparently been contacted by the 

Alliance and are eager to leave their world to explore but due to the Ghost nature of the planet it seems they will have to wait. 

Apparently one can acquire a special permit to attempt an entry to the world but it seems of those who have tried none have 

returned. 

 

MGE      SERVICES   
Unknown Unknown    
  

STRUCTURES   DEFENSES 

Unknown       Unknown 

 
JANII  A4-T12O-O67 
Janii is a popular resort world for athletes. The slightly higher gravity enables training to be in place just by being there. Many 

health farms and detox clinics exist on Janii and the population is made up of resort workers, dietitians and the like. 

Employment as a personal trainer is available here and often one winds up rubbing shoulders with famous cyball players and 

action tri-v stars. Janii‟s government allows all manner of narcotics on world and as such there is no listing for drug dealers. 

The even temperate weather of Janii is a backdrop to its jagged peaks and luscious sprawling forests. Most of the land mass is 

made up of beautiful archipelagos around the planets equator. 

 

MGE                 SERVICES    
Cyball               Hyper Training (6) 

Government Networks (8) Resorts (all)     

Legal Networks (3) Terrestrial Knowledge 

centre 

Slaves (any 6)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Cyball Arena Automated Defense systems 

 Fleet (P) 

 Layered Array (6) 

 Early warning Stations (5) 

 Flux Shield (9) 

 Orbital K-Sats (7) 

 
JENTARK  A4-U46D-O65 
Once a flourishing starport oriented mercantile society, Jentark rivalled even the economic might of Ala. This planet was over 

80% urbanised appearing grey from orbit. Jentark often traded billions of credits worth of goods in a single day. Jentark was in 

an economic and social golden age. No civil unrest and minimal crime made Jentark an easy target for the terrorist faction that 

ruined this prosperity. The Friars Twelve was a secretive elite terrorist group that was against the capitalist nature of the 

Jentarkian Government. They organised and executed a devastating bomb attack on the largest cargo starport on the planet, the 

Jentark Prime. Jentark Prime handled over 50% of the planets cargo transactions and every distribution company had an office 

there. The Friars Twelve planted approximately 200 kilograms of villanite in various strategic locations around and below the 

starport. The detonation destroyed the starport entirely and wreaked havoc on the structural integrity of every building within 

10 kilometres. It is popular belief that The Friars Twelve were killed in the attack, along with over 43,000 citizens and military 

personnel. 

Business plummeted on Jentark with freighter captains stranded in orbit and no place to offload their cargo. Over the next few 

months many desperate captains tried to land their ships without the proper facilities and crashed into the city killing tens of 

thousands, destroying homes, the ships and the much needed cargo. This was the true reason for Jentark‟s demise. Eventually 

the bigger corporations began to pull out, before the profit margins became too slim, and the smaller corporations that could 

leave followed suit. 

One would think that a new starport would be constructed but no funds were forthcoming from any sources. Rumours of a 

conspiracy began to circulate and the government began hiring mercenaries to investigate. Every team they hired has gone 

missing and the Jentarkian government have given themselves to their fate. Now Jentark is an urban wasteland with little 

Alliance support and low security. The planetary government is corrupt and the populace are stuck in a sorrowful city of decay 

and crime. 

 

 

 



MGE                SERVICES    
Black Market (5)   None      

Bounty Hunters (6)              

Drug Dealers (8)  

Mercenaries (6)  

Pirates (3)  

Rebels (2)  

Smugglers (4)  

  

STRUCTURES  DEFENSES 

Archives      Orbital K-Sats (3,6,7) 

Ruins         Patrol (3,4) 

 
JUIP  A5-F13X-O46 
A starport orbits the large privately owned resort world known as Juip. It is renowned for its fragrant forests and beautiful 

undulating hills. An old world, Juip is weathered and has many remarkable geological features, including a canyon 6000 

metres deep and 1260 kilometres long. Juip tourists are by invitation only and all have an entourage of servants, concubines 

and retainers to make their stay unforgettable. Mega-Corporation CEO's, alliance dignitaries and Military chiefs all receive and 

usually accept invitations to come and stay at the resort. As such the owner of Juip (who remains anonymous) has excellent 

government, legal and black market contacts. There is a safety zone of one parsec around Juip that is monitored constantly. No 

one gets in without an invitation, NO ONE. 

 

MGE     SERVICES   
Unknown   Unknown    
  

STRUCTURES   DEFENSES 

Unknown      Unknown 

 
KHAINE'S ORB  I6-U42X-O57 
A powerful trading conglomerate known as Khaine‟s Enterprises has its base of operations here. The planet is fourth of six 

orbiting a yellow giant. There appears to have been a planet orbiting between the first and second but it is now an asteroid 

field. Khaine‟s Enterprises has business dealings in all manner of goods from household electrical to food production to clone 

technology. It is widely known that the owner, Khaine (hard to figure huh?), is a very intuitive human that has an uncanny 

ability to read (some say influence) the stockmarket. Rumours persist that Khaine is over 220 years old and some go so far as 

to say he is immortal. On-world it is a temperate earth-like climate with plenty of oceans and large indigenous conifer forests 

similar to the Earth redwoods. Clever pirates are often lured to this world to live out their retirement (that is why they are 

clever) in a safe serene setting. It is often thought that Khaine himself maybe involved in the Black Market, although there is 

no evidence to support that. The mega-corporation boasts an extensive Mercantile Archive base that is accessible to the visitor 

for a small fee of 100cr or a membership of 250cr plus 20 cr per year. To date this the most extensive archive of its type 

outside the Milky Way. 

 

MGE                 SERVICES 

Black Market (2)   Clonic Production 

Intrepids (3)      DNA Masking (4) 

MAT‟s           Fencing Operations (6) 

Silk Lambs (4)   ID Change (5) 

Smugglers (6)    Laundering Services (5) 

                     Legal Networks (8) 

                      Refuel (A-C) 

                      Resorts (1,2,4,9,10) 

  

STRUCTURES  DEFENSES 

Archives         Ground Defense Base 

 Base Station 

                      Fleets (P) 

                      Automated Defense Systems 

                      K-Sats (1,4,5,8) 

                      Gunboat Squadron 

                     Ground Lasers (6,9) 

                      Space Platform (5,6,9) 

 



KO-TET  I6-H61M-T61 
A small rock world rich in resources orbits a giant red star. The only planet in-system makes the Gromek Imperium‟s job of 

defending its major supply depot and ship production facility that much easier. Ko-Tet is being extensively mined by the 

military production company known as Gromar Stardrive Incorporated. GSI has been trading with the alliance for the past 

fifteen years and has been constantly improving its ships. The GSI facilities on Ko-Tet include a full factory and orbital 

shipyard. Being a major military storage and supply depot the security surrounding Ko-Tet is iron-clad. Over 100 ships patrol 

the system including 10 cruiser class vessels. Access is restricted to Alliance personnel and intruders are always destroyed or at 

least never heard from again. Book ahead. Exact details of the system are still speculation. 

 

MGE          SERVICES     
Gromeks (9)  Unknown     
                            

  

STRUCTURES         DEFENSES 

Shipyard             Fleet (GI) 

Weapon Factories   No Further Information 

 
KRAISH  O3-F56Y-O53 
Millennia ago, the cold forests of Kraish were seeded by the Coreszian High Masters. Now the Coreszian colony has prospered 

to an agrarian based economy that continues the peaceful way of life the High Masters set down in their Edicts of Truth. The 

Alliance has restricted access to Kraish for reasons yet to be released. At the present a permanent station is in orbit to maintain 

the restriction of access. Emergency fuel and medical only. 

 

MGE                SERVICES       
Security Forces   Refuel (A-C)   
                                              Orbital Mines (7,9,10) 

                                               Patrols (4,4) 

  

DEFENSES STRUCTURES  
Space Platform (5,7,9) Unknown      

 
MULATH-DARNE  U--C70 
This hell-world is thought to be the major ARM base in the sector. The vicious storms of hydro-fluoric acid that constantly 

raze the surface make this highly unlikely, yet naval vessels have been known to take gunnery practice on the only planet. 

 

MGE         SERVICES   
ARM (7)    None           

HAL (8)  

  

DEFENSES STRUCTURES    
None None       

 



SHUGA  A3-U31Y-O46 
A farming world that is franchised by several mega-corps to colonist type farmers. Currently Shuga, apart from food, is 

exporting Raj lizard skins, Cashou and Banjari slaves. The security of this system is tight to protect it from marauders and the 

fleet includes a heavy cruiser and 6 corvettes. The refuel service is an old automated fuel station that is still in orbit and 

serviced regularly by GAS-303. 

 

MGE           SERVICES        
Benjari (2)    Refuel (B-C) 

Cashou (2)   Slave Auctions (4)  

The Nam (5)  

Moig Dua (3)  

  

STRUCTURES  DEFENSES 

Farms          GAS-303 

                 Fleets (P-GalCorp) 

 

 
A GalPol pursuit gun-boat 

 
GAS-303  A6-F51E-Q50 

The Shuga GalCorp Astrodefense Station designated number 303 has a rather dull life compared to many other GalCorp 

stations of the same design. It is renowned only for its tight security force and the incorruptibility of the customs officials 

stationed there by the Alliance. This prompts the more intelligent among us to think that something important is going on here 

that involves the Galactic Alliance Government and GalCorp. Although this seems improbable given Teledyne‟s firm hold on 

the bulk of governmental tenders and projects all the indicators support the theory. A good place to pick up checked and tested 

products from Shuga without touching down. 

 

MGE             SERVICES     
Black Market (3) Armour Station (4) 

Mercenaries (1)   Refit 

Moig Dua           Refuel (Any) 

Pirates (1) Terrestrial Knowledge Station  

Smugglers (3)     Weapons shop (4)   
  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Fleets (P-GalCorp) 

 Patrols (4/2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Layered Array (3) 

 EW Station (4) 

 Fighter Base (Small) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 Space Platform (3,6) 



SNUG  A3-T41Y-M60 
Another joint venture between MAG-LH Corp and GalCorp. The planet Snug is a large gas giant that is being mined by MAG-

LH extractors. The station serves as base and security for the operations. So far the operation is not as successful as Blaxpah 

but MAG-LH is happy with their side of the deal. Also in-system are two rocky planetoids without atmosphere. No companies 

have officially claimed these and they have attracted a number of privateer mining operations.  

 

MGE           SERVICES      
Drug Dealers (6) ID Change (3)  

Intrepids (1)  

MAT‟s           

Smugglers (3)  

  

STRUCTURES         DEFENSES 

MAG-LH Extractors   GAS-304 

 Ground Defense Base (6) 

 
GAS-304  A6-F51E-Q50 
Occasionally Gromek ships stop in to trade for momentos or pick up shipments of general goods. It is known that smugglers 

operate out of GAS-304 but no action is forthcoming from station security. Following the standard Astrodefense design of all 

such GalCorp stations, 304 is no different. Orbiting in geo-synchronous position above the Snug‟s equator it cannot effectively 

defend the other side of the gas-giant. This is where the ground defense base is located and it can co-ordinate with the forces 

on the station. Trading goods between captains who do not wish to leave the sub-sector is a common activity for the station. 

Officials have been consulting the GalCorp Space Construction branch for changing the orbit of the station so that it circles 

Snug more like a moon than a satellite. When this is implemented it is expected that the station will increase profits by 3 

percent from an increase in defense fees that MAG-LH will be asked to pay. 

 

MGE             SERVICES     
Black Market (3) Armour Station (4) 

Mercenaries (5)   Refit 

MATs (7) Refuel (Grade A-C di- and 

ti-tritium) 

Moig Dua           Terrestrial Knowledge 

Station  

Pirates (1) Weapons shop (4)   

Scavs (2)  

Smugglers (3)      

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

MAG-LH Refinery Fleets (MAG-LH, GalCorp) 

 Patrols (4/2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Layered Array (3) 

 EW Station (4) 

 Fighter Base (Small) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 Space Platform (3,6) 

 
 



SO-JEN  A6-T35D-O57 
The other major trading hub for this sector is the second planet of four in this system, So-Jen. Its relative closeness to the 

resource worlds of Shuga, Ulain Abar and Snug are the main reason for its success. Huge chemical refineries and steel works 

line the coast of the southern continent. Most civilians are workers in the plants and live in apartment buildings on the foothills 

of the mountains to the north. So-Jen is currently fighting pollution through new laws. A few companies pulled their operations 

off-world but most of the larger companies realised it was cheaper to change. Toxic waste clean-up teams are employed at 

200% normal wage and investigative teams of mercenaries are hired to uncover illegal dumping operations and the 

manufacture of prohibited goods. So-Jen has a small police force in relation to the size of its population and therefore suffers 

from a fairly high crime rate. Luckily for the average citizen, most crimes are of a non-deadly nature. The main problem for 

law enforcement on So-Jen is environmental crime, smuggling and narcotics. 

 

MGE        SERVICES                 
ARM (3)        Armour Station (1)       

Black Market (6)  Fencing Operations (5)    

Bounty Hunters (3)   Hyper Training (4)     

Drug Dealers (7)    ID Change (4) 

Mercenaries (6)     Laundering Services (3) 

Smugglers (8)       Refit (2) 

                     Refuel (A-C) 

                     Resorts (1,7,9) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Cyball Arena Base Station (4) 

Prison (3) Mines (7,9) 

Refineries Ground Particle Beam (5,8) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Armour Divisions 

 Layered Array (4) 

 Early Warning Station (6) 

 K-Sats (4,7) 

 
TENGAM  O6-U81E-X50 
Tengam is owned by LMX conglomerates and is a rare metals mining operation. The ores are refined on-world and then 

shipped to Ala for manufacturing or dispatch. So far, of the 6 pirate attacks, no personnel have been lost on this venture. LMX 

personnel stationed to Tengam call it „The Hotel‟ because of the ease of life. The thin atmosphere requires a filter mask to 

make the most of the oxygen available. Reports from ARSAP geological teams indicate a predatory beast is common around 

the southern polar regions and bio-survey teams are being hired to capture live specimens. LMX Conglomerates is paying 

20,000cr per animal. Casualties from the pursual of these predators is just over 40. Amount captured remains nil. The Tengam 

shipyards are situated in high orbit and are protected by at least 12 destroyer or larger class ships that are on patrol at any one 

time. The shipyards give a 15% discount on all services involving LMX produced craft and a 5% discount on GalCorp 

manufactured vessels. 

 

MGE                   SERVICES 

Black Market (3)  Armour Station (4) 

Bounty Hunters (2)   ID Change (2) 

HAL                   Legal Networks (1) 

MAT‟s                 Refuel (A-C) 

Mercenaries (4)    Resorts (1,2,7) 

Smugglers (2)       Weapons Shop (4) 

  

STRUCTURES    DEFENSES 

Mines                Fleet (P) 

Refineries           K-Sats (1,3,6,8,9) 

Stone Town        Mines (5,7,8) 

Shipyard            Automated Defense Systems 

 Ground Laser (8) 

 Ground Slug Thrower (4) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 



ULAIN-ABAR  A5-N34Y-O56 
LMX Conglomerates, AMC, Bio-Cyberdyne, Cervox and Saud-Kruger Astrodesign have interdependent interests on this 

heavily industrialised world. The outflow of goods and ships is enormous with over 3000 containers a day loaded and 

dispatched with goods from the various companies. Ulain-Abar imports refined and manufactured goods from Ala and So-Jen 

to produce finished products. After pirates destroyed the original station GalCorp jumped into the picture and built GAS-305, 

replacing the independent with the piece that has sewn up this region of space for GalCorp. As well as the security from GAS-

305, 8 frigates and 3 medium cruisers provide powerful protection to this industrial hotbed. 

 

MGE                   SERVICES 

Arms Dealers (6)   Armour Station (3) 

Black Market (1)      Clonic Production (1) 

Bounty Hunters (3)   Cybernetics Repair Station (4) 

Cuontol (1)         Fencing Operations (3) 

Cyball                 ID Change (2) 

Doltharians (1)    Laundering Services (1) 

Intrepids (2)         Legal Networks (1) 

Mentors (all 4)      Refuel (any) 

Moig Dua (3)        Rent-a-skill 

Silk Lambs (1)      Resorts (1,2,3,4,5,7,9,10) 

Smugglers (1)      Terrestrial Knowledge Service 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES   DEFENSES 

Cloud Cities        Fleets (P-GalCorp) 

Prisons (1,3)        GAS-305 

Shipyard             Ground Defense Base 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Fighter Base (large x3) 

 Ground Missile Base (7,10) 

 Ground Slug Thrower (8) 

 Ground Laser (4,6,7) 

 K-Sats (3,6) 

 



GAS-305  A6-F51E-Q50 
Being the sole orbiting station of Ulain-Abar GAS-305 handles all the incoming and outgoing cargo for the busy planet. 

Communications relays and system security are also augmented by contract with GalCorp and this arrangement has caused 

some legal protests that have cost the company millions of credits in the courts. The judicial system of Ulain-Abar found 

GalCorp not-guilty of charges of monopoly and conspiracy against planetary corporate operations. Allegations of duress and 

blackmail of government officials is rife although GalCorp call this sour grapes and utter lies. The amount of revenue that 

passes through GAS-305 is rumoured to have attracted Silk Lambs and the Black Market. Further investigations are underway 

on this matter.  

 

MGE             SERVICES     
Black Market (3) Armour Station (4) 

Mercenaries (5)   Refit 

MATs (7) Refuel (Grade A-C di- and ti-tritium) 

Moig Dua           Terrestrial Knowledge Station  

Pirates (1) Weapons shop (4)   

Scavs (6)  

Smugglers (3)      

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

MAG-LH Refinery Fleets (MAG-LH, GalCorp) 

 Patrols (4/2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Layered Array (3) 

 EW Station (4) 

 Fighter Base (Small) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 Space Platform (3,6) 

 
 



“THE 601” 

INERSTELLAR STOCK MARKET TRADE INDEX 

 
Planet Min Narc Man. Goods Slaves LGA A.I. HGA Food Luxury Water Tech Med Mach Precious 

Ala 4 7 3 8 3 3 3 5 5 3 2 4 2 6 

Andairn 3 0 5 0 4 6 3 8 5 6 5 7 6 6 

Blaxpah 8 6 9 0 8 7 8 8 6 8 6 7 6 7 

GAS-306 8 4 6 0 6 6 6 7 7 8 7 6 6 7 

Brax Naylar     L12  L15   L4    L16 

Chomisa-Antares 4 0 6 0 5 8 5 2 7 3 6 5 5 7 

Daimarn               

Danforth-Abairn 0 4 5 0 8 3 7 5 5 2 2 2 3 6 

Daross 3 2 3 4 2 7 3 7 5 8 4 6 4 4 

Dusan 2 7 6 0 3 6 2 6 7 2 5 5 4 4 

Freylante 4 6 7 0 5 8 4 7 7 5 6 7 6 5 

GANS-D-44 5 0 6 0 6 7 7 6 0 7 5 7 8 0 

GDS-45 6 0 7 0 7 7 7 6 8 8 7 5 5 6 

Hubris Olaf               

Janii 7 1 8 6 6 5 7 4 7 3 6 3 6 5 

Jentark 7 8 8 6 8 9 8 6 7 5 8 7 8 6 

Juip               

Khaine’s Orb 6 4 3 0 5 6 7 3 4 3 3 2 4 8 

Ko-Tet 4 0 4 0 2 6 3 7 6 7 3 5 2 8 

Kraish        2  2     

Mulath-Darne               

Shuga 7 0 8 2 6 7 5 5 6 5 7 6 6 8 

GAS-303 6 0 6 3 6 7 5 5 6 5 6 6 6 7 

Snug 3 4 7 0 6 6 6 6 7 7 6 5 7 6 

GAS-304 4 5 6 0 5 7 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 7 

So-Jen 6 4 3 0 3 4 2 4 5 3 3 4 3 4 

Tengam 4 0 5 0 5 6 5 5 7 4 7 5 8 6 

Ulain-Abar 5 0 2 0 5 3 3 3 3 2 3 4 4 8 

GAS-305 4 4 3 0 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 5 9 

 

 

 
 



THE BLACK PATCH 

 

 
 



ANRUGAIRN  I6-U84A-O54 
Anrugairn has been an anarchy since its foundation in the early 2200‟s. It was initially a way point between Tiobex and Ala 

that attracted many settlers with its promise of freedom from the corrupt governments. That prompted a lot of companies into 

establishing warehouses on world to avoid shipping taxes and other dock tariffs. From this Anrugairn gained a great influx of 

goods and those of the population who wanted to work did. The money the corporations were spending on the world helped the 

anarchists fund various defense projects to protect the planet that gave them their freedom. The very same corporations sold 

their own defense hardware to the Anrugairn peoples at a discount since this would enable them to buy more units that would 

be defending their shipping for free. 

It was only a decade after these systems were installed that the Chomisa-Antares forces launched their assault on the orbital 

shipyards. The people of Anrugairn rallied against the invaders with such alarming speed and ferocity that the Chomisa forces 

had to pull back. This bitter defeat communicated a simple fact to the whole sector; Anrugairn was going to stay free no matter 

the cost. Currently GalPol vessels have spotted suspected Brass Coat Gang ships leaving and entering the planets main 

starport. It is thought that the gang have a major base on the surface of Anrugairn. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

ARM (2) Armour Station (5) 

Arms Dealers (7) Assassination Service (6) 

Black Market (9) Fencing Operations (9) 

Bounty Hunters (4) ID change (7) 

Drug Dealers (6) Laundering Services (7) 

Intrepids (4) Refuel (A,B,C) 

MAT‟s (3) Rent-a-skill 

Smugglers (8) Slave Auctions (4) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Shipyard EW Stations (6) 

 Orbital Mines (5,8,9) 

 K-Sats (3,5,9) 

 
CANSAR  A5-T01Y-X40-T 
A small research facility has been set up on the surface of this toxin infested world. The atmosphere is laced with bio-toxins so 

lethal they could kill a Python within thirty seconds. Alliance science division personnel have been stationed on world to 

research the neighbouring Cansar Ion Cloud. It is currently not advisable to visit Cansar unless in emergency as the three 

destroyers currently assigned to guard the system have been known to open fire on any ship that enters. No further information. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Patrol (5,5) 

 
CANTALA  U-- 
Cantala is currently unexplored. It has a poisonous atmosphere and the survey satellites show it is rich in minerals. It seems no 

company is interested enough to send out ARSAP teams at this point in time. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 



EDEN-V  I6-F04E-O48 
Eden-V is the fifth planet of its system and is a multi-corporate owned tourist paradise. Scented freshwater oceans lap the 

white sand beaches of the fine archipelagos that ring the planet. It sports the latest in tourist entertainment and the most 

luxurious resorts. Eden-V is famous for its drunken beach parties and the Trans Continental Roller Coaster. It is said that Eden-

V is the best resort outside the Milky Way. Eden-V is so successful that it has its own limited function stargate that is directly 

two-way linked to Ala to service the incredible amount of tourists that come through here. The population given is for 

permanent residents of which over ninety percent are staff. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Cyball Grade (A) Ti-Tritium 

Drug Dealers (2) Government Networks (4) 

Silk Lambs (4) Resorts (all) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge 

Service 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Arena Starbase (3,5,10) 

Trans Continental Roller 

Coaster 

Automated Defense Systems 

Virtual Reality Centre Fleets (P) 

 Flux Shield (9) 

 K-Sats (3,4,6,9) 

 Early Warning Stations (9) 

 
 
NONTARR  O-H- 
Nontarr is a restricted weapons research facility owned by Balshrom Science Corporation. So far reports have the planet as 

earth sized with a variety of climes and small oceans. Rumour has it that an indigenous species of stone-age humanoids 

inhabits the planet and that Balshrom uses them as target practice. Investigations as to the origin of such slanderous lies is 

being undertaken by Balshrom officials through company mercenaries. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Weapons Research Centre Patrol (4,7) 

 K-Sats (2,4) 

 Orbital Mines (4,5,9) 

 
OPHEENA  A4-T33D-O66 
Opheena is a democratic agri-world whose inhabitants are in the late computer age. Developments are under way for the 

installation of a planetary flux shield and positions for space construction crews are opening constantly. In Opheena people like 

to carry firearms to protect themselves from the Hugrill dragons that fly down from the mountains to hunt. The Hugrill dragon 

is a large beast approximately the size of an African elephant with wings a dull shade of ochre and a black belly. The Hugrill 

dragons were named after the party of xeno-biologists leader who discovered them and were promptly eaten. Opheenese often 

have town dragon safaris where the adults, and occasionally children, pack into an armoured truck or APC and drive around 

the foothills of the mountains shooting anything that moves. This is how they keep the populations of dragons away from the 

larger civilian centres; good old fashion extermination.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Arlington Association (4) Armour Station (3) 

Intrepids (6) Legal Networks (1) 

Space Construction Crews (2) Refuel (B,C) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge Service 

 Weapons Shop (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Prison (1) Patrol (2,2) 

 Space Platform (3,6) 

 Ground Based Particle Beam (4) 

 



QUAN-YU-LANG  I2-U24F-O54 
This world is a separatist feudal society that believes the old ways of China are the best way to live. The recent production of 

black powder firearms is slowly causing a change in the worlds social structure as small revolutions take place in the smaller 

cities. The world itself is of lush even weathered forests and agriculture is the main industry on world. The rulers of the world 

have contact with the alliance to whom they sell bulk food at very reasonable prices. The Alliance pays them in defensive 

systems to ensure the planets safety from invasion. So far Quan Yu Lang has had bumper crops in the year round growing 

season. This also keeps the peasants too busy to revolt; until now. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

None None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Layered Array (3) 

 Early Warning Station (4) 

 Space Platforms (6,7,9) 

 K-Sats (6,10) 

 
QUAN-YUN-LING  A7-N56T-O52 
Quan Yun Ling is not to be confused with its neighbour Quan Yu Lang. This world is a high tech cyber-society where the 

predominantly Human population pride themselves on the number of cybernetics they have installed. The cyber fashion 

industry is the prime economic provider, dealing with many other companies including Bio-Cyberdyne. All advancements are 

top quality and it is very likely that Bio-Cyberdyne has a great many stock holdings in the on-world companies.  

When the world was first settled the atmosphere was found to have traces of sulfuric cyanide that is lethal after about five 

months of exposure. Quarantine was issued on all settlers and they were temporarily housed in a large arena converted for the 

purpose. Terraformers were set up on the boundaries of the settlement and the atmosphere was filtered. After a few months the 

local atmosphere was of low enough levels for the inhabitants to go back to their homes and normal lives. The whole affair was 

funded by on-world companiesand the now defunct Alliance disaster relief fund. The surface is moderately flat with only two 

mountain chains on the single large continent. All of Quan Yun Ling‟s metal is refined on world and, apart from weapons 

technology and food, is self-sufficient.  

Current events include the tender for a second space station that is being hotly fought over by SSDC and Erectus. It seems 

Teledyne is about to field an entry and that the giant mega-corp is hiring mercenaries in the interim: but for what purpose is 

unknown. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

ARM (3) Armour Station (4) 

Arms Dealers (6) Cybernetics Repair (5) 

Black Market (4) DNA Masking (2) 

Bounty Hunters (6) Refuel (A,B,C) 

Cuontol (1) Rent-a-skill  

Cyber Troops (7) Resorts (1,2,4,5,7,9) 

Drug Dealers (2) Terrestrial Knowledge 

Service 

Silk Lambs (2)  

Smugglers (3)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Cyber Research Centre Base Station (4,7,9) 

Medical Research Centre Complex Battle Array (3) 

Prisons (2,4) Bio-Sentient Organism (4) 

Terraformers Flux Shield (7) 

 EW Stations (4,5) 

 Fighter Base (large)x2  
 Gunboat Squadron 

 Orbital Mines (6,9) 

 



SALMAT  A5-N82M-T40 
Salmat is a frontier world that is run like a front line military camp. One Colonel  Briggs, who is in charge of the world, refers 

to it as the stink house because of trace bromide compounds in the atmosphere. The atmosphere is thin enough to require a 

filter mask or atmospheric processor and the long term effects of exposure are unknown. So far prospectors and advanced 

survey vessels visit the camp on their way to the unclaimed worlds in the next subsector. The supply depot on Salmat is 

regularly re-stocked and the quartermaster sells weapons and other military equipment to the public at frontier discount rates.  

Criminals and other fugitives come through Salmat on their way to the unsettled sub-sectors and it is for this reason that many 

bounty hunters can be found lurking about the starport for an easy pick up. There are currently no restrictions on carried 

weaponry. This is to make life easier for the soldiers stationed here. Not having to return weapons and armour to the arsenal 

each time they leave for a coffee or a beer is a time saving measure. 

AMC, Sackville-Thorpe Mining and SSDC are competing for strip mining rights. The petition is going through the local 

branch of the Galactic Armed Forces and is being processed by a classified officer in the local area. Attempts at bribing 

Colonel Briggs to influence the unnamed officer have ended in failure or a duel with the exceptional gun-slinging Colonel. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Bounty Hunters (6) Armour Station(4) 

Black Market (2) Cybernetics Repair (2) 

Cyber-Troops (4) Fencing Operations (1) 

Mercenaries (7) Refit 

MAT‟s (6) Refuel (A,B,C) 

Smugglers (3) Weapons Shop (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Ground Defense Base 

 Armour Divisions 

 Fighter Base (S) 

 Layered Array (4) 

 EW Stations (2) 

 Base Station (3,4,7) 

 K-Sats (3,6,9) 

 Patrols (4,6) 

 Fleet (CNN) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 
SHIPSHOME  A6-F33D-O51 
Shipshome is a derelict vessel dumping site and a shipping storage facility, which supports the heavy mining industry that 

dominates this world. The atmosphere is rich oxygen and nitrogen and the surface has small caches of indigenous life around 

the inland sea. These species are considered to be exact living replicas of pre-historic earth plant-life and simple animals. So 

far the mining extends around the desolate mountain range to the north of the only sea. ARSAP teams have uncovered ruins in 

the jungles on the south east coast of the sea that seem to be of Coreszian origin. Some scientists speculate that this planet was 

a seeding experiment initiated many millennia in the past that some how went wrong. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Mining Away Teams (9) Refuel (A,B,C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ruins Base Station (3) 

Ships Graveyard Patrols (3,2) 

 
SHOREHAVEN  (A)4-N81Y-O59 
This Alliance claimed ocean world is inhabited by Python Mense and other Pythons sympathetic to their plight. Sea-farming 

and other ocean agriculture is their only industry. Weapons are carried by all in defense against the indigenous species which 

include sea-serpent like beasts and giant leaping sharks. The settlements are confined to the swampy shallows of this 98% 

water covered planet. The diverse animal life has yet to be fully catalogued and teams are being hired by local mega-

corporation LMX Conglomerates. Little else is known about this fledgling colony. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

HAL None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None None 



 
TIOBEX A7-T36D-053 
Tiobex is the largest settlement in the whole of the Black Patch. It sports a large starbase and a GalCorp Astrodefense Station 

(#302). The stargate in orbit over the third planet which is Tiobex and  has been in operation for a few decades now. The 

amount of traffic that flows through Tiobex is quite numerous as it is a popular refuelling point for travellers from Worcsix and 

Anrugairn. Heavily industrialised, Tiobex produces the bulk of the Black Patch‟s manufactured goods and technology. Many 

branch headquarters of the top twenty Draco mega-corps reside in the starport city on world. This is where most of the ARSAP 

teams are hired by local minor leagues such as Gavin James Explorers, Hurstville Enterprises and The Neo-Ghurka 

Recruitment Corp. Tiobex handles approximately three hundred thousand tonnes of cargo per day and is currently enjoying 

null inflation for the eighth year running. This is sure to keep Darby Natter, the Orion president, in power for the next term. 

Elections are to be held every three years and this year the campaigns are running hot. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Arlington Association (1) Armour Station (5) 

Arms Dealers (2) Assassination Services (3) 

Black Mondays (4) Clonic Production (2) 

Black Market (2) Cybernetics repair (3) 

Cyball DNA Masking (2) 

Intrepids (3) Fencing Operations (2) 

Mentors (4) Government Networks (2) 

Mining Away Teams (6) Hyper Training (7) 

Moig Dua (2) ID Change (3) 

Smugglers (4) Laundering Services (2) 

Silk Lambs (2) Legal Networks (3) 

 Refit (5) 

 Refuel (A,B,C) 

 Rent-a-skill 
 Resorts (1,3,4,5,6,7,9,10) 

 Robotics Repair (3) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge 

Service 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Cloud Cities GalCorp Astrodefense 

Station 

Matrix School Starbase 

Prison (4,5) K-Sats (3,6,9) 

Shipyard Orbital Mines (7,9) 

 Complex Battle Array 

 Fighter Base (L) 

 G-Boat Squadron 

 EW Stations (5) 

 Bio-Sentient Organism (4) 

 Ground Based Slug Thrower 

(6) 

 Ground Based Particle Beam 

(5) 

 



WORCSIX  A5-U51Y-M80 
This ice world has a thick methane atmosphere that supports the predominantly Eridani mining operations here. Superior 

metals and other minerals useful in military construction are extracted and refined on world then shipped to the orbital station 

for transport to Tiobex. Worcsix has a native population of rat-like humanoids who breathe the methane atmosphere with as 

much ease as the Eridani and Phentari. The are commonly known as Worcsiscans. They were to be enslaved by the Eridani 

until the Alliance caught wind of the situation and granted the Worcsiscans potential citizen rights. The various Eridani mining 

operations work on a colony type administration and are all run effectively.  

Mega-corps who have interests on Worcsix include Sackville-Thorpe Mining, LMX Conglomerates, Eridi-Corp, AMC and 

Teledyne. It is thought that a few of the privately run local operations are hiring mercenaries to protect themselves against 

sabotage. 

Recent Black Monday attacks on some of the Eridi-corp installations have caused security to be stepped up. The response on 

Eridi-Corp‟s behalf has been an issuing of corporate sanctioned death warrants for the suspected sub-sector leaders of the 

groups responsible. The mega-corp has Eridani government backing in the matter and for the most part Alliance officialdom 

seem uninterested in the possible carnage this may cause. Reports of Cuontol activity have drifted in and this supports the 

theory of government interests on world, as do the heavy planetary defenses. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Cuontol Refuel (B,C) 

MATs Slave Auctions (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Base Station (5,9) 

 Fleets (P,INE) 

 Patrol (4,2) 

 Ground Defense Base 

 Fighter Base (S) 

 K-Sats (1,7,8) 

 Orbital Mines (8) 

 EW Stations (3) 

 Flux Shield (3) 

 

 

 



THE BLACK PATCH 

INTERSTELLAR STOCK MARKET TRADE INDEX 

 

Planet Min Narc Man. Goods Slav LGA AI HGA Food Lux Water Tech Med Mach Precious 

Anrugairn 6 3 6 5 6 9 8 6 7 3 5 5 6 8 

Cansar 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cantala L6    L13  L14       L16 

Eden-V 5 4 6 6 5 0 0 7 7 3 5 5 6 8 

Montarr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Opheena 6 0 5 0 5 8 6 3 7 5 6 5 5 7 

Quan Yu Lang 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 

Quan Yun Ling 5 7 4 0 4 5 4 7 5 5 4 4 4 8 

Salmat 6 6 8 7 6 8 7 6 9 4 8 7 9 9 

Shipshome 4 7 6 0 4 8 4 6 7 6 7 6 8 5 

Shorehaven L12 0 9 8 L14 0 L14 4 0 1 8 7 8 L16 

Tiobex 4 5 3 6 5 4 7 5 4 5 5 6 5 7 

Worcsix 4 8 7 8 4 9 2 6 7 5 6 7 8 4 

 

 

 

 

  



THE COLD LANDS 

 

 
 



ALKSET I6-H81M-Q60 
Battle station Alkset is in high orbit over the third moon of a solitary gas giant. The gas giant being the only planet in the 

system of the yellow main sequence star of Alksetad. The Gromeks have a ti-tritium mine on the first moon of the gas giant 

and are currently mining fantastical amounts of the precious jump fuel. Deals with neighbouring corporations are rumoured to 

involve exchanges of weapons technology for discounted ti-tritium. Alkset is considered a rear guard battle station in that it 

blocks the passage into the vacant space that is hard for the Gromek military to maintain effective surveillance upon. Alkset 

has seen the least fighting of all the battle stations of the Gromeks but should by no means be considered inexperienced. 

Patrols are launched regularly from Alkset into the neighbouring systems and fleets of heavy cruisers are maintained in-system 

for self defense. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (9) Armour Station (5) 

Gromek Eshtar (4) Refit (5) 

 Refuel (A,B,C) 

 Robotics Repair (5) 

 Slave Auctions (2) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ti-tritium mines Battle Station (4) 

 Fleets (GI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Complex Battle Array (4) 

 EW Stations (3) 

 Gunboat Squadron 

 Orbital mines (7,8,9) 

 Space Platform (4,8) 

 

ANDAR-LUX  I6-H55F-O50 
Heavily populated and industrialised, Andar-Lux is one of the Reepaxi main military manufacturing worlds. Its proximity to 

the front explains the level of fortification and defense on world as well as the powerful orbital systems to maintain planetary 

security. Andar-Lux is one of the Holy Stars that the Reepaxi have managed to hang on to throughout the wars and the Gromek 

are never allowed to forget it. Andar-Lux broadcasts a powerful propaganda message on all Gromek channels within 20 

parsecs. The message consists of doctored war footage of the Second Battle of Andar-Lux; where the Reepaxi 5
th

 and 150
th
 

heavy cavalry retook the Gromek installation with few casualties. The video stresses the Gromek inability to supply 

reinforcements because of pressure ridge activity that the Reepaxi were aware of. 

The Gromek loss of Andar-Lux was the point in the war that ended any chance of a decisive victory for the Gromek Imperium. 

Having lost their footing behind the Reepaxi defensive line they had to begin a new campaign and overhaul many plans based 

on the taking of Andar-Lux. 

Reepaxi patrols are always in-system and a shipyard is in orbit. The primary production on world is defense systems followed 

closely by munitions, ordinance and body armour. Andar-Lux also poses as a communications relay to the home-world of 

Reepax. Plans are under way for the refitting of the defense station to achieve Battle Station efficiency. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi Military (9) Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Defense Station  
 Complex Battle Array (3) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Fleets (RI) 

 Orbital Mines (6) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Armour Divisions 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Fighter Base (Lx2) 

 Gunboat Squadron 

 Ground Based Laser (8) 

 Ground Based Missiles (4) 



 

 

ANTAC-BAN  I6-HF--T 
Antac-Ban‟s proximity to Reepax makes information hard to gather from the defense paranoid Reepaxi Imperium. It is not 

advisable for any Alliance personnel to travel here. No further information. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi No Information 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

No Information Battle Station 

 

 

ANTOR  I5-H81O-T64 
Antor is one of the many farming worlds used to supply the core Gromek worlds with food and other plant or animal products. 

The world of Antor has few interesting features and as with all Gromek worlds is not recommended for Alliance personnel to 

visit. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (8) None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Hydroponics Plants Patrols (4,3) 

 

APIS  I5-H82M-O50 
Intensive mining and refinement facilities dot the surface of the arid mineral rich world Apis. This is one of the prime sources 

of titanium and other metals for use in the war effort by the Gromek Imperium. Apis is home to over two million workers who 

live in partial subterranean dwellings to avoid the intense heat from the white dwarf star. Apis is the fifth planet out of seven 

and has no moons. Other planets have been surveyed and are being saved for later use. Installations on the moon of the third 

world are rumoured to have weapons research facilities using captured Alliance personnel. The official stand is that this is 

fabrication although there are rumours circulating that seem more believable with their suggestion of secret contracts with the 

said personnel. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Unknown 

 

 
 



ARAST-4  I5-H81M-X46 
Arast translates from the Gromek for “planetary barracks”. Arasts are used for training of personnel in planetary deployment 

and invasion tactics. With the whole world devoted to this training, all climes and biospheres are available for use. Some of the 

Arasts even have cities built in the style of Reepaxi frontier settlements or in the case of Arast-7, a replica of the Reepaxi 

homeworld capital city. Of all the Arast designated worlds Arast-4 is the most inhospitable. Its atmosphere is tainted with 

biological agents that have a strong effect on most forms of life. The troops here are especially trained in biological and 

chemical warfare to ensure survival at this post. Arast-4 also has a spectacular jungle training ground which is the foundation 

of all the Ranger units‟ superior skill.  

The second of three worlds Arast-4 has one moon which is the staging ground for space training exercises and a military 

manufacturing site. To date Arast-4 has fended off three separate attacks by the Reepaxi and sustained minor casualties and 

damage. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Military (9) Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Arast Base Station (4) 

 EW Stations (4) 

 Ground Based Slug Thrower 

(4) 

 Layered Array (3) 

 K-Sats (3,4) 

 Flux Shield (3) 

 

ARAST-5 I5-H81M-O73 
Arast-5 is the high grav training ground of the Gromek military. The 1.4 earth gravity is instrumental in strengthening the 

infantry who are trained on-world in all manner of field operations. The most prevalent being artillery and other long range 

engagement. Other information is not forthcoming. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Military (9) Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Arast Base Station (4) 

 EW Stations (4) 

 Ground Based Slug Thrower 

(3,4,8) 

 Layered Array (3) 

 K-Sats (3,4) 

 Flux Shield (3) 

 



ARAST-6 I6-H8M-O45 
Boot camp for all the Gromek forces, Arast-6 is the largest of all Arasts and is heavily defended. The training facilities include 

ground vehicle simulators, atmospheric fighters, deep-space operations (in orbit), basic infantry, officer school, radar and 

sensor operations, intelligence training, demolitions, reconnaissance, etc. Nearly every field of military activity is catered for 

and the end result is a slightly less intensive hyper-training facility. Those who don‟t make it through boot camp are sent back 

to the core-worlds. Arast-6 has a huge barracks for the regulars who are stationed here that is built into the starport. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Military (9) Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Arast Armour Divisions x4 

Barracks Automated Defense Systems 

Prison (5) Battle Station (5) 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (4) 

 EW Stations (7) 

 Fighter Base (Lx2,Sx3) 

 Flux Shield (7) 

 Ground Missile Base (3,5,6,8) 

 Ground Based Laser (2,4,5,8) 

 Ground Based Slug Thrower (3,4,6) 

 Ground Defense Base 

 Complex Battle Array (4) 

 K-Sats (3,4,6) 

 

ARAST-7 I6-H8M-O53 
The urban warfare Arast of the Gromek military. This is where the replica of the Reepaxi home-world capital is situated and 

invaded on a fortnightly basis. The Gromeks use footage from these exercises as propaganda. It is quite affective. Other 

important Reepaxi cities are said to be re-constructed here, one of which is said to be the Andar-Lux starport. It is also thought 

to be the main barracks for ground troops and the construction site of electronic warfare equipment. The defense information is 

sketchy and suggests at least a battle station grade orbital structure. As with most of the sensitive military worlds information 

should be considered unreliable at best. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Military Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Arast Battle Station? 

Stone Towns Unknown 

Urban Combat Range  

  

ARAST-8  I5-H81M-C50 
Arast-8 is a corrosive atmosphere training Arast that sees little use. It is used by the military as a punishment station for inept 

or untrustworthy troops. Cowards are sent to the front or on suicide missions. The permanent residents of Arast-8 are 

dominated by chemical extraction teams. Essentially atmospheric mining away teams, they filter compounds from the 

atmosphere using a kind of reverse cycle terraformer. Little else is known about this world. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Military (2) Unknown 

MAT‟s  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Arast Unknown 

Chemical Extraction Towers  

 



ARAST-9  I6-H81M-Q59 
Arast-9 is the surface water training Arast. The atmosphere when first encountered had a high concentration of hydrogen and 

could not be breathed by the Gromeks. They set up terraformers to oxygenate the atmosphere. Now this ocean world doubles 

as an Arast and a food and ocean resource provider for the core-worlds. Training conducted here is of the traditional naval type 

that is now referred to as Marine action. Submersible training for planetary defense and infiltration is the primary concern and 

construction of the associated hardware is also carried out at the central facility. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Military (7) Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Arast Base Station (4) 

Terraformers EW Stations (2) 

 Ground Based Particle Beam (3,4) 

 Layered Array (3) 

 K-Sats (3,4) 

 Flux Shield (2) 

 

ASTAR  I5-N82Y-T50 
Far form the core-worlds of the Reepaxi Imperium lies this small colony of peace loving miners. They are of the opinion that 

there is no hope for the Reepaxi people unless they move away from the Gromeks and the whole War for the Holy Stars mind-

set. They have little communication with the core-worlds or even their neighbouring systems as they wish to be free of the 

propaganda that circulates through those channels. Of all the adventuring Reepaxi the greatest number come from the world of 

Astar. Some of the more successful mercenaries maintain small private fleets to ensure Astar remains untouched by the war. 

Two hundred and fifty years ago, when the war was still young, Astar was a quiet mining and farming colony of only a few 

thousand but hidden in the hills east of the main settlement the Imperium had constructed a base. This base was later attacked 

and left in ruined. No salvage teams were sent as the damage was too great. It is now overgrown with stunth weed and left for 

the rodent equivalents. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi Mercenaries (6) Armour Station (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ruins Base Station (3) 

 Fleets (P) 

 



BLACKSUN  A5-U42X-C30-M 
Strange occurrences on Blacksun have brought about much interest from Rift Runners and scientist interested in the Motaran 

Rift Phenomena. It appears that Blacksun is experiencing small pocket dimensions opening upon the planet at low altitude or 

even on the surface. Peoples of unknown origin and technology have cautiously come through the rifts as they open and begun 

scanning the area with bizarre instruments never seen before. Video footage of these visitations has been studied and Alliance 

intelligence services have not yet released a public comment. Rumours abound from racial cousins of the Arachnids to time 

travellers and the crews of lost expeditions. When the rifts actually close, the personnel that have not returned are invariably 

sucked from their position and hurled through the gap in the closing gate: a kind of extra-dimensional expulsion of foreign 

matter. People are leaving in droves and many jobs are being offered to mercenaries. The full picture seems to have been 

suppressed by the local authorities. 

Blacksun‟s unique feature is the Blacksun Mage Guild; a group of matrix controllers who specialise in the training and 

recruitment of those with a talent for latent extraction. This is of course an underground service and those with the knowledge 

are few and far between. If one can make a successful street smarts test at level 15, the BM should consider some information 

to be forthcoming.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

ARM (2) Armour Station (3) 

Arms Dealers (3) Cybernetics Repair (2) 

Bounty Hunters (8) Legal Networks (1) 

Doltharians (1) Refuel (B,C) 

Mercenaries (8) Resorts (1,2,9) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge  
 Weapons Shop (3) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Archive Base Station (5) 

Blacksun Mage Guild Fighter Base (S) 

 Patrol (2,2) 

 Ground Defense Base 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 

BRANTACK  I6-H83M-Q46 
Reepaxi military co-ordination headquarters for the front line defense bases has been established on Brantack for the duration 

of the war. It has grown almost exponentially since its foundation as a listening post and supply arsenal. Brantack is now the 

most heavily defended of all the Reepaxi worlds with the exception of the home-world itself, but the difference is only 

marginal. Alliance reconnaissance and talks with Reepaxi diplomats suggest that Brantack is the staging area of forays into the 

Upalain front. It is also suggested that the Reepaxi are constructing a new battle station in this region with illegally obtained 

information from mega-corps in Draco. The actual planetary information is that given to the Alliance by the Reepaxi and it has 

not been confirmed first hand. As with all Reepaxi core-worlds it is advised that Alliance personnel not approach in case the 

defense forces mistake your vessel for a new Gromek configuration. The results of this would most likely be death. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Battle Station (5) 

 No further information 

 

CO-TSEENTA  U-- 
One of the Holy Stars that the two races are warring over. Many attempts at placing a permanent installation have been 

attempted and all have only lasted long enough to be wiped out by the opposing side. Reepaxi and Gromek alike have been 

killed trying to establish a foot-hold on the only world orbiting the hot yellow sun.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 



DAINLAK  I6-U84F-Q55 
Deep behind the main defensive lines things are less tense on Dainlak. The giant mineral planet that is home to over 700 

million Reepax is a centre for mining and refinement of many differing ores. Dainlak is ruled by a feudal system of 

landownership with titles of similar power and rank to Thanes and Earls. The more land one owns the more rights one has. The 

military presence on-world is disarmingly low compared to other Reepaxi core-worlds and the citizenry carry less weaponry 

when travelling the streets. Terrorism is the only real threat the populace face here and the landowners are forging a new elite 

group to counter the recent spate of bombings. Dainlak supplies a great portion of refined metals and chemicals to Reepax 

home-worlds for manufacture into military and engineering finished goods. Nearly 99% of food is shipped in from off world as 

Dainlak‟s soil is too alkaline to grow its own. The only food grown on world is in large hydroponic facilities that have only 

recently been established. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Eshtar (2) Armour Station (5) 

Reepaxi (10) Fencing Operations (2) 

Reepaxi Mercenaries (1) Refit (3) 

 Refuel (A-C) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Base Station (4) 

Prison (4) Fleets (RI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Armour Divisions  
 Automated Defense Systems 

 Ground Missile Bases (3,4,6) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Fighter Base (largex2) 

 Orbital Mines (4) 

 K-Sats (2) 

 Space Platforms (2,5,7) 

 

DEN-PAATH  U-- 
Another of the blasted, waylaid by battle, star systems that the Gromek and the Reepaxi consider a holy star is Den-Paath. The 

Reepaxi and Gromek battles have destroyed the rocky planet that orbited the yellow dwarf star leaving behind an asteroid belt 

that both sides have mined extensively through drop-off bases. These bases are shielded from sensors and weapons and are 

double designed to function as an eavesdropping facility.  

A small planetoid approximately 2000km in diameter orbits the star in the second position. The main consideration in the lack 

of settlement, particularly by the Gromeks, is that the yellow dwarf star flares much more often than a normal sun. Ionisation 

occurs every at least once every 20 hours and lasts for up to one hundred minutes. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

None None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Patrols (RI 3/9) (GI 3/9) 

 

 



DROWNAIT  I5-H81F-N40 
Small rocky planetoid with no atmosphere is the home of 120,000 Reepaxi personnel. Their duty is to maintain and defend the 

supply base that is Drownait. The world is cold being the fifth and last in the system around the red main sequence star. The 

importance of Drownait is questioned constantly by the Reepaxi non-military who believes that the resources used in its 

upkeep would be better spent on weapons research. The military scoff at their ignorance and explain that without Drownait, 

Telarim would have no reinforcements within 11 parsecs. The civilians feebly attempt to suggest that reinforcements could be 

sent from Mondar and then it has to be explained to them that such an action would be tantamount to turning off Mondar‟s flux  

shield. So Drownait stays in the budget. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi (9) Armour Station (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Supply Depot Fleets (RI) 

 Patrols (RI 5/9)  
 Automated Defense Systems 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Orbital Mines (2,4) 

 

DU-PAATH  O0--X30-T 
Holy Star systems are the most dangerous places in the Cold Lands and when a Holy Star is in between the front lines of the 

Gromek and Reepaxi forces it is doubly so. Du-Paath was once a magnificent jungle world orbiting the blue-white star outside 

of the first three hell worlds. The war brought the armies and they tried to make base on the surface. The extended fighting has 

stripped the world of its bio-sphere and the bases have moved underground. Du-Paath is best described as a war-world as it is 

the site of constant bloody action (will they ever learn?). The travellers advisory is to keep Alliance personnel well away from 

the battles that constantly rage here. If a ship approaches within four parsecs an intercept fleet will be despatched to destroy it. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek (9) None 

Gromek Eshtar (5)  

Mercenaries (2)  

Reepaxi (9)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Ground Defense Bases 

 K-Sats (2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) 

 Fleets (GI/RI) 

 Patrols (RI 5/9)  
 Automated Defense Systems 

 Armour Divisions 

 



DURASK  I6-H81M-Q50-T 
Battle Station Durask is in orbit over a large ringed gas giant similar to Saturn. The battle station is home to over 30,000 troops 

all well trained and most are veterans of at least one engagement. The station is outfitted with the best weaponry Reepaxi 

scientists have come up with and they are constantly scheduling secret upgrades. Durask has repelled countless incursions and 

launched just as many into Gromek space. The travellers advisory is for the protection of Alliance personnel. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi (9) Armour Station (5) 

Repaaxi Cyber Troops (2) Cybernetics Repair (5) 

 Refit (5) 

 Refuel (A,B) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Battle Station (5) 

 Fleets (RI) 

 Patrols (RI 5/9)  
 Automated Defense Systems 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Complex battle Array (8) 

 Bio Sentient Organisms (5) 

 K-Sats (4,6,9,10) 

 Orbital Mines (2,4) 

 

ENTREESED  I6-H81M-Q60 
Entreesed maintains orbit above the second planet in the white main sequence star system. The system has only three planetary 

orbits, the first a small rocky planetoid with no atmosphere and a high concentration of metallic elements, the second an M 

class planet that supports various plant life and strange airborne seas of floating algae. This algae is used by the Gromek as a 

food source that grows quickly and is of moderating nutrition. Back on Gromar this algae is a rare treat for those who have 

been saving their credits. The battle station of Entreesed is home to over 200,000 Gromek military and it is from here that the 

bulk of attacks and incursions are launched. Forces destined for action on the surface of Du-Paath leave every week and often 

never return. The station experiences nuisance attacks at least every three days and the Gromek command on-station are 

secretly constructing a long range slug thrower on-board to eliminate these pesky assaults. Occasionally a heavy cruiser or a 

carrier will enter system and make a serious attempt to weaken the stationed fleet of Entreesed but so far this has failed with 

each Reepaxi attack group overwhelmed by the hordes of fighters stationed on the surface near the construction plant.  

The third planet is a cold methane giant that has little interest for the Gromeks but the five moons each have EW stations and 

defense system auxiliaries that can provide additional defensive power for Entreesed.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (9) Armour Station (5) 

Gromek Eshtar (4) Refit (5) 

 Refuel (A,B,C) 

 Robotics Repair (5) 

 Slave Auctions (2) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Fighter Construction Facility Battle Station (4) 

 Fleets (GI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Armour Divisions 

 Complex Battle Array (4) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Fighter Base (Large x5) 

 Orbital mines (7,8) 

 Space Platforms (4,8) 

 

 



GANHAL  I5-H84F-O57 
Considered to be a core-world of the Reepaxi; Ganhal is the main producer of grain type foods and meat in the Imperium. The 

quality of its produce is renowned throughout the sector. The Ganhal Tribunal is in control of the export of all produce and it 

seems that they are a law unto themselves with orders from the central administration body on Reepax going ignored or even 

countermanded. The Reepaxi Central Administration cannot tolerate this but, after several attempts at dislodging the members 

of the Tribunal ending in failure, it seems that they are there to stay. The Tribunal has since been exporting a great percentage 

of the planets constant surplus through Alliance traders who can make it past the Reepaxi defense network. Ganhal is also the 

site of the great Yurgash Archive. A huge structure that extends mainly underground for thirty to forty kilometres and 

maintains a chronological account of the war and all Reepaxi history. It is rumoured that one of the visiting diplomats that 

collected this information found out that the Yurgash Archive is also the keeping place of some great artifacts of Jezzadeic 

origin. Further information is unavailable. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi (9) Armour Station (5) 

Smugglers (7) Fencing Operations (6) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge 

Service 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Archives (4) Base Station (4) 

Prisons (2,5) Fleets (RI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Armour Divisions 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Ground Based Particle 

Beams (2,6) 

 Ground Missile Base (6) 

 Layered Array (7) 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (3) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Fighter Base (large) 

 Orbital Mines (2,4,6) 

 K-Sats (6,9) 

 



GDS-44 A6-N31D-Q50 
As with all GalCorp Deepspace Stations GDS-44 is anchored in interstellar space. It orbits no sun or planet and is of the 

standard hemispherical design. GDS-44 is used as a trading point for Reepaxi armourers and miners in exchange for food and 

medical equipment. No official trade of technology applicable to direct war action is traded here although a very large portion 

of the freighters stationed, or on commission by GalCorp, are privateers of little recorded honour. The stationed permanent 

personnel number just under twenty thousand but this figure swells periodically up to threefold with Alliance personnel being 

shipped through the Cold Lands from the Mitox Steppes on the other side of the Mitox Ion Cloud. These soldiers and support 

personnel are usually headed for vacation on Eden V in the Black Patch. 

 

MGE                        SERVICES               
Alliance Troops (4)    Refuel (A,B,C)          

Bounty Hunters (2)    Refit (5)                    

Cyber Troops (1)       Armour Station (4) 

Drug Dealers (1)        Cybernetics Repair Station (4) 

Mercenaries (6)         Weapons Shop (4) 

Smugglers (8)            

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Base Station (5) 

 Layered array (8) 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (8) 

 Early warning stations (8) 

 Fighter Base (Large x3) 

 Lasers (7,8) 

 Particle Beams (8,9) 

 Missiles (7,8,9) 

 Orbital K-Sats (3,7,9) 

 

GENTHARST  I6-H82M-O53 
Eight worlds orbit the white dwarf star Gentharst. The second is defended by the battle station that shares the name of the star. 

Lately production of the Nelstarn Class Frigate has been upgraded to three ships per month instead of the previous one ship per 

month. The Gentharst shipyard is attached to the battle station and is heavily defended by K-Sats and a sophisticated early 

warning network. Four of the eight worlds are settled and producing substantial quantities of goods towards the war effort. The 

actual world is named Gentharst Prime and was once the centre of mining operations in the system. It is now the major refining 

facility for starship grade metals and produces over nine thousand tonnes per day. The mines that established Gentharst are 

now barren and the refineries receive the raw ores from other worlds throughout the Gromek Imperium. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks Armour Station (5) 

Gromek Eshtar (4) Hyper Training (5) 

 Refit (5) 

 Refuel (A-C) 

 Robotics Repair (5) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Shipyard (9) Battle Station (4) 

Refineries Fleets (GI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Complex Battle Array (7) 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (4) 

 EW Stations (8) 

 Fighter Base (Large) 

 K-Sats (3,7,9) 

 Space Platform (3,5,9) 

 

HURSTELL I5-U82T-X57 

Hurstell is a centre of learning for weapons research scientists. Its reputation as a pinnacle of academic achievement among the 

Gromek elite is so strong that many royal scholars sabotage each others works in an attempt to further their chances of 

acceptance to the school. The school has over 5,000 students all of which are the top 1% or higher scoring post-graduate or 



more senior academics. The atmosphere is extremely toxic and the base is located beneath the surface .Hurstell has produced 

weapons technology that includes ripper guns, plasma web throwers and implosion torpedoes. Some of these advanced systems 

can be bought at the Refit Centre which orbits the planet and transports bulk shipments to Gentharst as well as all the other 

battle stations and Gromar itself. Advances are expected constantly and it is not unheard of for a researcher to be put to death 

for inadequate performance. One can easily imagine that a lot of political leverage comes from being a researcher at Hurstell 

and the dean of the school uses this to continually increase the stipend from the Emperor.  
 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (9) Refit (5) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Weapons Research Facility Space Platform (10) 

 Ground based Particle 

Beams (9,10) 

 

SORION  I5-U81F-O55 
Everyone has to eat and the system of Gentharst relies almost solely upon Sorion for its agrarian needs. The royal family of 

Dalions have laid claim to this world ever since the Emperor decreed it their property without dispute. Unfortunately for the 

Dalions the Emperor discovered that they were planning to extract gold from a site recently surveyed and the rights granted 

them vis the former Emperor allows the ore to be wholly theirs. Of course the Emperor has his own schemes and currently they 

include the deployment of Gromek Eshtar disguised as Imperial Surveyors to secure the site and begin mining and espionage 

operations. Back on Gromar the Dalions are appealing the move by the Emperor with the other royal families in an attempt to 

uphold the pledge of the previous Emperor. This is being stalled by the ruling family in an attempt to bankrupt the Dalions. 

Apart from this Sorion is just another farming planet.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (6) Refuel (B-C) 

Gromek Eshtar (2)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Orbital Mines (3,5) 

  

 

FROLAYOR I5-U82N-C50 

Frolayor exports minerals and high grade alloys to Gentharst via interplanetary shuttle. The main ore extracted from the 

corrosive atmosphere clad planet is titanium. All mines are underground affairs in the tradition of stone towns. Abandoned 

mines prove useful havens for Gromek criminals who apparently flee to this place in droves.  The Imperium is lax on their 

pursual for reasons quite clear. Apart from the mining towns there is little else of note on Frolayor. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek  MATs Refuel (B-C) 

 ID Change (8) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Stone Towns Orbital Mines (4) 

 



GHARK-NEL  I5-H84F-O65 
Ghark-Nel has been one of the prime industrialised worlds of the Gromek Empire since it was colonised as part of the inter-

stellar expansion of two hundred and twenty years ago. In its hey-day Ghark-Nel was producing forty percent of the Gromek 

Imperiums manufactured goods including over sixty percent of its electronic requirements. Computers are now the main focus 

of this worlds production facilities and they are of the highest standard to be found anywhere in the Imperium. In the capital of 

Shoreema lies the great Electronics Archive of the Imperium. A huge facility with over two hundred thousand databases 

referring to all Gromek advancements and everything they have learnt from the Reepaxi and the Alliance. Any knowledge of 

electronics is said to be able to be found here. So far Ghark-Nel has never been under attack by a Reepaxi incursion force and 

the patrols of carriers and battleships ensures this will not be a likely event. Many important royal families reside on Ghark-Nel 

and there is talk there of a new Imperium under the Ghalayous families. The Emperor has knowledge of this and so far has 

done nothing and shown little interest. Other Gromek families are anxious that he put down the rebellious talk of secession and 

raze the cities of the disloyal. If the Emperor has a plan it may already be in motion. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Eshtar (1) Refit (4) 

Gromek Military (6) Refuel (A-C) 

Gromek Rebels (3) Robotics Repair (5) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge 

Service 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Archive (6) Base Station (5) 

Cloud Cities Fleets (GI) 

Prison (4) Patrols (5,9) 

 Armour Divisions x4 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Complex Battle Array (4) 

 Ground Defense Base 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (4) 

 EW Stations (7) 

 Fighter Base (L,Sx2) 

 Flux Shield (5) 

 Ground Missile Base (3,5,6) 

 Ground Based Laser (2,4,5) 

 Ground Based Slug Thrower 

(3,4,6) 

 K-Sats (6,9) 

 Orbital Mines (6,9) 

 



GRENT  I6-H81M-N30 
In orbit above the barren void of atmosphere planetoid that is Grent lies the Ghalen Ships Graveyard. A monumental volume of 

space that contains the wreckage of over three thousand ships and four hundred fighters. It is constantly guarded by base 

station Ghalen and this defense installation is augmented by top-line K-Sats and an advanced early warning station. Ships that 

enter without authorised prior arrangements are invariably destroyed. Intelligence reports indicate that even one of the Reepaxi 

Imperium‟s own frigates was destroyed because of a mis-jump into the range of the defense network. Speculations why 

security is so tight around the graveyard include that a top secret spaceship research plant may be located on world or even a 

secret construction yard. Whatever the case Grent is tightly defended by the best technology that the Reepaxi can field. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi (8) Armour Station (5) 

Reepaxi Cyber Troops (4)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Base Station (5) 

 K-Sats (2,7,10) 

 EW Stations (8) 

 



GROMAR  I6-H88N-O61 
The mighty home-world of the Gromek Imperium. The seat of the Emperor and the low kings. Those that are related to the 

Emperor‟s family are accorded more rights than those further away. It is often said that you can be born to get away with 

anything under the sun if closely related to the Emperor. The counterpoint to this is the further away from the Emperor‟s blood 

one is, the less rights one has. This can been seen especially in the under-class of Gromeks who are forced to work in the 

bowels of combat vessels and the mines in the sulfuric mountains on the equator. Whispers of dissension are filtering their way 

up through the classes and the neighbouring Alliance systems are receiving more and more asylum seekers from the fringe 

core-worlds. Shiploads of refugees are arriving in the Alliance controlled systems on the border of The  601 and The Cold 

Lands. The official stance of the many governments involved is the same as that put forward to the warring Imperiums of the 

Gromeks and the Reepaxi; if they got their act together and ceased fighting then joining the Alliance would be considered. The 

refugees have shown that they can make the effort and thus they are accepted into the Alliance as political escapees.  

Gromar produces the bulk of technological items in the Gromek Imperium and is the central point of government and 

administration of the military forces. All the intelligence gathered by the Imperiums many resources is centralised here for 

processing by the Espionage Agency and the Council of Strategy. The Gromeks in charge of these bureaus are closely related 

to the Emperor and have few superiors between themself and him. 

Gromar is mainly semi arid plains that support a wealth of hardy life. It is from the escarpments that border these plains that 

the Gromeks evolved into what they are now. The society still clings to the escarpments and the cities are built in spectacular 

hanging garden fashion. The buildings jut and climb over the cliffs at tremendous heights and seemingly impossible locations.  

All in all it is an impressive sight. Cloud cities were just being built when the Alliance first contacted this race and they are 

now a common sight with no less than 8 cities holding over 5,000,000 inhabitants each hovering above the high plains. These 

cities are reserved for the wealthy and the high-born, with no sign of the abject poverty below them, the upper classes are 

blissfully ignorant of the suffering of the lower peoples. The small inland sea is the only large body of inland water on Gromar 

and it was fished to extinction many centuries ago. Now Gromar‟s food demands are almost entirely met by off-world 

producers and shipped in under heavy guard. The planetary defenses of the seat of the Emperor and Low Kings is impressive if 

not paranoid and the Alliance has few worlds outside of the Milky Way that better it. In orbit is the one Starbase owned by the 

Gromar. It has no stargate and is really more of a superior Battle Station than a Starbase.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek Eshtar (4) Unknown 

Gromek Military (9)  

Mercenaries (1)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Cloud Cities Star Base 

Medical Research Center Fleets (GI) 

Prison (4,4,5) Armour Divisions x8 

Shipyards (3,5) Automated Defense Systems 

Weapons Research  Complex Battle Array (4) 

 Ground Defense Base 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (4) 

 EW Stations (7) 

 Fighter Base (Lx2,Sx3) 

 Flux Shield (7) 

 Ground Missile Base (3,5,6,8) 

 Ground Based Laser (2,4,5,8) 

 Ground Slug Thrower (3,4,6) 

 K-Sats (6,10) 

 Orbital Mines (9,10) 

 



ILCHO  I6-H81M-Q60 
This Gromek battle station orbits the sea-green gas giant of Felorin, a world of frozen gases that are refined and shipped out to 

weapons manufacturers for use in the construction of Gromek laser weaponry. This important resource is vigilantly guarded by 

the Blazing Shadows; a group of warships attached to the 2
nd

 arm of the 18
th

 contingent of Imperial Destroyers. This elite battle 

group is something of a legend among Gromek naval personnel with a confirmed ship kill ratio of 4:1 they are the most feared 

of all the Destroyer groups. It is true that most of the kills are in defense of the system and the ships they destroy are suicide 

runs intending to die in success. This does not mar the image of the Blazing Shadows in the eyes of the Gromek public. Apart 

from the stationing of this infamous group the system is the same as many other war-ridden worlds. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (9) Armour Station (5) 

Gromek Eshtar (6) Refit (5) 

 Refuel (A,B,C) 

 Robotics Repair (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Atmospheric Extractors Battle Station (4) 

 Fleets (GI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Complex Battle Array (4) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Fighter Base (Large x5) 

 Orbital mines (7,8) 

 K-Sats (4,8,9) 

 
ILGAN  I6-H81M-Q60 
As far as battle stations go, Ilgan may as well be called a light emplacement in space. It serves mainly as a sensor station and 

refuelling/resupply depot for Gromek forays into Reepaxi space. The complement rarely numbers over 10,000 and the ships 

that defend the station are old and few. It is currently suspected by the Reepaxi High Command that the Gromeks are 

deliberately maintaining a weak facade to lure an attack force into range of the new weapon emplaced on the planets surface. 

The three planets that orbit the main sequence yellow star are all similar rock worlds of equivalent size to Earth‟s moon. 

Alliance intelligence and reconnaissance have divulged information that indicates the hidden weapon scheme of the Gromeks 

to be true, although scans suggest the weapon is inoperative. Further information unknown. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 
KANSTAD  I5-- 
Although its location is indicative of a rear echelon supply and construction depot the Gromek Imperium has this system 

locked up tight. Defense networks of equivalent strength and effectiveness as the home world are in place in outer orbit and no 

information is forthcoming from either the Gromek Imperium or the Alliance reconnaissance and espionage sources. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 



KAPISSE  O-- 
Accurate and reliable information on this planet is not forthcoming from the diplomatic talks with the Gromek royal families. 

Covert surveillance of the world through the use of independent long range scouts indicates activities similar to stargate 

construction in high orbit over the solitary giant rock world. If this is true then the Gromeks may be the only race in the known 

universe to construct stargates independent of the Mutzachans. Officials from the Mutzachan Energy Co-operative state 

vehemently that their technology cannot be reproduced and the Gromek project must be some kind of energy collector or 

super-weapon. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 

KO-LAR  I6-H8A--T 
The war world of Ko-Lar was never a place for settling. The hydrogen cyanide and fluoric acid atmosphere is so toxic it would 

kill any life form known within minutes. Even encased in environmental gear one could not survive long as the fluoric acid 

will dissolve most metals and other compounds in mere hours. When combined with the harsh winds and frequent lightning 

storms, Ko-Lar deserves its Reepaxi translation of Punishment Place. If this system were not a Holy Star it is doubtful if any 

race would bother to try and possess the actual planet. The few other accounts of Ko-Lar cannot be verified.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek (9) None 

Gromek Eshtar (5)  

Reepaxi (9)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Ground Defense Bases 

 K-Sats (2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) 

 Fleets (GI/RI) 

 Patrols (RI 5/9)  
 Automated Defense Systems 

 Armour Divisions 

 
MONDAR  I6-H81M-Q50 
The Mondar battle station is named after a Reepaxi mythological hero of similar ilk to the ancient Norse Earth figure Sigfried. 

The Reepaxi stationed on Mondar are renowned among their fellow troops as superior Fael fighters because of the instruction 

they receive from Klimar the Silver Maned. Reepaxi troops here should be given a bonus of one to three on all alert status 

checks because of the influence Klimar wields on their performance of duties. As with all Reepaxi battle stations Mondar is 

equipped with the latest weaponry and defensive systems that are constantly being covertly upgraded or improved. Over 

28,000 personnel are stationed at any one time on Mondar, including the vaunted Guardians of Holy Fire, a quasi-religious 

group of cyborg commandoes who have notched up a kill ratio of twenty six Gromeks to one of their troops. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi (9) Armour Station (5) 

Reepaxi Cyber Troops (4) Cybernetics Repair (5) 

 Refit (5) 

 Refuel (A,B) 

 Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Battle Station (5) 

 Fleets (RI) 

 Patrols (RI 5/9)  
 Automated Defense Systems 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Complex battle Array (8) 

 Bio Sentient Organisms (5) 

 K-Sats (4,6,9,10) 

 Orbital Mines (2,4) 

 



ND-300 & GAS-300  A5-T32D-M62 
ND-300 is the name given to this predominantly methane covered world by the first survey team that entered the red giant 

system. This initial survey showed up none of the rich silver and titanium deposits in the planets southern crust. The second 

survey run by LMX Conglomerates showed traces of the valuable metals in the second sweep and the news leaked out before 

the ship returned with its findings. Someone had leased the planet, mining rights and all, setup a mining away team and a 

defense force of mercenaries before LMX could stake a claim. The management of the survey were furious but nothing was 

proven until the captain of the mission, a Human named Urdei Hurowitz, resigned suddenly. Suspicious middle management 

had him followed and it turned out he was a double agent for Khaine‟s Enterprises. Urdei was later killed in a cabin fire on-

board a Khaine owned liner. The coroner found that his door had malfunctioned due to inadequate design measures and the 

ship, which was built by LMX Conglomerates, was found at fault. Khaine sued and made a packet in an out of court 

settlement. The management team that were responsible were fired and some were the targets of nasty contracts. Khaine took 

the opportunity and poached these people giving them similar positions on ND-300. They are all very loyal as he keeps the 

assassins away. Now the planet is home to over 2,000,000 people of varying races that work in the mines or the support 

settlements. It is a lucrative place to be employed as the semi-precious metals ensure healthy bonuses at the end of each 

quarter. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Arlington Association DNA Masking (3) 

 Legal Networks (2) 

 Laundering Services (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Fleet (P) 

 K-Sats (10) 

 

OPAR-LUX  I5-U83O-Q54 
Terraformed only two centuries ago, Opar-Lux is now a major mining world that produces a great percentage of Reepaxi 

tradeable goods. These range from ferro type alloy to precious opals and platinum. The 55 million peoples of Opar-Lux are 

governed by the council of thirteen; a group of elder Reepaxi who are greatly respected and trusted. The refineries on world are 

some of the Reepaxi‟s most efficient and Alliance mega-corporations consider the finished metals to be of highest quality. It is 

currently thought that Sackville-Thorpe trade cheap electronic components for bulk shipments of refined ferro-carbon titanium. 

The nature of the electronics is dubious at best and talk of an inquiry has been stalled by GalCorp influence.  
 

MGE SERVICES 

Reepaxi Armour Station (4) 

Alliance Personnel (1) Refuel (A-C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Refineries Base Station (4) 

Terraformers Fleets (RI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Armour Division 

 Automated Defense System 

 Layered Array (4) 

 EW Stations (5) 

 Space Platform (7) 

 



ORSHSTAD  I6-H81M-Q50 
Orshstad is a battle station under construction in high orbit over the fifth planet of the system. The planet is being mined by 

MAT‟s for some of the metals needed in the construction above and engineering vessels have been seen entering and leaving 

the area. Patrols are frequent and a fleet of destroyers are stationed in-system at all times. The Reepaxi High Command has a 

great deal to worry about if Orshstad is completed. The third planet, Prosthal, is being researched by a team of xeno-

archaeologists. Alliance intelligence reports indicate that the planet is home to some three thousand Coreszian ruins of various 

sizes. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (7) Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ruins Fleets (GI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Mines (5,8) 

 EW Stations (5) 

 
ORSTHAL  U-- 
Orsthal has been designated off-limits to Reepaxi personnel. It is considered a most hostile world that has little to return on the 

cost of a well equipped ARSAP team. Thus the Reepaxi Central Administration has declared it unwanted. Note: the previous 

teams were killed by indigenous life forms. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

HAL (8) None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None None 

 

 
PENGST  I6-H8M-N30 
Orbiting the red super giant Faleghan is a small planetoid similar to Earths moon called Pengst. A monitoring station has been 

setup here to maintain security of the huge ship‟s graveyard that orbits the sun in the second position. Ships of numerous 

designs, Alliance, Reepaxi, Gromek and apparently some Coreszian vessels dot the empty space between the first orbit and 

Pengst in the third orbit. Rumours of a gap in the detection grid allowing enterprising thieves to enter the graveyard undetected 

have been in circulation ever since the ex-pirate Freddy De‟la Toya returned to ND-300 with a Reepaxi heavy gunboat. Further 

information is unavailable. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ship‟s Graveyard EW Stations (6) 

 No further information 

 

PORFOWEN  I6-U82F-O56 
An agri-world that supplies twenty percent of Reepax‟s food stuffs and clothing materials. Porfowen is thought to be home to a 

probe launching station that fires off reconnaissance pods into Gromek space to ascertain the strength of patrol groups and 

battle stations. So far no solid information has been gathered and it is recommended that Alliance personnel clearly transmit ID 

signals at all times while travelling in this part of the Reepaxi core-worlds. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 



REEPAX  I6-H88F-O54 
Cold grassy plains and taiga like forests are the landscapes most common on the Reepaxi home-world. The common silver-

blue grass covers the many war-graves maintained full-time by a large staff of caretakers employed by the Reepaxi 

government. This reflects the solemnity of this long lived race and their attitude towards the war. The Reepaxi home-world 

support all the neighbouring core-worlds with manufactured goods such as clothes, armour, electronics, whitegoods, vehicles, 

etc. Alliance diplomats, reconnaissance and espionage have failed to penetrate the iron wall of secrecy that the Reepaxi have 

about their home-world. The information already given is sketchy at best and cannot be verified. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 

 
 

SHOSTAD  I5-U83O-O58 
In times long past this ocean world was the centre of medical research for the Gromek Imperium. It was a different place to 

live that avoided all the cruelties of life on Gromar due to the benevolent rule of the royal family of Urshaidiss. In 2199 a 

group of young blades from the Emperor‟s sister‟s family came to Shostad to „have a lark‟. The trouble that ensued is still 

talked about today. Eventually the „fun‟ was brought to an end by the Urshaidiss Chief Retainer, an excellent marksman and 

pistol master who had been known to hunt Meegs with his rifle, who killed two of the young blades. Meegs are small airborne 

rodents that fly at speeds of up to 250kph. Retribution from the Emperor‟s sister came swiftly and the Urshaidiss house were 

ordered to leave Shostad to the sister of the Emperor‟s custody. The Urshaidiss house refused and the Emperor intervened with 

the home guard invading and killing the entire city that house Urshaidiss called home. Now the medical research facilities have 

been left idle for eighty years and the remnants of the Urshaidiss family have returned to reclaim the former city of their 

ancestors. Shostad itself was used only to produce more food for the Gromeks and the medical research was never enquired 

about by the next three Emperors. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromek  (9) Armour Station (4) 

Smugglers (2) Cybernetics Repair (4) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Prisons (2) Base Station (4) 

Ruins Fleets (RI) 

 Patrols (5,9) 

 Armour Divisions 

 Ground Particle Beams (2) 

 Ground Missile Base (6) 

 Layered Array (4) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Fighter Base (small) 

 Orbital Mines (2,4) 

 K-Sats (6) 

 
SHUST  I-A-52 
Shust was once a blossoming frontier mining and repair facility that held great promise for the defense effort of the Reepaxi. 

The station was attacked three years ago and destroyed by a contingent of Gromek Battle Cruisers. It plummeted from orbit 

and collided into the main city killing nearly the entire population in one tremendous climate changing explosion. Nowadays 

the survivors are as good as abandoned by the Reepaxi Central Administration and they are receiving aid from mercenary 

captains based at ND-300. The question of payment arose when some of the captains began upgrading their ships for the sole 



purpose of making the run easier and it became apparent that the survivors were paying in platinum ingots. Weapon smugglers 

have been seen in the area and the survivors on Shust are thought to be arming themselves for some action. Some of the more 

successful captains are hiring mercenaries for a 3-month tour at triple pay. All expenses included. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 
 
SHUST-ELKAR  I5-U82O-T59 
Manganese deposits line the floors of this ocean world. Huge underwater extraction machines plough the depths for the useful 

metal. Extracted from the sea-depths by huge vehicles with built in living quarters and fusion reactors the manganese is refined 

at the central Imperial refinery on the only land mass Gharest; which translates from the Gromek tongue as Pinnacle. The 

manganese is used in the construction of many alloys and the Emperor pays well for its refinement. The underwater extractors 

are often the size of small starships and the larger examples are often home to over three hundred personnel who work on 

rotating shifts to maximise efficiency. Shust-Elkar is moderately defended and the population are currently petitioning the 

Emperor through the Yurdailiss royal family for added protection. Reepaxi incursions are rare but they have so far been 

devastating.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Mining Away Teams Refuel (A-C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Base Station (2) 

 Patrols (4,8) 

 Orbital Mines (3) 

 
SUPLAYAR  I5-U81Y-T62 
Considered by the rest of the Gromek Imperium to be a backwater planet of little importance, Suplayar is really the largest 

producer of concrete in the Imperium. Its logistic importance has been overlooked by both sides of the Holy War for the Stars 

and if the Reepaxi ever changed their opinion of this little world they would find it an easy target. Home protection plans sell 

extremely well on Suplayar and many an entrepreneurial captain has made a fortune to the receptive populace. Suplayar has no 

royalty on-world and is the butt of many jokes to do with intelligence and in-breeding. The market price of concrete in the 

Gromek Imperium is by equivalent three times higher than the Alliance and its quality is only marginally inferior. Where does 

all the money go? To the “stupid” peoples of Suplayar. The Emperor can laugh on the other side of his face. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Gromeks (6) Terrestrial Knowledge (5) 

Smugglers (7) Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Concrete Refineries Base Station (1) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Patrol (1,1) 

 



SUP-LUX  I5-N81E-Q50 
Sup-Lux is the Holy Star to the Reepaxi but not the Gromeks. The three small planetoids that orbit the yellow star are 

considered natural shrines to the Reepaxi god. Anyone who desecrates these shrines must be killed (touching the rocks is 

considered desecrating). Orbiting the second planetoid is a recreational space station that is owned by one of the few 

corporations independent of the Imperium. Blestarwen is the proud owner of the establishment that caters to all forms of 

Reepaxi entertainment and recreation. Frequented by stellar traffic travelling between Antac-Ban and Brantack the station sees 

a tremendous amount of customers. Military ships are wont to stop over before deploying at the front and freighter crews enjoy 

the place incredibly. Currently Blestarwen has a special dispensation from the Reepaxi Central Administration that allows the 

station to deal in a non-contradictory (to the Alliance-Reepaxi Agreement) manner. It remains to be proven whether or not this 

is being upheld at the station as the amount of mercenaries and smugglers that have been seen heading there is rather 

surprising. 
 

MGE SERVICES 

Black Market (8) Armour Station (5) 

Drug Dealers (4) Cybernetics Repair (5) 

Mercenaries (3) Fencing Operations (4) 

Reepaxi (8) Legal Networks (2) 

Reepaxi Cyber-troops (1) Terrestrial Knowledge (5) 

Smugglers (7) Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Base Station (3) 

 Patrol (4,8) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 EW Stations (5) 

 
TELARIM  I-- 
Little is known about this Reepaxi battle station. Its position is indicative of an emplacement to prevent flanking manoeuvres 

by the Gromeks. No further information. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 
ULAK  O--40 

Restricted since the Reepaxi suicide mission known as Lightning Storm crossed the front lines and attacked Entreesed, Arast-4 

and Arast-5 before reaching Ulak, this world was once the site of the biggest Gromar Stardrive Incorporated shipyard that they 

possessed. The Lightning Storm was an extremely modified stolen Gromek Heavy Cruiser that incorporated the top line 

Gromek technology and ID codes as well as the top Reepaxi armour and weapon systems available at that time. The mission 

objectives of Lightning Storm were to destroy as much hardware in as many systems as possible, never staying more than 30 

minutes in any system. The Heavy Cruiser destroyed Gromek vessels throughout its hunt and when the crew jumped out of 

hyperspace into the Ulak system they uncovered the secret location of the largest Gromek shipyard. They immediately 

transmitted the co-ordinates on all Reepaxi channels and commenced bombardment. The shipyard was on minimal alert and 

could not respond as its weapon systems were destroyed in the first two salvoes and then the communications equipment in the 

next. The skilful crew of the Lightning Storm laid waste to the shipyard which eventually fell out of orbit and crashed onto the 

planets surface. The collision was so great that part of the crust was torn off the world releasing great amounts of geo-thermal 

gases into the atmosphere. All the inhabitants were killed over the next two days. When reinforcements arrived the Lightning 

Storm was gone. Presumed destroyed. The Reepaxi high command never heard from the crew again. It is popular rumour that 

they left the Cold Lands for The 601 to seek their fortune in Alliance space. The Gromek Imperium maintains the system as a 

war memorial for the service personnel lost in the action. Patrols regularly sweep the system for intruders. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

None None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ruins Patrols (5,9) 

 



UPALAIN  I5-H80-X50 
Thirty five years ago the Gromek intelligence agency found information on-board a defeated vessel that betrayed the 

whereabouts of this once lush agri-world. Upalain was a Reepaxi permaculture reserve that needed little labour to maintain 

abundant harvests of fruit, animals and other plant materials. The Gromek war machine moved into action and the last 

campaign of a particularly cunning General Hrostir Ghurthan showcased his all too lethal talents. The Gromek General created 

a diversion with eight light frigates on the front just ten parsecs from Andar-Lux. This drew in forces from neighbouring battle 

stations. The diversionary forces lured the Reepaxi into a pincer manoeuvre that was partially successful. This was the main 

part of the diversion. Secondary forces lay in wait just out of sensor range of the former RBS-32 and attacked the battle station 

in full force. Although the battle station was on yellow alert status because of the action near Andar-Lux, it did not expect to be 

attacked directly. The initial barrage killed many hands and the following missile strike ruptured a primary cooling unit for the 

flux shield. The second and third barrages finished off the battle station in what the Gromeks describe as the revenge for 

Andar-Lux. This day is commemorated as an Imperial day of half duties (the population are given a half-day holiday). The 

Reepaxi then re-directed forces from Brantack to RBS-32 only to find it destroyed and the Gromek ships had gone into warp 

towards Upalain. The Brantack reinforcements gave chase and called for their own reinforcements to attack what they thought 

must be the Gromek central battle fleet in orbit over the planet. 

But it was too late. When the Reepaxi arrived in sensor range the once beautiful world of Upalain was a flaming sphere of loss. 

Chemical and Biological agents stripped the planet‟s bio-sphere and left only barren crust and toxic gas in their wake. Now 

Upalain is a deserted monument to the fallen Reepaxi of the War for the Holy Stars. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

None None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Monument None 

 

XYKAN  I-- 
Battle station belonging to the Gromeks. No further information. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 
ZAR-LUX  I-- 
Contact was recently lost with the reserve depot of Zar-Lux. This world was used as a supplies cache for emergency stocking 

and re-supply of Brantack in case of emergency. Contingents of the fastest combat transports were stationed here to deliver the 

goods to Brantack. Investigative teams have been sent and the worst is feared. Gromek scout ships were seen in the area one 

week before contact was lost. The Reepaxi High Command are worried that the Gromeks have a new stardrive that allows 

them to jump without leaving any warp signatures. Over fifteen million Reepax were living on Zar-Lux at the time of last 

contact. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 

ZENTHOWEN  U-- 
Close proximity to the Mitox Ion Cloud makes Zenthowen almost unapproachable. It has not been explored by the Reepaxi 

because they consider the planet a wasteland. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 
 



THE COLD LANDS 

INTERSTELLAR STOCK MARKET TRADE INDEX 

 
Planet Min Narc Man. Goods Slaves LGA A.I. HGA Food Luxury Water Tech Med Mach Precious 

Alkset 2    3  2 7   6    

Andar-Lux 4 0 3 0 3 6 3 6 6 6 8 6 6 0 

Antac-Ban               

Antor 6 0 6 0 7 5 5 2 5 3 5 5 5  

Apis 3    2  2        

Arast-4        6  7     

Arast-5        6  4     

Arast-6 4       7    6   

Arast-7               

Arast-8 3    3  4   8    4 

Arast-9          1     

Astar 5 6 8 0 4 8 4 3 7 5 6 5 8 6 

Blacksun 7 0 6 0 6 7 8 5 6 5 6 6 7 7 

Brantack           7    

Co-Tseenta               

Dainlak 2 0 5 0 3 6 2 9 6 7 6 5 5 4 

Den-Paath               

Drownait        8  8     

Du-Paath               

Durask               

Entreesed 3      3 6   4    

Ganhal 6 7 6 0 5 8 7 5 8 6 7 7 6 7 

GDS-44 6 0 7 0 7 7 7 6 8 8 7 5 5 6 

Gentharst 7 0 6 0 8 6 7 5  6 3  4  

Frolayor 2  7    3 8  8 6 7   

Hurstell 4 6 6 0 8 5 6 8 6 7 2 3 4 5 

Sorion 0 0 6 0 6 0 7 2 5 4 6 7 7 4 

Ghark-Nel 5 0 3 0 6 4 7 8 4 5 2 3 4 5 

Grent        7  6     

Gromar 7 0 2 0 4 4 3 7 3 5 3 3 4 4 

Ilcho 3  6  6  7 7  6     

Ilgan               

Kanstad               

Kapisse               

Ko-Lar               

Mondar 7  6  5 3 5 4 0 4 5 8 7  

ND-300 4 5 6 0 3 5 4 5 7 6 5 6 6 3 

GAS-300 4 4 3 0 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 5 9 

Opar-Lux 2 9 2 0 3 7 3 6 4 5 6 6 6 3 

Orshstad 7 7 6 8 8 0 8 6 7 6 6 6 5 0 

Orsthal L10    L12  L12   L6    L15 

Pengst               

Porfowen 6 8 2 0 5 8 6 2 4 3 6 7 7 8 

Reepax               

Shostad 6 5 6 0 7 0 6 5 8 5 6 6 7 7 

Shust 6 6 7 0 6 9 7 7 7 4 8 8 8 3 

Shust-Elkar 2 8 6 0 2 0 4 6 8 1 6 7 6 5 

Suplayar 5 4 4 0 6 0 7 4 6 4 6 5 5 8 

Sup-Lux 5 5 6 0 6 9 6 6 8 6 7 6 8 8 

Telarim               

Upalain L7    L11  L13       L10 

Xykan               

Zar-Lux               

Zenthowen L13    L15  L9   L6    L13 

Planet Min Narc Man. Goods Slaves LGA A.I. HGA Food Luxury Water Tech Med Mach Precious 

 

 

  



THE CAULDRON 

 

 
 

 



ALPAIN  A6-T33D-O56 
The sub-sector capital was built here thirty five years ago amidst the sprawling metropolis Durnafont. The idyllic climate and 

rich volcanic soil instantly tagged this planet as an agrarian production centre.  Soon after settlers had constructed their first 

starport on-world a platinum discovery in the mountains to the north of Durnafont led to a rush of miners and companies. 

Effective management by the benevolent government of the time led the planet onto the path of prosperity and wealth. Now 

Alpain is one of those rare places that achieve the close to utopian society the frontier was advertised as being able to provide. 

Narcotics became a problem for a short time on Alpain but the government decided to make them restricted substances that can 

be bought and sold or even produced by anyone with the appropriate permit. The purchasing of a permit included a legal 

agreement that if the permit holder breached any of the rules of Traffic and Use they could be executed if found guilty. This 

goes against all the other punishments on world, as execution is not practised on Alpain. Alpain maintains a high security 

shipyard in distant orbit that is partly owned by Averon Corporation and General Stardrive Incorporated. Here over thirty 

percent of the ships produced in this subsector are routinely overhauled and repaired by the efficient and skilful crews. Alpain 

is currently a contender in the bid to have the stargate moved into its system from the Potar Battle Station that is drifting into 

The Cauldron. Rumours of work are currently circulating amidst mercenaries in the area. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Arlington Association (3) Armour Station (4) 

Black Market (4) DNA Masking (3) 

Cyball (5) Laundering Services (2) 

Mentors (2) Legal Networks (1) 

Mercenaries (2) Refuel (A,B,C) 

Smugglers (2) Resorts (1,3,4,5,9) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge  
 Weapons Shop (3) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Prison (3,5) Base Station (5) 

Shipyards (5) Fleets (CNN) 

 Patrol (3,2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Complex Battle Array (6) 

 EW Stations (7) 

 EDS (6) 

 Fighter Base (large x3) 

 K-Sats (3,6,7) 

 Space Platform (10) 

 
ANIAM  A5-U81Y-T60 
Dry desert planetoid with heavy gravity and no native moisture. The 6000 odd colonist that scratch around in the dirt for di and 

ti-tritium have regular patrols from LMX who also supply goods to the refinery for the miners‟ materials often in exchange for 

the finished product. The miners are happy because they only have to pay a 5% off the top fee for transport of whatever they 

sell. LMX are happy because the miners work very hard. Why do they work very hard? Go snoop around and find out for 

yourself. 

 

MGE SERIVCES  
Miners (6) None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Patrols (4,4) 

 

 



ASH  A6-U42E-X71 

Heavy vulcanism has given this world its name for what covers almost every square centimetre of the surface. The atmosphere 

is very toxic being comprised of sulfuric acid, carbon monoxide, methane and other under crust gases. Mining is carried out on 

Ash where they refine platinum and neodymium for use in the wiring of elite electrical components. The high-speed 

windstorms whip particles of fine rock into an abrasive maelstrom that can severely damage light armoured vehicles in 

minutes. The orbital station is known to harbour black marketeers and other semi-legitimate mercantilists with little question. 

Authorities are reluctant to pursue the matter because of their dependence on the miners‟ good morale and the miners‟ 

themselves depend on what the black marketeers bring on to Ash. Ash is home to the interstellar communication base that 

transmits through Ash Pass, routing communications from all the worlds on this side of the Mitox Ion Cloud to the rest of the 

Alliance. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Black Market (4) Refit (1) 

Miners (8) Refuel (B-C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Base Station (4) 

Stone Towns K-Sats (1) 

 Orbital Mines (2) 

 Patrol (5,9) 

 

ASSEN  A5-T51O-T60 
A dense mineral planet that is devoid of natural water and other moisture. No indigenous life known. The oligarchy in charge 

of Assen is composed of senior mining officials and corporate representatives who tailor planetary laws to suit their own ends; 

namely the cheap mining of titanium and silver. Alliance Law Enforcement recently imposed an audit on all the oligarchic 

officials and prosecutions were commenced. Bandit activity in the north of the desert plain where the bulk of the mining takes 

place suddenly increased dramatically and an ultimatum was sent to the Alliance headhunting team. “Bring back the Oligarchy 

or we make mining impossible on Assen.” Rebel involvement is suspected and light warships have been dispatched for patrol 

and security. Mercenaries are being hired all over the planet to protect against extortion and other forms of crime that has 

begun to take hold of this desert planet. Investigative reporter Gharik Julias has uncovered a Silk Lamb connection that goes as 

deep as his recent grave. Fortunately his work was not in vane and many copies of his findings have been circulated throughout 

the sub-sector to people in power and people with no clues at all. How many copies he made can only be guessed at but it is 

likely that, since they are continually being posted, someone is copying the files from a computer database. Gharik Julias has 

been awarded a posthumous Filkeran Award for journalistic excellence.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Arlington Association (3) Armour Station (3) 

ARM (1) Legal Networks (1) 

Mercenaries (2) Refuel (B,C) 

 Resorts (1,9) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge  
 Weapons Shop (3) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Shipyards (5) Base Station (2)  
 Base Station (5) 

 Patrol (3,2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 



BIS  O5-U81M-X60-TM 
Dark volcanic canyons and ravines line the surface of this hot hell world like the folds of a cortex. Bis is off limits to Alliance 

personnel due to the high occurrence of Motaran Rift activity. ARSAP teams that tried to continue the second survey mission 

of Bis were found spaced evenly around the outside of the lone outpost‟s PADS perimeter, disembowelled, eyes removed and 

planted arse up in the soil. The outpost on Bis can refuel ships in emergency situations only but cannot assist travellers for any 

other reason. Highly trained personnel are being sent to Bis for missions apparently involving Galactic X interests. The Bis 

outpost refines alloys for specialist military applications that are picked up every week or so by a detachment of Naval vessels 

who also drop off supplies.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Alliance Personnel (6) Emergency Refuel (B) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Exploratory Base 

 Patrols (4/4) 

 

 

CALIT ENSEKIA  A5-T33D-X46 
Popular wayside stop for traders and travellers on the Whaifitz to Alpain run. Calit Ensekia is much safer than Zacksville 

thanks to the competent government and its responsible allocation of funds. A population of 80 million Humans, Orions, Gen-

Humans, Pyhton Lizards, Cizerack and Phentari live amongst each other with little trouble. The atmosphere is tainted with bio-

hazardous spores that issue from the great fungus jungles that smother the coastal regions of the three main landmasses. 

Phentari have been found almost immune to these spores and with minor medication for resistance boosting they are the key 

racial group involved in the construction of atmospheric cleansing plants. These are being instigated at three sites around each 

of the major starports on world. Luthigo, Kain-Mariss and Foilgl. Luthigo being the capital and seat of the Presidency. 

Products include; medicinal extracts from the many fungal species, chromium ore, ytterbium, osmium and some other rare 

metals. Calit Ensekia gains large tariffs from export ships with rather exorbitant but unavoidable prices for excise and 

shipping. AMC, Sackville-Thorpe, Hurstville Mining Group and Teledyne have corporate offices on-world. Travel outside of 

the city domes is ill-advised without a filter mask at the least. Although most natives wear full bio-protection garb. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

ARM (1) Fencing Operations (2) 

Black Monday (2) Government Networks (2) 

HAL (4) ID Change (1) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Terraformers Base Station (2) 

 K-Sats (4) 

 

DREAD  A6-U81T-X60-T 
Close proximity to The Cauldron has Dread marked for science survey of the stellar phenomena. A technical and scientific 

base was set up by the Ghanifrede Mining Consortium in 2238 but after the Consortium went broke, LMX Conglomerates 

unknowingly purchased this base in a stock and assets liquidation auction, and to cover up the error quickly sent unwanted 

staff to this barren ball of rock. Dread is constantly on the lookout for Ion Cloud surges. Potent radiation columns and swells 

that leap out of the Mitox ion cloud at the speed of light. According to the map they should have 2 and a half years warning but 

because of the residual energy from the black hole and its sucking in of the ion cloud they only have an accurate detection 

range of 24 hours. All staff and non-shielded equipment retreat into tough shielded bunkers to wait out the ion storm. Recent 

scientific reports have been leaked to the sector news broadcast that state the red sun of the Dread system is being sheared by 

an energy source that is somewhere in The Cauldron itself. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

LMX Personnel (2) None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Science Station Exploratory Base 

 Patrol (1/1) LMX 

 



DREENA A4-T22E-O59 
A swamp and ocean world that produces some good fish stocks for export but is largely uncolonised. Some of the swamps 

have large stands of native alien hardwood that is being unscrupulously poached by hired chainsaws. The thick and difficult 

environment makes enforcement almost impossible and the office of natural resources is considering applications for planetary 

bounty hunter permits. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Poachers (3) Refit (1) 

Bounty Hunters (1) Refuel (B and C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Aquafarms Base Station (1) 

 Fleets (P) 

 Orbital Mines (2) 

 

EFFERVEX  A6-N53E-T50 
Engineered by the massive Teledyne mega-corporation, this project was begun early in this sectors history. A large planetoid 

was found to have drifted free of The Embers and had formed a kind of pseudo-star-system. The planetoid was in the position 

of a sun orbited by lots of little asteroid belts and sub-planetoids. The main rock that is Effervex was settled as local refinery 

for the mining operations in the surrounding asteroids. The secondary purpose of Effervex is as a maintenance station for all 

Teledyne ships that operate on this side of The Embers. Refit and Refuel services are 10-20% cheaper here to attract 

customers. The ores that are refined on the core world of Effervex are used by the parts manufacturing plant to produce 

starship parts that are exported deep into Draco for use by many of Teledyne‟s subsidiaries and customers. Teledyne has a 

limited contract with General Stardrive Incoporated to manufacture systems of GSI design for sale only in The Cauldron. No 

distribution of said products is a clear part of the contract and as such Teledyne can only sell them from this base. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

MATs (9) Refit (3) 

 Refuel (Any) 

 Robotics Repair (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Stone Towns Base Station (4) 

Terraformers Fleets (P) 

 Patrols (4/7) 

 Layered Array (3) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Orbital Mines (4) 

 

ELSKIN  A5-N12C-O56 
Heavy production agrarian world that supplies staple crops for most oxygen based races in this sub-sector. Close to 12 million 

farmers live in various small communes of no more than 1500 people. All farms are set up as sustainable agriculture and the 

large planet is under the protection and watchful eye of Khaine‟s Enterprises. There is only one city that is in a central location 

on the only settled continent. Here surplus is gathered in barter for equipment (usually archaic, but of highest quality, tools and 

non-powered appliances) from the surrounding communes. There are many isolated farms and clan plots but the populace 

seem to be very stable and content. Elskin has the lowest crime rate in the sector. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

None Grade C di-tritium 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Farms Unknown 

 



ENDYARN A6-N81A-T40 
A somewhat mysterious stone town on the edge of the Embers that has barely been visited by anyone except ore-buyers and is 

now a backwater stopover. The pioneering population has left, after only 12 years of mining, for better pastures after the 

platinum went „dry‟. Now it is empty save for a few hardcore miners eking out a living tracing small veins of palladium for 

tech level 6 electronics. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Miners (3) Robot Repair Station (4) 

 Refuel (B,C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Stone Town Automated Defence (3) 

 

 

HAPPY VALLEY  A6-F32Y-Q53-M 
The colonists, who now number over 1.2million, which settled this idyllic forest world, named it Happy Valley. Temperate 

climate with gentle weather and consistent rainfall ensures bumper crops from the permaculture farms that dot the surface of 

the main continent Jalsa. The population is comprised mainly of Humans and Orions of the „alternative lifestyle‟ that once 

became so popular on Earth during the 1960‟s and the pre-nuclear war eras. This „alternative‟ is really a throwback to the days 

of community farming that were common before the dark ages and the rise of noble houses. It is currently thought that Happy 

Valley lessens its financial burdens with the sale of potent narcotics that are a side product of their natural fibre industry. Until 

recently the sub-sector magistrates and GalPol have turned a blind eye to these activities, but with the appearance of rift gates 

opening spontaneously in and on the planet, the officials have begun to clamp down inexplicably. Rumours have begun to 

suggest that the funding they are receiving for ARSAP teams to enter these rifts is being diverted to the same magistrates and 

GalPol officials, but it is fact that so far not one team has returned from a run sponsored by these people. Mercenary contacts 

on world have leaked information that suggests the teams are being sent in grossly ill-equipped for a Rift Run. Happy Valley is 

still hiring wayward mercenaries at twice the going rate for such Rift Runs. Privateers and Freelances are most welcome to 

undertake these missions and are expected to bring their own hardware. Rumours of Coreszian ruins located on the Lazran 

Archipelago, east of Jalsa, are filtering through the normal channels. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Alliance Personnel (8) Armour Station (4) 

Mercenaries (6) Refuel (B,C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ruins Exploratory Base (3) 

Research Installations Fleets (Alliance) 

 Orbital Mines (3) 

 



HEARTH  A6-N41M-Q50 
A small battle station whose duties include patrol, security and resupply of military vessels. Hearth is in high orbit over a small 

gas planet that supports minor hydrogen and other chemical extraction teams in the outer atmosphere. They hang suspended 

from giant zeppelin stations that are the base of operations for refinement and processing of the various gases and minerals. 

Hearth itself is an aging GalCorp design of considerable potency. The station is currently home to over fifteen thousand 

personnel and six and a half thousand support and civilian personnel. Routines are rarely broken but stories persist, as 

throughout  „The Cauldron‟, of alien ships emerging from the black hole, capturing a wayward ship and returning through the 

gate with its quarry. The Eridani are responsible for the defense of Hearth through a special agreement with Alliance sector 

command. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Alliance Personnel (8) Armour Station (4) 

MATs (7) Refit (2) 

Mercenaries (1) Refuel (A,B,C Ti-tritium) 

 Weapons Shop (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Chemical Extraction Plants Battle Station (2) 

 Fleets (IBF) 

 Station Weaponry (6,8) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Layered Array (4) 

 Bio-Sentient Organism (5) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Orbital Mines (4,6) 

 

INSTIGAL  A5-T42D-O56 
Over twenty million people live on the lush green M-class planet that is Instigal. Three major starports are on the surface and 

each is surrounded by large urban sprawls that contain the majority of the world‟s population. Instigal is known for its fine 

fruit orchards and consistent crops that are exported throughout the sub-sector. Many of these fruits are natives to the sub-

tropical jungles that blanket the surface of the planet. The oceans of Instigal are a rare blend of mineral salts and other metallic 

elements making for relaxing bath waters that are also exported and replicated by many companies. Instigal ocean water is a 

big contender against traditional brands such as Radox and Mr. Matey.  Currently Instigal‟s main exports, besides the 

agricultural produce and the ocean water, are manufactured goods and fossil fuels. The fossil fuels are not used on world due to 

strict anti-pollution laws but are sold for numerous purposes to other less discerning planets and weapons manufacturers. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Arlington Association (3) Armour Station (4) 

Black Market (4) ID Change (3) 

Cyball (3) Laundering Services (2) 

Mercenaries (2) Legal Networks (1) 

Smugglers (2) Refit (3) 

 Refuel (A,B,C) 

 Resorts (1,2,3,4,5) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge  
 Weapons Shop (3) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Prison (3) Base Station (4) 

 Fleets (CNN) 

 Patrol (4,4) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Complex Battle Array (6) 

 EW Stations (6) 

 Flux Shield (4) 

 Fighter Base (large) 

 Orbital Mines (6) 

 Space Platform (6) 

  



KO-SARENTES A5-U51S-050 
A struggling stone town that has little to offer save for a quiet place to hide out. Rumours of a network of forgers and DNA 

specialists indicate some quality identification change services might be found on Ko-Sarentes.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

MAT (2) Fencing Operation (1) 

 Identification Change (4) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Stone Town Automated Defence (3) 

 

MENTEN Y6-HM--M 
A recent patrol by GalPol discovered half of a scientific exploration vessel in orbit around uninhabited Menten. The „Polsen 

Revelation‟ was a gravimetric research ship designed to scout close to the black hole of the Cauldron and send back 

information as well as process readings from launched probes. It was caught by pressure ridge activity and, with its engines 

damaged, dragged slowly into the crushing power of the black hole. A large ion flare obscured the final moments of „Polsen 

Revelation‟ and it has been assumed, until now, that she was totally destroyed. Menten is now off limits to all personnel as 

Alliance researches comb over the grade 4 quarantined ruins of the ship. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Alliance Personnel (4) None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Base Station (5) 

 EW Station (4) 

 Fleet CNN (9) 

 K-Sats (6,9) 

 Patrol (4,5) 

 

 

MITOX PRIME  A4-T31Y-O56 
Hurricane weather on the shores of the many mountainous archipelagos of Mitox Prime has forced the colonists to live in the 

sheltered valleys of the larger islands. Mitox Prime lies in the perpetual glow of the Mitox Ion Cloud which stretches across the 

night sky like a blanket of glowing blue gas. UV emissions from the main sequence blue star give crop yields that are by Earth 

standard worlds, immense. Mitox Prime is by no means a sector leader in agriculture. If it had more land it would be a 

contender for the top crop producer in this quadrant of Draco. Mitox prime was simply called Mitox 2, being the second world 

in the system, the first being a rocky planetoid with no atmosphere and limited mining potential. Late in 2276 a routine survey 

mission run by GalCorp found a volcanic crater riddled with cooled lava tubes. They began the arduous task of exploration and 

charting the tubes until they discovered an old pressure chamber deep in the dormant volcanic system. It was here amid the 

refracted light from the amethyst encrusted walls that they witnessed a space-time rift open at precisely 13:13 planet time. Not 

willing to sacrifice themselves needlessly (and it wasn‟t in their contract) they avoided the rif,t making recordings and 

readings, until it closed at 14:41. After 5 months the now expanded research team and the accompanying base determined, with 

the help of Mutzachan scientists, that the rift was a recurring phenomena. The first exploration team went through the rift to 

find themselves on Mitox Shadow. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Alliance Personnel (2) Refuel (B-C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Base Station (1) 

 



MITOX SHADOW  U---G 
A seemingly uninhabited world that is unreachable through normal space-time movement. Tours are held where the cruise ship 

slowly flies through the planet viewing the mantle and core as scenery. It is a popular trip. Mitox Shadow can be reached 

through the rift on Mitox Prime although it is unclear what time it is on the Shadow end as all the exploration teams have not 

been able to contact the orbiting ships that are meant to receive test transmissions. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 

MOOREVVIN Y---M 
This shade world‟s oceans are composed of sulphuric acid and its atmosphere is methane, carbon monoxide, with trace 

sulphuric compounds. Currently a travellers‟ advisory warning is issued to keep sightseers away from Moorevvin. A recent 

report from a police cruiser was recently leaked and stated that an apparent entry hole has been seen opening above the 

volcanic Iljorma Promontory on the equator that sensors showed lead to the surface. It closed before a probe could be fired 

through. It was also leaked a short time later that contractors were hired to downgrade the automated defence system. Some are 

saying that the authorities want rift runners to get through. It is anyone‟s guess as to why they want that. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

None None 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Automated Defences (3) 

 Patrol (1,1) 

 

 

NEN I4-N22E-O68 
This swampy world is struggling with a new rice crop for Eridani-Corp. The swamps are naturally conducive to rice farming 

but subsidence in the silt plains has sunk a few thousand hectares of rice paddies. So far it has cut deep into the expected 

profits of the Agri-corps that are subcontracting to Eridani. Agri-bots are in big demand here as the workers continue to bail 

out of their contracts on a technicality about unsafe ground and tectonics. The hazard pay being times 10 for such occurrences. 

Nen only has 2 real cities on either end of the great expanses of swamps that make up the „ocean‟. At least the water can be 

filtered easily to drink. Bio survey teams are also in demand for cataloguing the natural flora and fauna for GalCorp.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Agri-bots Robot Repair Station (4) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge Centre 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Farms Orbital K-sats (2) 

 

NENTAR I5-U81A-X40 
Out on the edge of the Cualdron Nentar is a lawless backwater mining low-grade di-tritium ore for processing by the local 

monopoly. Some other ores are processed here, such as titanium, silver and osmium but di-tritium is in relative abundance. 

Orionus Corporation make massive profits by using a barter system on refurbished second hand goods in trade for the di-

tritium. Miners are trying to organise some rights and share some of the wealth they work for. This has caused Orionus 

Corporation to hire mercenaries to „pacify‟ the dissenters. The Miners countered this tactic by inviting pirates into the system 

to harass the Orionus ships. This conflict shows signs of escalating much more before it is resolved. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Miners Bounty Hunters (2) 

 Laundering Services (1) 

 Refuel (A-C di-tritium) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines EW Station (1) 

 Fleet (P) 

 Space Platform (2) 

 



NOLIESS A6-T34D-O55 
A heavily industrialised world that manufactures huge amounts of consumer goods for export throughout the quadrant, Noliess 

is temperate, and mineral rich. It has many refineries and a great deal of free education for citizens to supply highly skilled 

personnel. GalCorp have a major plant on Noliess and hire freelance mercenaries every quarter for special operations. This is 

quite well known locally and there is stiff competition. Noliess also serves as a stopover on the trade route from Alpain to the 

rest of the sector. Some military manufacturers have recently set up on the far northern landmass of Hernot. Their factories are 

dug into the steep mountain ranges and freight their product via batlleship to the starport for eventual market circulation. A 

weapon testing facility was set up by a privateer, Jameel Kingsloan, a Phentari entrepreneur. All the weapons manufacturers 

have used it at least once and many are regular bookers. 

Noliess boasts large support services for the military manufacturers. These include vast teams of legal experts and apparently a 

laundering service that is partially endorsed by the local government. This has never been proven in court, much to the chagrin 

of the investigators. Mercenary operations are frequently on Noliess to resupply before heading off to see action.  

The population of 300,000,000 is 20% Gen Human, 30% Human, 5% Python Lizard, 15% Orion, 15% spread evenly between 

Cizerack, Ram and Chatillian and the remainder mostly Eridani by all races of the Forge are represented on Noliess.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Alliance Personnel (2) Arms Dealers (7) 

Mercenaries (5) Identification Change (4) 

 Laundering Services (2) 

 Legal Networks (4) 

 Refuel (All) 

 Refit (3) 

 Smugglers (2) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Military manufacturers Base Station (4) 

Weapons testing facility EW Station (5) 

 Fleet (P) 

 Gunboat Squadron (6) 

 Ground Defence Base (3) 

 Patrol (4,5) 

 

NOOKAR U-- 
A tectonic nightmare world plagued with volcanic activity. Uplift mountain ranges reach to heights of 30 kilometres over 

chasms that fall to 45 kilometres into the convoluted crust. Lava spews from deep fissured in the bedrock and the attraction to 

Nookar is the mieneral rich deposits. Sackville-Thorpe and AMC have equal claims on most of this ocean-less planet. Bases 

are usually cut into the sides of chasms that are old fault lines that have become more stable than the rest of the planet. Nookar 

has 43 tectonic plates that are in constant motion; some as fast as 100 metres per year. Planetologists have a training facility on 

Nookar for pre-graduate students to spend 2 month tours watching mountain formation in real-time. There have been 4 reports 

of alien activity near the South Polar Region that is currently suspected to be Arachnid recon units. Local security teams were 

sent on recon missions in an attempt to confirm this. They returned without finding anything. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

MATs (6) Refuel (B-C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Planetology Research Centre Orbital station 

 

 



NORKLANNIS I-U81A-X50 
Strip mined by Sackville-Thorpe this world is now a barren cratered wasteland polluted by treatment wastes and left to the 

scum of the galaxy. A huge junkyard has been created by illegal toxic waste disposal services in one of the largest pits. 

Smugglers make bases here amongst the tunnels in the rock and supplies come in via pre-arranged drops. Not a great place to 

be without contacts. Minor toxin levels persist globally. An overpriced refuel station makes a tidy profit from behind solid, 

even paranoid, defences. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

ARM (7) Refuel (B-C, any) 

Doltharians (1) Smugglers (9) 

Pirates (5)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Stone Town (abandoned) None 

Toxic Waste Dump  

 

 

 

POLSEN  A6-T44D-O43 
The Polsen shipyards are the best shipyards in this subsector. Spanning 31 kilometres the structure is the amalgamation of 

three previously independent yards into one super-structure. Now owned by GalCorp‟s subsidiary, General Stardrive 

Incorporated, the shipyard services and overhauls more than 65% of the starcraft that travel through the embers. Most of these 

are mining and ore transport vessels that are often customised and occasionally to such a degree that they almost impossible to 

recognise as the original model of craft. Polsen government were recently replaced by those more sympathetic to GalCorp and 

its profit hunters. The population are keenly aware that they may suffer. As of late, though, things have only changed with the 

shipyard. On world the laws and policies are still being made through the original advisory boards which have additional 

members comprising of the former planetary senate. Polsen also boasts the subsector‟s best deep space operations hyper 

training centre. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

ARM (4) Hyper Training (4) Mining 

Drug Dealers (6) Legal Networks (2) 

Mining Away Teams (9) Refit (5) 

Silk Lambs (1) Refuel (any) 

Smugglers (4) Robotics Repair (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Shipyard (7) Ground Defense Base 

 Base Station (4) 

 Fleet (P) 

 Patrols (1,4) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Ground Missile Base (3) 

 Layered Array (6) 

 EW Stations (5) 

 K-Sats (2,4) 

 

  

POTAR  A7-N41M-Q50 
Potar is the largest Battle Station in The Cauldron and maintains the only stargate in this sub-sector exclusively for military 

purposes. Home to over 50,000 defense personnel who are all well trained and equipped; the threat that Potar seems to guard 

against is a mystery to most people. The problem now is that the space-time anchor produced by GalCorp has turned out to be 

insufficient to maintain the station‟s position relative to The Cauldron, the black hole is just too strong and is slowly pulling 

Potar into the region of space inundated with residual radiation and gravimetric waves from The Spill. Personnel are beginning 

to ready themselves for an evacuation and the stargate is in the process of being „given‟ to a planet in this sub-sector. Alpain 

has so far the most worthy claim although experts believe that Whaifitz has a strong chance of receiving it. Potar is to be pulled 

down before it begins to accelerate towards its certain destruction and, after three months of deconstruction, will be declared a 

public salvage possibility. Officials at GalPol are worried that a scav war may break out over the remains and are currently 

drafting plans to deal with the problems they expect to arise. 

 



MGE SERVICES 

Alliance Personnel (10) Armour Station (5) 

Arms Dealers (3) Cybernetics Repair (4) 

Black Market (2) Government Networks (3) 

Bounty Hunters (2) Refit (5) 

Kizmetor (1) Refuel (A-C Di- & Ti-

Tritium) 

Mercenaries (2) Robotics Repair (4) 

Scavs (1) Weapons Shop (5) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Battle Station (5) 

 Fleets (CNN, CNV) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Complex Battle Array (6) 

 Lasers (6,8) 

 Particle Beams (5,9) 

 Bio-Sentient Organisms (7) 

 EW Stations (8) 

 Gunboat Squadron  
 K-Sats (3,9) 

 

PRETSKAR  A6-N22E-O52 
A hot dry world that exports cheap copper, sulphur and fluorine to many different interests. The planet is privately owned by 

the secular Hurstville Mining Group, a mega-corp in the top 100 galaxy wide and in the top 25 in Draco. Weapons and 

personal equipment are restricted to low end tech level 2 items somewhat similar to the equipment found on Earth in the period 

of 1860-1914. The society on-world is officially a corporate run democracy that ends up being run like a semi-feudal state. 

Appointed managers for the company have rights similar to baronial landowners of medieval England in that they may search 

and seize any property or person deemed in contrary interest to the profits and well-being of Hurstville Mining Group. There 

are three loading facilities on-world of which only one is available as an entrance on to Pretskar. The lone orbital station is 

solely for security and observation; mainly observation. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

No Further Information Assassination Services (4) 

 Fencing Operations (5) 

 Laundering Services (8) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Orbital Station 

 Mines (3) 

 

 



PRETZEL  I5-U81O-Q30 
This popular stone-town in the region between Ash and Instigal is a favourite stop-over for all manner of dingy and shady 

characters who like a place to drink where the excitement never stops. The Killzone Cantina is the most popular and most 

dangerous of the 42 establishments that are frequented by the space trash who live and work on Pretzel. There is no law on 

Pretzel save the law of the biggest gun or nastiest trap and as such it bears the brunt of the Anti-Pirate Task Force‟s activities in 

this sub-sector. Thankfully for the Pretzelites they have many kilometres of tunnels in which to hide their contraband goods 

and the rock has deposits of a scanner dampening alloy that makes all scans of Pretzel 6 levels more difficult. Defenses of the 

stone town are limited to personal war-cruiser fleets and low grade K-Sats. The people responsible for the stone towns defense-

net say that they cannot use its fullest potential. As to why; it seems that they do not wish to attract undue Alliance attention. 

Rumours persist of an ancient installation of incredible technological advancement that was excavated by the now defunct 

Ghanifrede Mining Consortium back in 2239. These rumours are difficult to verify because of the time elapsed since the 

companies closure in 2243 which has made records scarce on public databases.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Black Market (9) Armour Station (3) 

Bounty Hunters (7) Assassination Services (4) 

Drug Dealers (8) Fencing Operations (5) 

Mercenaries (2) ID Change (7) 

Pirates (8) Laundering Services (8) 

Smugglers (8) Refuel (B,C ti-tritium) 

 Weapons Shop (3) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Ruins Fleets (P) 

Stone Towns K-Sats (2) 

 No Further Information 

 

PROW  A5-N81Z-Q40 
Prow takes its name from its position at the head of „The Embers‟, the large asteroid field that emanates from „The Spill‟. Prow 

is a stone town that extracts Ti-Tritium from its various mines. The colony is run by the head of security in what is essentially a 

dictatorship. All mining companies must pay security fees and air consumption rates to the Firm. The Firm is the name of the 

accounts department of the Prow Security Corporation and its responsibilities include the purchasing of food for the main 

supply houses (shopping centres), air, water and repair components for maintenance of the atmospheric generators. Prow sells 

its jump fuel for 15% below the standard cost to any ship that is refuelling in port. This is to promote visits and thus revenue to 

its secondary industry of entertainment and accommodation. Prow has an infamous brothel known as the Glory Hole. A 

tasteless name for what is really a stylish place to hire sexual favours. The reputation of Ms. Glory and her fantastic bedroom 

tricks has spread as far as Ala. Many spacers pass through here on their way to mining assignments in The Embers for their last 

taste of companionship for six months. A comprehensive automated defense system is the balancing factor of a world with no 

tech level restrictions on weapons or armour that can be carried openly by the public. Current seismological surveys of the 

Prow planetoid have concluded that it is the cooled core of a once large exploded planet. Theories abound, from a distant 

planet that was sucked through The Cauldron and wound up here to a large solar system destroyed by a super nova and this is 

the largest remnant of a supra-mineral planet. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Black Market (9) Armour Station (3) 

Drug Dealers (8) Fencing Operations (8) 

MATs (8) ID Change (7) 

Mercenaries (5) Laundering Services (8) 

Pirates (8) Refuel (A,B,C ti-tritium) 

Smugglers (8) Resorts (3,7,9) 

 Weapons Shop (3) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Fleets (P) 

Stone Towns K-Sats (2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 



SENTIEN  A---G 
A ghost world that has no known entrance. It appears to be an uninhabited supra mineral planet with a sub-tropical climate that 

supports a tremendous variety of plant and animal life. Sentien is of similar size to Neptune in the Sol system. Currently 

exploration teams are being offered a bounty of three million credits for a safe passage to Sentien. It is known that at least six 

such teams are already competing for the cash that is to be paid by the sub-sector commanders of exploration and colonisation. 

As always rumours involving ulterior motives and great sums of money are circulating the names of Sackville-Thorpe, SSDC, 

AMC and LMX Conglomerates. As we know these corporations haven‟t been in business for such a long time that evidence is 

laying about which would allow charges to be brought against them. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 

SHELKEX  A5-T21C-O50 
Desert plains and dry mountain ranges are the dominating landscapes on this large mineral rich planet that orbits alone the pale 

yellow giant star ND-309. Shelkex is a mining commune where the inhabitants look after each other and the world with the 

zeal of those who are happy, free and wish to remain so. Exports include hull bracing alloys and temperature resistant alloys 

used in the construction of space ship power cores. Shelkex also produces the refraction lenses that are used in low line laser 

artillery and the contract with Balshrom provides planetary defense to the miners. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

MATs (8) Laundering Services (2) 

 Refuel (B,C) 

 Terrestrial Knowledge  
  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Mines Base Station (2) 

 Fleets (P) 

 Patrol (3,2) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 EW Stations (4) 

 EDS (2) 

 Fighter Base (large) 

 K-Sats (7) 

 Space Platform (10) 

 

SO-CHAR A2-U22F-O66 
A Ram world that has little interaction with the surrounding systems. Python lizards maintain a small base that has connections 

to the orbital station. Lots of aquaculture and 3 million barely civilised Rams. Not place to go if you‟re under 2.5 metres tall. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

None Refuel (A-C) 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Farms Orbital Station (2) 

 

TALLEY A4-F32D-O44 
Agrarian mega-production world. Beautifully situated in the bio-prime zone. Orbiting 1.01 AU from the yellow G sequence 

star. Food production keeps healthy incoming revenue to maintain the farm-bots that outnumber citizens by 16 to 1. Corn, 

wheat, barley, oats, malt, hops (for the massive brewing industry), livestock and some aquaculture in the three large glacial  

lakes on the north west continent are the bulk of product grown on Talley. There is one small mining operation by LMX 

Conglomerates on the range to the south of the Long Promontory on the southern continent. LMX send undesirables that can‟t 

be dismissed form service contracts to this frozen outpost to scratch out high-grade silver from the mountains. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Robotic Repair Station 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Base Station (1) 



 

XAPARIAT  I6-F03C-Q40 
Xapariat orbits its sun at the third position in this five planet system. The low gravity and pure atmosphere are the legacy of 

Coreszian High Masters seeding efforts from many millennia past. Now Xapariat is the main Coreszian world in this sector of 

Draco and is maintaining friendly relations with Alliance government and police. Coreszians are born into communes that 

provide for their every need using the technology of the High Masters and wisely executed tele-empathy to promote healthy 

emotional states. A base station is in high orbit and visas are cheap at only 100cr. The defenses of Xapariat are unknown 

because of their classified nature but it is suspected that they are also a legacy of the High Masters and thus of a tech level 

rivalling Mutzachan state-of-the-art. Recently, a small number of the native Coreszian populace of Xapariat are leaving the 

safe world and heading into Alliance space to try their lot at mercenary employment. The tele-empaths are greatly sought after 

by the mega-corps, especially the Chatillian Interest Firm who are of the belief that they can learn the Coreszian powers and 

add them to the Chatillian repertoire. Tele-empaths receive training on Xapariat for half cost and in 75% of the normal time.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Coreszians (9) Fencing Operations (2) 

Coreszian Mercenaries (6) ID Change (1) 

Mercenaries (2) Refit (3) 

Silk Lambs (1) Refuel (A-C di- and ti-

tritium) 

Smugglers (4) Terrestrial Knowledge 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Matrix School (Coreszian) Unknown 

Ruins  

 

WHAIFITZ  A6-F53D-O43 
Whaifitz is one of the major worlds in this sub-sector of Draco. It is an industrialised world with a slant on manufactured goods 

and refined mining products. The government believe the base station over Whaifitz is in dire need of a stargate to handle the 

amount of traffic it is receiving. Over the last fifteen years Whaifitz has grown over one hundred and thirty percent due to its 

position between Gharick in sector 3 and the mineral rich asteroid field known as The Embers. The bulk of the population is 

now made up of refugees from the frontier worlds that have been desolated by Arachnid incursions. The Whaifitz government 

has allowed anyone to move on-world without a visa. Once they arrive ID is established and from the point that they are in the 

„system‟. Whaifitz has a large labour force and is constantly constructing new infrastructure with schemes to utilise the jobless. 

Unemployment on Whaifitz would be high if it weren‟t for the government‟s willingness to spend money on the planet instead 

of in speculative investments that has been the tradition of the past. A comprehensive refit service has been recently installed in 

the starport and it is attracting more ships for overhauls and repairs from the Gharick Trade Run than was expected. Whaifitz 

starport is always operating at full capacity and it is for this reason that a crime escalation has attracted mercenaries and bounty 

hunters to service the tender by the planetary government for new sheriffs. The licenses they give out to the personnel who 

complete the examination successfully are limited to local system law enforcement only. 

 

MGE SERVICES 

Black Market (4) Armour Station (3) 

Bounty Hunters (2) Government Networks (2) 

Intrepids (2) Laundering Services (1) 

Mercenaries (4) Refit (4) 

Mining Away Teams (3) Refuel (A-C di- and ti-tritium) 

Smugglers (6) Resorts (1,2,7) 

Yontacha (1)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Prison (2) Ground Defense Base 

 Base Station (3) 

 Fleets (P) 

 Patrols (5,7) 

 Automated Defense Systems 

 Space Platforms (3,6) 

 



ZACKSVILLE A6-U63X-O51 
Often called the port of rear entry, or more bluntly the ass end of The Cauldron, Zacksville is the main port of call for 

smugglers and cheap-skate traders that wish to avoid or bypass (is there a difference?) Alpain. Here privateers, bounty hunters, 

smugglers, mercenaries, ship jackers and slavers congregate on the dry, almost lifeless, planet that supports the one large 

starbase of Zacksville. The history of the place is somewhat shrouded by the past, and how many people have told the tale, but 

it goes something along the lines of this: 

Zack Custer Babbage was doing freelance work as a survey scout in the sub-sector for LMX Conglomerates. He was surveying 

an alternate route to travel from Ash to Tiobex. He found the route but also found a planet with oxygen atmosphere and potable 

natural water sources. It was almost a miracle. Zack Babbage told LMX that the route was hazardous but there were no 

adequate stops for even long range craft such as his own. He even doctored his flight recorders to prove it. Well LMX bought it 

up and Zack Custer Babbage bought the claim for the planet at a measly 100,000cr. He then let word leak through his many 

freighter captain friends that there would soon be a free-port opening that would supply alternate jump routes to Tiobex. It 

almost worked. Not three months after he had spent his entire life savings and the resale creds from his survey vessel on 

building the port he was shot dead by pirates and the whole place taken over. Well that‟s how the story goes… 

 

MGE SERVICES 

ARM (3) Armour Station (2) 

Black Market (9) Fencing Operations (8) 

Bounty Hunters (4) Laundering Services (6) 

Doltharians (1) Refit (3) 

Drug Dealers (7) Refuel (A-C) 

Intrepids (1) Slave Auctions (4) 

Mercenaries (5)  

Moig Dua (3)  

Pirates (8)  

Silk Lambs (2)  

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

None Ground Based Particle Beam (3) 

 Gunboat Squadron 

 Fighter Base (small) 

 Orbital Mines (1) 

 

ZAR THOUM U---T 
Dark lifeless world on the outer orbits of a small white star. A travellers‟ advisory warning is in effect due to Rift-like activity 

that has been recorded by survey vessels. Occasionally a smuggler will hide out on this world and occasionally they‟ll leave 

their ship on the surface never to be seen again.  

 

MGE SERVICES 

Unknown Unknown 

  

STRUCTURES DEFENSES 

Unknown Unknown 

 



THE CAULDRON 

INTERSTELLAR STOCK MARKET TRADE INDEX 

 
Planet Min Narc Man. Goods Slav LGA AI HGA Food Lux Water Tech Med Mach Precious 

Alpain 5 4 5 0 7 7 6 2 4 3 3 4 4 5 

Aniam 2 5 7 0 3 8 4 6 9 6 8 8 6 4 

Ash 5 3 8 0 6 0 4 8 9 9 7 8 9 4 

Assen 2 7 6 8 3 9 6 8 8 9 8 7 6 6 

Bis L11    L14  L12       L16 

Calit Ensekia 8 5 4 8 6 9 6 7 8 8 6 4 7 5 

Dread 0 9 0 0 0 6 0 8 0 9 0 6 0 0 

Dreena L10 0 6 0 7 0 8 5 6 1 7 7 6 L13 

Effervex 5 5 6 0 5 5 5 8 6 8 5 7 4 7 

Elskin 0 0 5 0 5 0 5 2 5 5 0 5 5 0 

Endyarn 0 9 8 0 0 0 0 8 9 8 7 8 7 5 

Happy Valley 0 3 6 0 5 0 5 2 7 4 5 7 6 6 

Hearth 7 8 6 0 6 8 7 6 0 7 6 5 8 0 

Instigal 8 5 6 0 5 7 9 2 8 2 6 4 6 7 

Ko-Sarentes 4 6 9 0 5 0 5 8 9 7 8 7 9 5 

Menten L9    L16  L11 L7  L2    L19 

Mitox Prime 7 8 6 0 8 7 6 4 7 3 6 5 9 L18 

Mitox Shadow               

Moorevvin               

Nen 5 0 7 9 7 0 8 5 8 3 7 6 9 5 

Nentar 4 7 8 0 4 9 4 8 9 6 6 7 6 4 

Noliess 8 6 2 0 7 5 9 7 3 6 2 4 3 8 

Nookar L11    L11  L11       L16 

Norklannis L17    L19  L21       L24 

Polsen 8 6 6 0 8 7 8 6 7 6 6 5 5 8 

Potar 7 8 6 0 6 0 7 7 8 6 5 5 5 0 

Pretskar 4 7 8 8 4 9 4 6 8 7 8 7 6 5 

Prow 3 4 8 7 3 8 3 8 9 8 7 6 7 6 

Sentien               

Shelkex 4 6 7 0 3 6 3 7 8 8 7 7 7 6 

So-Char 5 0 6 0 6 0 6 3 7 1 7 6 5 8 

Talley 7 7 8 0 6 8 7 2 4 4 6 4 7 6 

Xapariat 5 5 5 0 5 0 5 5 3 5 0 5 0 0 

Whaifitz 4 5 4 6 4 6 4 5 4 6 5 7 4 5 

Zacksville 4 4 8 7 3 7 4 6 7 6 6 7 7 6 

Zar-Thoum               

 

 



 

RUMOUR CONTROL 
 

1) While on Blaxpah the group is contacted by an agent of the Reepaxi Intelligence Services to penetrate Gromek space and 

land on Arast-4 to recover a flight recorder from a crashed Reepaxi scout vessel. The vessel crashed in a desolate area far from 

any Gromek troops while conducting an espionage flight over the planets southern continent. The team will have to locate the 

vessel, extract the hidden flight recorder before the Gromeks discover the wreckage and then return the recorder to the agent on 

Blaxpah. The Reepaxi agent lends the group a small scout vessel and explains that they must not leave the designated 

operations area. The scout vessel is equipped with a cloaking device and transporters, a superior auto-pilot is installed and a 

check of the navigation system will reveal that the craft is set to self-destruct if it leaves the designated operations area. Getting 

past the Gromek defense lines should be fairly easy with this advanced ship and the characters may ponder why the Reepaxi 

Intelligence Agency have hired outsiders to perform this obviously very sensitive mission. Upon entry to the system that is 

called Arast-4 it should become apparent that closing to within 20LS (light seconds) would put the ship in point blank range of 

the planets sensors and almost ensure detection. After being in-system for three hours an Alliance configuration ship belonging 

to the Cervox mega-corporation will be detected requesting docking clearance. The ship then begins docking procedure with 

the orbital station over the huge northern continent. Suspicions should be arisen amongst the characters and the further 

surveillance of the ship carried out. It should become obvious that the only way to close within transporter range is to follow 

the Cervox ship in its sensor shadow. The cloak should hold out under these circumstances. The southern continent of Arast-4 

appears as a lush green carpeted land mass nestled against the thin strip of ocean that separates it from the main northern 

continent. Monitoring the communications between the orbital station and the Cervox ship will reveal that they are here to 

repair one of the planetary flux shields that have recently gone down. The flux shields went down when the scout vessel began 

espionage activities and through pure pilot error crashed into one of the emitter towers shorting out the whole system and 

crashing the vessel killing all crew. In the chaos it went unnoticed and it is now a matter of time before the Gromeks find the 

ship during exercises. Repair crews from the Cervox ship approach the tower on the first day and inform the Gromek command 

of the crash site. This will bring in the mechanised armoured infantry on the second day and they will have only twenty 

minutes from the arrival of the regiment until the infantry discover their presence. To make things worse one hour after the 

infantry arrive the Cervox repair team have the flux shield on line and the characters will be unable to transport off-world.  

 

2) This adventure is only for those that finish number 1 above. After handing over the credits for the mission the Reepaxi agent 

asks the characters to consider doing another mission for the Agency. Investigate the Cervox connection to the Gromek forces 

on Arast-4. He can supply them with computer equipment and some espionage and detection devices. This will be deducted 

form the end payment of the group but will be omitted by the agent in their discussions. He will suggest they operate on Ala 

near the corporate headquarters of Cervox for this Sector and provide passage and an allowance for living expenses while they 

are on the job. Upon arrival at the starport a Gen-human sent by the Reepaxi will approach the characters and ask them if they 

need a place to stay. If they accept she will show them to a large flat in a high-rise apartment building opposite the Cervox 

skyscraper. From here it is up to the characters to obtain the information. For the BM the whereabouts of the information is 

referred to on the main computer system and the sealed system that holds the file is inside the building on the fortieth floor. 

The file is encrypted and the code can be hacked out of the main system (level 13 check). Day guards have Streetwise armour 

and static pistols while night guards wear Gorilla suits and tote impact lasers. The contents of the file implicate Cervox in 

completely illegal deals with the Gromek Imperium. Trading of flux shield technology for precious ores such as platinum is 

against the Alliance standpoint on the whole Reepaxi-Gromek conflict. Twists worth adding to this plot are; operatives from 

Cervox receive word from operatives on Blaxpah about people seen with a Reepaxi Intelligence Agent and begin tailing the 

characters; Gromek intermediaries arrive at the Cervox HQ to facilitate another shipment of flux shields in exchange for 

precious metals and have a meeting that can be observed by the characters; characters discover that Government Officials are 

in on the dealings with Cervox and the Gromeks, etc. 

 

3) A minor league company, Hurstville Enterprises, is hiring mercenaries for an assignment to Dusan to investigate reports of 

an Xeno-archaeological dig that has turned up some bizarre items with matrix type abilities. The characters will have to get to 

the world, bypassing Sackville-Thorpe security patrols, and uncover the location of the dig before attempting to infiltrate the 

artefact storage and recover the items. Setbacks include the arrival of another band of mercenaries who are on the same job, 

arrival of a group of mercenaries to guard the artefact storage building, mine fields, PAWS emplacements and a hovertank 

patrol. If the characters can recover the artefact and return it to Hurstville Enterprises they will be generously rewarded and 

recommended to Teledyne to serve a contract in location and retrieval. Whether or not they actually join with Teledyne is 

another game. 

 

4) The Brass Coat Gang is planning the biggest heist of all time. They are looking to put together a crew big enough with a 

ship tough enough to hold up Eden-V; the resort world. So far they have obtained a salvaged flux shield from a dreadnought 

class warship and all they need is a dreadnought or heavy cruiser to install it in. The characters can be involved on either side 

of this one, either with the pirates or trying to foil their plans. The pirates are working from Anrugairn and thus there is no 

simple solution such as calling in the authorities. If they try it on other worlds they will be laughed out of the office. A short 



time after the characters have uncovered the Gang‟s plans the pirates will obtain a shabby old Reepaxi Heavy Cruiser, rough 

but still intact and serviceable. The hull will be landed at IMJ Starparts, a pirate owned company, to be refitted. Infiltrating the 

structure is nigh impossible and the characters should wait until another opportunity. This adventure makes a good campaign 

and with a bit of work can be the boost that any independent needs to separate them from the competition. 

 

5) A newspaper is running the following story:  

Deep in the stone town of Gilchrist Nine, in the Tengam system, a revolutionary new system has been announced in 

the field of cybertronics. Researchers claim to have developed the software and equipment that allows an emergency 

mind dump unit to be used in conjunction with a high powered modem to transmit the intelligence pattern of the 

cyborg via interstellar communications systems to a clonic production centre. This will effectively keep the clone as 

up to date as possible and help law enforcement and customers alike. The Board of Cybertronic Ethics is arguing the 

ramifications of the new technology but the researchers from Gilchrist Nine are adamant the system will be approved. 

Questions as to the security of the development are laughed off by the head of Station Security, Harry Osmael, who 

said to reporters, “Only the other week I nearly killed myself with an old system I had almost forgotten about. If I was 

any slower in remembering the location of that invisible k-sat I might have had plasma shot down my throat.” Claims 

of incompetence were heard amongst interviewers but the managing director insisted that, “Eccentricity is expected 

with genius”. As for market retribution from Bio-Cyberdyne, the Gilchrist Nine research facility is awaiting such an 

event with a team of market strategists on standby. Included on their current team is Nancy Travis-Spencer; a former 

Balshrom Science Corporation advertising executive who was involved in the initial series of the Granny 

advertisements. Once again a smaller company has produced a piece of marvellous technology that remains to be seen 

on the marketplace. 

Characters should be experienced for this one. The gist of it is that they should offer their considerable expertise to stop the 

upcoming Bio-Cyberdyne retribution. The enemies will consist of many well-trained espionage agents and a few heavy hitters 

that will be there to look after the spies. The characters had better be well equipped and well trained because the stakes are a 

potential multi-billion-credit share of the cybertronics market. 

 

6) Lorraine Syles, a recruiter for Ghurka Incorporated, has approached the characters about an espionage mission to Xapariat. 

The team will need at least one matrix controller of the empathic type for any chance of success. The brief is simple. Infiltrate 

and record the defense station of Xapariat‟s weapon systems without capture. It is thought that the station houses technology 

that may rival or surpass the Mutzachan‟s own such systems as the Coreszian High Masters seem to have been a more ancient 

race with similar histories. The speculation about security measures is based on a former teams failure and Lorraine has 

footage taken from a retrieved cybernetic implant video recorder of the team‟s entry to the installation. The footage shows 

powerful empathic machinery used to scan entrants to the site for possible malicious intent or even simple dishonesty. The 

teams empath managed to “cloak” the members from the scan and force a false reading into the machine. On gaining entry 

they encountered a heavy secure-bot of a type similar to the Hammerhead model used by Alliance forces and after a short but 

vicious firefight gained entry to the main complex. This is where the footage ends and the only data that the interpretation 

department gleaned from the video is that the machinery is of a similar level to Sheustron devices. The power core seems to be 

some kind of self-perpetuating electrical generator that has similar energy signature readouts to star birth. 

 

 
 


